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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Prof to take
Eakin's post
temporarily

Sanctions
on Poland
removed
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, responding to
pleas from church and trade
union leaders, lifted economic
sanctions against Poland yesterday but warned the Warsaw
government not to retreat on
political reforms.
"We will be watching to see
that further steps are token toward national reconciliation in
Poland and that the progress
made is not reversed," Reagan
said in a statement.
The Polish government estimates its economy has lost $15
billion because of Western sanctions imposed after the martial
law crackdown on the Solidarity
trade union in December 1981.
However, critics claim Warsaw's leaders used the sanctions
as an excuse for the country's
poor economy.
"The present regime in Poland uses the sanctions as a
crutch and it's high time that we
kicked the crutch away and let
them stand on their two feet and
not blame (the United States
for) what's happening to the
economy," said Aloysius
Mazewski, president of the Chicago-based Polish American
Congress and a guest at the
White House for Reagan's announcement.
The last remaining U.S. sanctions against Poland were the
denial of "most-favored-nation"
tariff treatment and a ban on
U.S. credits and guarantees.
A SENIOR administration official, briefing reporters on condition he not be identified, said
G See Poland, page 4.

Friday, February 20,1987

by Melissa McGlllivray
assistant managing editor

A University chemistry professor and assistant to Richard
Eakin, former vice president for
Claiming and budgeting, will
imporarily fill Eakin's shoes
until a permanent replacement
is found.
University President Paul
Olscamp will appoint Chris Dalton, assistant vice president for
planning and budgeting, to serve
as acting vice president effective March 1, Olscamp said yesterday.
The position became vacant
Wednesday, when Eakin, who
joined the University in 1964, left
to become chancellor of East
Carolina University in Greenville, North Carolina.
Eakin's term as chancellor
begins March 1, and places him
at the top position at that university.
Olscamp said he will appoint a
search committee to find a permanent replacement for Eakin.
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Bowling?

Steve Terry, junior art major, planishes a hollow-ware bowl in the jewelry lab of the Fine Arts buildinq
Terry is making the bowl for an art class project.

Dalton said yesterday he had
not "heard anything official"
from the president about the
appointment
"He indicated to me several
days ago that that's what he was
going to do," Dalton said. "But

Eakin
Dalton
all the details haven't been
worked out."
ONE OF the details not yet
worked out is whether Dalton
will retain his position as chemistry professor and researcher
in the photochemical sciences
department in addition to his
duties as acting vice president.
Dalton said he is not sure how
long the search process will
take, but he guessed a new permanent vice president may be
appointed in the summer.
He also said he does not know
if he will apply for the permanent position of vice president.
"I'd have to think atwut that,"
he said.
Dalton was appointed assistant vice president for planning
and budgeting last month, after
serving as chair of the Faculty
Senate budget committee since
September 1985.
He joined the University faculty in 1977 as an associate professor of chemistry.

City insurance costs rise 'Amerika' fails
Many municipalities affected by liability coverage crisis
by Caroline Langer
Friday editor

The city of Bowling Green is
paying so much more for so
much less.
Four percent of the city's budget, 051,900, is spent on insurance, said Colleen Smith,
assistant municipal administrator. The cost ot insuring city
operations has gone up $87,499
since last year even though
bonds for public officials, public
employees and excess property
are no longer covered.
"There is an insurance crisis
... we couldn't obtain the Public Officials Liability Insurance
for any price," Smith said. Coverage for public officials was
$14,194 in fiscal year 1985-86.
The city administration has
self-insured the officials by
agreeing to defend and support
them if they are involved ui a
lawsuit within the scope of their
employment, she said.
Chapter 2744 of the Ohio Revised Code requires coverage be
available to all city officials to
provide for their defense. A
Bowling Green city ordinance
also includes members of
boards in voluntary positions as
well as those paid officials under

this protection.
Market Services Inc., the underwriters who insure most of
the city's operations, stated that
they could no longer insure the
officials because of the city's
"claim history," Smith said.
THAT BAD claim history
came from a recent case where
the city settled out of court with
Showe Development Corp. for
$250,000, Smith said.
"The cost of legal council to
represent and win would have
been more than the cost to settle
(out of court)," she said.
The developers sued the city
after the city did not approve
their proposal to build a housing
project east of Klotz Road on the
north side of Gypsy Lane, she
said.
Smith said there are two reasons for the insurance crisis
which Bowling Green and other
municipalities are facing:
courts awarding large settlements to those suing public
administrations and insurance
companies increasing their
rates.
The problem began when the
Ohio Supreme Court nullified
sovereign immunity on Dec. 15,
1985, for public entities, which

Friday

"We're caught up in the middle of the
whole situation - it's a vicious cycle."
Colleen Smith, assistant municipal
administrator
meant that municipalities became easier to sue, she said,
calling the change in the law
"tragic."
As more lawsuits were filed
against municipalities and large
settlements were awarded, insuring cities became less profitable for the insurance
companies so they increased
their rates, Smith explained.
"We're caught up in the middle of the whole situation - it's a
vicious cycle," Smith said.
OTHER AREAS where insurance costs have soared include
police liability, up 93 percent,
and the city's general liability
damage insurance, with premiums up 31 percent as well as
higher deductibles so the city is
responsible for paying a greater
amount of the damage before
the insurance company takes
over the costs, Smith said. Insurance for underground pipelines and electric poles has gone
up 76.6 percent and the deductibles are also higher.

In order to avoid the high cost
of insurance premiums and to
obtain money to protect areas no
longer insured by companies,
such as for public officials, insurance pools are forming in
parts of the nation and some
cities are self-insuring certain
parts of their operation. Smith
said.
The Ohio Municipal League is
planning to form such a pool, she
said. Each member city would
eiy into a fund according to its
tal assets and liabilities. The
money would be invested until
needed.
She said the city plans to join
the pool once it becomes established.
In the mean time, Bowling
Green is trying to become somewhat self-insured and is working
to remove many of the liabilities
the city has, such as potholes
and broken branches, Smith
said. "We can't remove all the
liabilities, but we do have some
Q See Insurance, page 3.

to lure students

by Maria Kromer
staff reporter

If Nielsen were to survey the
student body on campus this
week, ABC's mini-series "Amerika" would turn up low on the
ratings list.
Many University students say
they have not even attempted to
watch the 14Vi-hour mini-series.
The excuses range from students who say they simply never
watch any television, to those
who claim they are unwilling to
commit themselves to a whole
week of watching and .the risk of
having to miss one episode and
ruining the whole story line.
Then there are those students
who say they would just rather
watch "St. Elsewhere" or "Hill
Street Blues."
Sean Smith, a junior public
relations major, had seen a lot of
the previews and commercials,
but was not very impressed. He
said it didn't look like it was
going to be very accurate or
realistic, and based on that
premise, he never even started
watching it. He said it looked
like its purpose was to make the
Russians look bad.
A few of the questioned students did watch "Amerika" the

first few nights, but decided
against watching the rest of the
series. Jack Thomas, a senior
biology major, watched "Amerika' for only one night. He said
it was somewhat antagonizing
because it was so absurd that it
started to make you really think
about the possibility of the Soviets taking over becoming a reality. "I just don't like the idea of
the Soviets running around in
Texas," he said.
ANOTHER STUDENT said
the first few nights were so
unrealistic that he wouldn't continue watching it. John Eliyas, a
senior psychology major, said
the Soviets could never totally
take over because too many
people want the simple things in
life that Americans now enjoy
and would never stand for giving
Of those viewers who were
questioned, most agreed that
"Amerika" definitely reflected
negatively on the Soviets, and
the whole idea of the Soviet
Union so easily taking control of
everything was unbelievable.
Ray Dunlap, a junior radiotelevision-film major, found an
alternative beyona the weekly
entertainment programs. He
□ See Amerika, page 3.

News in brief
Housing sign-up starts Mon.

D Scott Munn returns to the editorial page,
writing about his experiences with New York
City's "street people": See page 2.

Representatives from the On-campus Housing
Office will visit all residence hall lobbies beginning Monday. Students living in residence halls
who want to live on-campus next year should
turn in their housing application cards to the
representatives during these visits.
This is the first phase in the housing process
for returning students. Students who do not turn
in housing cards will not be permitted to participate in the housing sign-up process.

O Videotape-rental managers say the
Bowling Green market Is nearly saturated with
the opening of one more store: See story,
page 3.
D If the University of Michigan's
hockey team is so bad, why are Jerry York and
his Faicons worried? See story, page 8.
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The visits are scheduled as follows:
Offenhauer East, West
Monday, Feb. 23
Kreischer-Compton
Feb. 24
Founders-Lowry, Harmon
Feb. 25
Founders-Mooney, Treadway
Feb. 26
Prout, Conklln
March 2
McDonald East, Kohl
March 3
McDonald North, Rodger*
March 4
McDonald West
March 5
Harahman-Chapman, Bromfield
March 9
HarahmaD-Dunbar, Anderson
March 10
Krei»cher-A»hley, Darrow
March 11
Krebcher-Batchelder
March 12

Gridders add ECU to slate
The University Athletic Department announced yesterday the signing of the Division I
school East Carolina University to both the 1989
and 1992 football schedules.
The first opening was created when Wichita
State, originally slated for the Sept. 9 contest,
suspended its football program. The Falcons will
travel to ECU for next year's game while the
Pirates visit Doyt L. Perry Stadium for the 1992
contest.

Editorial
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Quality graduate
housing needed
In his State of the University address, University
President Paul Olscamp said he would like to
increase graduate student enrollment.
His goal is part of the University's Role and
Mission Statement.
However, before graduate students can be attracted to the University, quality housing provisions must be made for them - either on or off
campus.
Philip Mason, executive assistant to Olscamp,
said the president would like to see enrollment and
housing tor graduate students increase together.
There are several ways for this to happen.
The most obvious way to accommodate graduate
students would be to build a separate housing
facility on campus.
However, the needs of graduate students are
different than those of undergraduates.
According to Fayetta Paulsen, assistant vice
president of student affairs, graduate students
prefer single rooms with private baths and their
own cooking facilities.
The University can't afford to build such a
facility.
The other option is for the University to work
with a private developer or landowner in the city to
develop housing that would appeal to graduate
students and be close to campus. This is the most
realistic choice.
Currently, 1,974 graduate students are enrolled at
the University, but just 42 live on campus. Fourteen
of those are hall directors.
Two years ago, then Graduate Student Senate
President Dave Anderson initiated a survey to see
if more housing was needed for the graduate
students. The survey indicated there wasn't a
demand for it.
But if the graduate student enrollment does
increase as Olscamp hopes, the University will
have to accommodate the students.

Life is so good in Amerika
Coming soon: a drama where the (J.S. 'liberates' our comrades

<$fr * jp
by Cralg Hergert
Calling ABC's 14M* hour TV
movie a mini-series is like calling Moby Dick a fish.
I had every intention of watching a fair share of the controversial program because I like to
keep on top of media events such
as Geraldo Rivera Presents a
Brick Wall" and "Geraldo Rivera Shows You a Real Drug Bust
in Progress, Honest!"
After seeing three episodes, I
can truthfully say that "Amerika" is every bit as good as the
two Geraldo shows.
What was even more interesting than "Amerika" itself was
something that Reed Irvine said
on a Donahue show examining
the mini-series. Irvine, head of a
conservative organization
called Accuracy in Media, offered "Amerika" star Kris Kristofferson an idea for another
film.
"Why not show," Irvine
asked, "what the Soviet Union
would look like 10 years after
being liberated by the United
States?"

My charity wasn't in his normal place this morning when I
started walking to work; I
checked all the doorways, unsure of which street he resides
on, but had no luck. He must've
been up and wandering about in
the sun, in the warmth. My
dollar, in my jacket pocket,
stayed put.
He first became noticeable to
me in much the same way the
sometimes intricate carvings on
a building jump out at you one
odd day - for a bit of stonework,
carved and silent, has at least
that much in common with a
dirty, if human, face. Somebody
begging you for money and a
facade are both just granite
after you've seen enough beggars and enough buildings.
Or perhaps not.
A beggar is somewhat more
bothersome, actually. He reminds you he's hungry, and,
probably, that you're not. He
reminds you that you've seen
soap and water recently. He
tugs at the back of your mind a
melancholy chord you'd rather
not have disturbed.
So you give him a fa
and a wide berth, sometimes
shaking your head slightly, No,
sorry, I've just so much money
to watch over myself, I can't
afford you, too. But in the end
it's easier not even to look. It's
not your fault., you can't help
every hard luck case. Where
there's smoke there's more
smoke.
Hence my charity, who costs
no more than a subway token
and has twice the gratitude. And
who makes me feel that I've
paid my dues for the day, am

indeed exempt from future solicitations, although this is proven
untrue every time I pass someone else telling me he's hungry
and jobless. I gave at the office,
I hate myself almost for saying,
or We 're all hungry.
In my mind he replies. We're
not talking philosophy, we're
talking dauy bread.
My charity remains nameless
because I haven't yet mustered
the thoughtf ulness to ask him his
name. He transports me back to
the middle ages, makes me like
a Catholic buying an indulgence
to shorten my term in purgatory.
T7ie last time I tried to pass
one of them, intent in my steps
and head purposefully turned
away, but still aware, he waited
until I was past before saying
God blesF you.' Distinctly. Unerringly.
A dollar a day keeps the guilt
at bay.
The other night while walking
home from work a woman told
me she was hungry and asked
for a quaiter. AH I had was a
dime, sc I gave her that. Like a
barnacle, she remained glued to
me.
"A dime???" she said.
"Sorry that's all I have," I
said, annoyed and injured. "It's
better than nothing, isn't it?"
"I have to eat, man, I have to
get food with this," she said,
complaining.
End of conversation. She was
right. You can't get much for a
dime.
They all say they're hungry,
and who am I to refute this, and
isn't it grotesquely funny that
something so empty and basic
as hunger can exist so closely
with you but be so difficult to
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believe? Not like a faith but like
a truth? Sympathy but not empathy. Hunger would seem to be
an absolute.
My charity comes from a dimension we trip across but don't
actually live in. "Step on a
crack, break you mother's
back," we sing in a childhood
rhyme. "Lose my job, end up
like him." The crack in the
sidewalk is a chasm we skip
over awkwardly. Perhaps the
dollar I give comes from these
fears, and is a bridge. Maybe
that's the place where many of
us find our kindness.
No matter how loud you might
suggest that you aren't your
brother's keeper, it will echo
back as "No, but. .."
It could be this answer that's
not an answer which makes us
responsible for so much we can't
help. If so, it also leaves us
enough room (doubt?) to be able
to walk by, so tensely deaf.
In the shuffle there's no identity, a composite face, nothing
but a momentary familiarity
that wants nothing to do with
complicated appetites. An
empty stomach with a name
isn t a seamless enough proposition to be truly evil, though it
isn't that we want evil, but we
don't want a personal name for
suffering. Something long and
untranslatable and Latin will be
fine, thank you, or maybe just
hunger, English and simple, but
not Frank is hungry.
So the wanting is anonymous,
the giving is anonymous (the
word taking just doesn't fit in)
and the most poisonous venom is
your own, either allowing yourself to fail acutely to be of any
use or blocking all the inroads.
Just where does this leave the
anxious wrecks, unaffordably
fine-tuned to the blame which is
so transferrable?
It leaves them with their
hands in their pockets, grasping
a dollar bill, sins of omission
lurking clumsily just out of
sight. It leaves bare the question
that, coincidentally, isn't a question: Should I give?
All this for a buck.
Munn, freshman and majorless, is pursuing an internship in
New York City and is a columnist for The News.

Respond
The BG News is your campus
forum.
Letters and columns should be
typewritten, double-spaced and
signed. Phone number and address or OCMB number must be
included.
Address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
TheBGNewi
214 West Hall

Installment two: Tonight's episode gives us a close-up of Ivan
enjoying the good life: cruising
for women in his Pinto, sampling all nine varieties of CocaCola, and blow-drying his hair
("In old days," he says, "we
were forced by Politburo to use
that greasy kid stuff").
Installment three: In swift
succession, Ivan meets Natasha, Sasha and Kasha at a singles bar. Boris, watching his
fortunate friend, longs for the

"Now we follow American system. We
have two parties and two candidates who
sound exactly the same."
chain; Natasha, formerly a lab
technician and now a Russway
distributor; Boris, an erstwhile
dancer with the Bolshoi Ballet
who now entertains at an amusement park called "Czar's Island;" Sasha, formerly an
architect and now a spokesperson for EZ replacement windows; and Kasha, an interior
decorator for the state who now
does freelance work offering to
help people get rid of all that
Everyone is happy except
Bruno, whose lucrative business
in black-market jeans has been
lost forever.

old days when partners were
provided by the state. "No one
minded standing in those lines,"
he says wryly.
Installment four: A new character is introduced. He is Nicolai, formerly an official in
charge of periodically changing
the name of Leningrad and now
a broker in the Vladivostok Market.
Meanwhile, Boris's fortunes
have picked up. After the lotto
ticket he buys with his last dollar is a winner, he lands a job as
a political consultant. "In old
system," he muses, "we had one
party and two candidates who

sounded exactly the same. Now
we follow American system. We
have two parties and two candidates who sound exactly the
same."
Installment five: We meet two
more new characters: Pasha,
who formerly pulled a plow on a
collective farm and who now
runs "Pasha's House of Large
Sizes" clothing boutique and Fedor, a TV producer with a
dream - to do for Russian television what Chuck Barris did for
the U.S. •
Installment six: Trouble
brews. Ivan, who had problems
enough keeping straight the
names of Natasha, Sasha and
Kasha, now falls apart completely when he starts dating
Pasha as well.
Installment seven, the final
episode: In the three-hour conclusion, all problems are resolved. Ivan finds "The 700
Club." Nicolai finds insider trading. Boris finds the ideal candidate, an aging actor who smiles
a lot. Ivan marries Natasha.
Boris marries Sasha. Nicolai
marries Pasha. Fedor books
them all on his "All New Russian Newlywed Game."
Hergert, a teaching fellow in
the English department from
Slayton, Minn., is a columnist
for The News.

AMERIKAN
BROAD>KASTING
PANV
KOMPANV

Such an imaginative and original idea as this one will certainly

One empty stomach makes
for one guilty conscience
by Scott Munn

be picked up by one of the networks. And when it is, we can
look forward to seven nights of a
new mini-series, "RUSSIA."
Installment one: It's been 10
years since the Soviet Union was
freed in some manner that nobody is quite sure about, mainly
because the scriptwriters had no
idea how it could be done. In
this, the first episode, we are
introduced to the main characters: Ivan, a line monitor in the
old days, who is now a wealthy
manager of a fast-food borscht
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Letters
Support BG hockey

Fair treatment wanted

After watching the BG leers
take WMU in overtime Saturday
night, the "seventh man" on the
ice needs to be present at all
games.

Bravo! Once again, columnist
Mary Menuez has managed to
open her mouth and insert her
foot. I must congratulate you
though, Mary. This time you
finally managed to provoke me
enough to actually write a letter
concerning your prejudices.
During your tenure as a BG
News columnist I have read
repeated remarks that stem
from: 1) a need to fill column
space (ie, The 'send Mary a
beer' campaign) or 2) blatant
misjudgments based on the ignorance of a subject (ie, Mary s
continued jabs at BG greeks).
Mary, I too was once a greek
hater. Yet being that I was always taught to find out first
hand before I jumped to conclusions, I decided to rush a sorority. When I made the decision to
pledge, it was based on a desire
to get involved with BG, meet
new people, and to establish
formidable ties at a university
often too large to allow that.
Despite the fact that I am a
greek, I am also involved in
many other academic and social

Cheer for BGSU and forget the
rest. As long as the players hear
us, they know the fans are behind them. If we keep cheering
about green, white and eggs are
we behind the Falcons?
Grab some friends and go to
Michigan. Change blue and gold
to orange and brown. Saturday fill the arena. CHEER FOR
BG!! Cheering about the opponents doesn't support BG. Aren't
we rooting for the CCHA leading
Falcons?
Some guys will be on home ice
for their last regular season
game. Increase the seating capacity by raising the roof.
Be there -1 will - cheering
until I'm hoarse.
LET'S GO FALCONS!!
Sue Shunk
Class of '84
Toledo

groups as well. You'll find that
most greeks are. From these
various ties, I have garnered a
better understanding of myself
and others around me. My social
groupings and pursuits go beCd my standing in "a smoky
looking for fellow greeks
that you have so kindly highlighted for me.
Yet the thing that irritated me
so much about your column and
many others (lest we forget your
infamous freshman one) is your
use of double standard. Not one
paragraph before your attack on
greeks you spoke of "highlighting every person I've heard call
the handicapped weird, gross or
funny." Then what do you do?
You shove the greeks into one
category and apply the same
stereotypes.
I don't know if your continued
remarks about greeks stem
from prejudice, personal reasons or just plain ignorance.
That doesn't matter. What does
is if you plan on pursuing a
career as a journalist you might
be advised to keep them to yourself, or at least out of print.
Elizabeth A. Kimes
423 Chapman
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Local
BG video market saturated
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

The number of video stores in
Bowling Green is out to rival the
number of pizza places.
The opening of the newest
video store, Network Video,
adds to the saturation of the
video market, agreed the managers of video stores in the area.
"The saturation of the stores
has reached its limit, both in
town and nationwide," said Bill
Burkle, owner of Video Connection, 425 E. Wooster St.
Presently there are four
stores in town dealing strictly
with video rentals, three grocery stores and one television
shop renting videos.
Loren Phillips, owner of the
Phillips Television Company,
1028 N. Main, started renting out
videos as an addition to his regular business in I960, when the
community was "not proliferated with video stores.
"Each new business is cutting
into the pie." be said.
The number of businesses began multiplying in 1985, when
Barney's Videos, 1093 N. Main
St., opened, according to Phil-

F
i

lips and Sue Wilkins, manager of
Video Spectrum, 112 E. Washington St., the oldest video store
in Bowling Green. The store
opened in April 1981.
"The interest in videos has
been there since the beginning,"
Wilkins sail
Burkle said he has seen an
increase in video rental by students in the last two years.
"I think a lot of kids get tired
with the bar scene and they're
Just looking for something different to do on the weekends,"
he said.
The busiest days of the week
for the video stores are Fridays
and Saturdays and the busiest
time of the year is winter.
"Our business directly relates
to the weather," said Kimberly
Laubengayer, manager of Barney's Videos, 1093 N. Main.
When it's sunny out, business
slows down," she said.
Students can get the best price
for video cassette recorders and
videotapes from Monday
through Thursday, when the video stores offer special deals to
help offset the slower business
period.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
1J953 KBAMEB BO
- BG ID'S IABGEST
ANO MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

Renting a VCR overnight runs
from $3 to $7 at most of the
stores, including various coupons, and videotapes cost ap&roximately $2 each.
emberships at the stores further reduce prices.
"Students seem to pool their
money for tapes, so the cost is
even less," Burkle said.
Laubengayer said in the long
run, many people prefer tapes to
going to movie theaters.
"It's a lot cheaper to rent a
tape, plus you can stop the
movie if you want to go do something or rewind parts that you
miss," she said.
The shorter time that it is
taking for movie releases to
move to video format also adds
to the attraction of videos, the
managers agreed.
For instance, the summer
smash "Top Gun" will be released next month.

a Continued from page 1.
said be started watching "Amerika," but found a show on the
Discovery Channel that was run
specifically to compete with the
ABC series and easily won out
The show he began watchim;
ran actual footage from the Soviet Union and was much more
believable, educational and interesting, he said.
Although the students questioned were not necessarily representative of the entire student
body, it appears that the miniseries "Amerika," at least on
this campus, was too unrealistic
to keep the students' interest for
all 14ft hours of the mini-series.

"Studios are realizing there is
more money in videos than in
the theater,'' Laubengayer said.
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0 Continued from page 1.
one on standby all day in case a
pothole or something is reported."
A BIT of relief came on Nov.
20,1986, when limits were placed
on the amounts of claims
against cities by Ohio House Bill
176, Smith said. However, this
partial restoration of sovereign
immunity is not expected to
curb the number of suits brought
against public entities.
Because of the passage of partial immunity, the insurance
market will eventually get better for Ohio municipalities,
according to Smith.

Amerika

weekend special

•

Insurance

Network Video adds another store to the list

$2090
352-7031
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Two students chosen Class helps students
to teach in Ecuador to improve intimacy
Wy Becky Thomas
reporter

While many students will
go south for spring break, two
University students will have
to wait a little longer.
Wiley Blevins and John
Morehart, senior elementary
education majors, will go to
Ecuador this August to teach
at a private academy for the
children of diplomats.
The Inter-American Academy, located in Guayaquil,
is made up of 231 students in
Sades kindergarten through
, and 20 staff members,
Morehart said.
They will teach an American curriculum, though a
knowledge of the Spanish language will come in handy.
"the children are fluent in
both Spanish and English. We
are learning Spanish quickly;
we have the tapes and the
pocket dictionaries - all that
stuff," Blevins said.
Blevins and Morehart
heard of the opportunity
through a friend who had
attended the International
Job Fair at Ohio State University last year, Morehart
said.
They called the University
Placement Services office,
and found out about the fair
this year from Louise Paradis, assistant director of
placement for the College of
Education and Allied Professions.
Blevins and Morehart at-

tended the fair Feb. 6-8, and
were notified of their positions on Feb. 7, Morenart
said.
They went through a series
of interviews for the positions, one of which lasted
three hours, and were finally
chosen out of 86 candidates
for the iob.
Morehart said they had
considered many different
schools in many different
countries, and the program in
Ecuador sounded the best.
"The experience will be
interesting, intriguing and
challenging - it will be a
learning environment for ourselves {is well as for the children," Morehart said.
Blevins and Morehart have
a two-year contract that
starts Aug. 1, which gives
them two weeks to prepare
the lessons before classes actually start. They will be staying in an apartment in
Guayaquil that was arranged
for them by the director of the
program, Morehart said.
Their interest was sparked
by the unusual aspect of the
job.
"We both wanted to travel
abroad, which is hard to afford on a teacher's salary.
Now we can do that, and we
plan to travel all over South
America," Blevins said.
THE MULTI-CULTURAL
aspect of teaching in another
country is often what interests students in pursuing this

kind of job, Paradis said.
"There are many different
aspects of teaching internationally. If the student is proficient in the language, he
may choose to teach in a
school in which he could use
the language in order to improve his fluency," Paradis
said. "Some students choose
to teach in English-speaking
schools; however, they still
have an opportunity to develop language skills."
The decision to teach in a
situation such as this demonstrates initiative, flexibility
and adaptability on the part
of the student, according to
Paradis.
"The student has to make
the decision and then take the
steps necessary to make this
decision a reality. He also has
to exhibit the basic classroom
skills such as human relations, interpersonal communication, decision-making
and organizing," said Paradis.
Friends' reactions to the
news were mixed, and Blevins and Morehart were both
surprised at some of the reactions.
"Someone actually asked
me if it was near Kansas
somewhere. It is not near
Kansas; it is not in Central
America. It is in South America, and it is a fairly peaceful
country," Morehart said.
After their two year stay
the two are not sure what is in
store for the future.

Poland

D Continued from page 1.
that while trade tariffs will be
lowered for Polish goods, Warsaw will have to compete in a
very competitive market.
As for the lifting of the ban on
credits and guarantees, the official said, There will be no
manna from heaven flowing

END THE SEARCH AT...
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IPCO course focuses on love relationships

by LeWonnle Belcher
reporter

In an effort to narrow the
notorious communication gap
between college men and
women, the University is offering a course called Intimate
Communications.
The course, IPCO 406, was
developed over a period of 10
years by Raymond Tucker,
chairman of the department of
interpersonal and public communication, and is offered for
only the second time in four
years through the IPCO department.
Open to both majors and nonmajors, the course is designed to
help heterosexual students improve intimate relationships,
Tucker said.
"Intimate relationships are
difficult to get started and maintain," Tucker said. "The idea of
'I'm a boy and you're a girl' isn't
food enough. You can learn to
e better at intimate
relationships."
Tucker said having an intimate relationship does not involve just doing what comes
naturally, he said, adding that
people don't know what sensuality and good sex are all about.
If people depend on natural
from this decision."
Poland already owes the
United States more than {2 billion in guaranteed credits that it
is unable to repay.
In lifting the sanctions, Rea!;an noted the lifting of martial
aw in Poland in 1983 and the
release of thousands of political
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Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance* programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision
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r955 S. Reynolds
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Bowling Green
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"In terms of sexuality in relationships, I'd
give the world a 'C minus.' In most
relationships it is abysmal, mainly
because we don't know any better."
Raymond Tucker, chair of IPCO department
instincts, they are "doomed," he
said.
According to Tucker, the major difficulty men and women
have in intimate relationships is
the inability to connect with one
another.
"THEY DONT know how to
find love and they don't know
how to keep the romance alive,"
he said.
Tucker also added that people
are hung up on addictions instead of preferences. He said an
addictive behavior is when people demand something from
someone and are unhappy if
they don't get what they want.
Tucker said rather than addictions, people should have preferences. They should tell their
partner what they want and then
work together to achieve the
goal. That way both people will
be happy, he said.
"Any relationship that is not a
mega-love relationship is
Erisoners in a series of amneses. Since last September, no
one has been arrested on political charges, he said.
The president said that "significantly, the leaders of Solidarity and of the Catholic Church
in Poland agree that this is the
right course for us to take."

doomed to failure," he said.
He said the relationship will
not work unless two people are
so in love that it is obvious -they
can't wait to make each other
happy and they're thinking
about each other all the time.
Tucker also believes that
IPCO 406 can improve students'
sexual relationships.
"In terms of sexuality in
relationships, I'd give the world
a C minus'," Tucker said. "In
most relationships it is abysmal,
mainly because we don't know
any better."
To remedy the situation, he
recommended that students
take IPCO 406 and read some of
the many books on the market
such as Alex Comfort's Joy of
Sex.
Tucker said students should
be cautious about taking the
advice of sex "experts" like Dr.
Ruth Westheimer.
"It's great entertainment, but
don't take it too seriously," he
said.
During Deputy Secretary of
State John Whitehead's recent
visit to Poland, Lech Walesa,
leader of Solidarity, and Cardinal Jozef Glemp appealed for an
end to the sanctions.
MAZEWSKI, THE head of the
Polish American Congress, said
the sanctions had become counterproductive.
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Seminars attract leaders
by Amy Burkett
reporter

cerns with leaders from many different
campuses," said Carrie Roads, Panhellenic
conference coordinator.
Are you a leader of an organization
Roads said the conference is not aimed
looking for new ways to inspire or motivate specifically at greeks.
your members?
Terri Hoodlef, publicity chairman for the
If so, you may want to "Discover the conference, said, "There will be many difChallenge," which is the theme for the ferent seminars, including Parliamentary
University's seventh annual leadership con- Procedures Made Fun, How to Deal with
ference. The conference, which is sponsored Power, Creativity, Scholarships, Motivaby the Panhellenic and Interf raternity coun- tion, Hazing, Rush and The Power of Laughcils, takes place today and tomorrow.
ter."
"The program is designed to help students
The speakers for the seminars include 13
become better leaders and to provide them faculty members from around the country,
with insightful programs. It is also an oppor- in addition to graduate students, unit directunity to meet and discuss ideas ana con- tors, and representatives from Greek Life,

Blotter
A Lakewood man was arrested Wednesday night by
city police for allegedly trying to steal a car from the
parking lot at Meadowview
Court Apartments, 214 Napoleon Road.

the Office of Student Affairs and Residence
Life.
The keynote speaker is T.J. Schmitz, vice
Evident and chief executive officer of Tau
ppa Epsilon International Fraternity and
the Teke Educational Foundation, Inc.
Schmitz also serves on the board of directors for the Study of the College Fraternity
at Indiana University.
>
"The conference was very small when it
began in 1980, but has grown to include 35
schools from Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Pennsylvania ," said Mark Malo,
registration coordinator. "This is the only
undergraduate conference (of its kind) in
the country," he said.

Acting on a telephone tip,
police arrived at the parking
lot at about 10 p.m. and found
the car in question being
driven out of the lot. Police
arrested the driver, Steven
Kirchner, 28, of Lakewood,
and charged him with grand
theft auto.
According to police,
Kirchner told them that the
car's owner is the sister of his
ex-wife, and that the car was
"rightfully his." Police said
Kirchner had used a key to
gain entry to the car.
Kirchner was placed in
Wood County Jail.

Mardi Gras to end charity week
by Julie Wallace
staff reporter

A bake sale, a euchre tournament and a sweatshirt sale are
just some of the events being
held on campus during the annual Charities Week.
From Feb. 23-28, the weeklong effort to raise money for
various charities will feature
student organizations and residence halls involved in different
fund-raising events.
Don Miller, a graduate student in college student personnel
and adviser to Volunteers in
Progress, the parent body of the
Charities Board, said the board
is trying to increase student
involvement with the program.
"In the past, Charities Week
was a major event on campus,
but it has declined in the past
few years... we are now trying
to turn that around by notifying
all the student organizations ana
Eushing for their involvement,"
e said. "We really want the
students to get an awareness of
the various charity and volunteer programs available, and
this is a good way to do it."
The finale for the week, Mardi
Gras, will be held Saturday
night in the Union.
Sponsored by the University
Activities Organization (UAO)
and nine other groups, the Mardi

American Heart
'Association

41

Gras celebration will involve
decorating the entire Union to fit
this year's theme, "Run
Through the Reruns," with the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom being
set up in a casino-like fashion
with booths and gaming tables
and decorated to resemble "Gilligan's Island."
DEBORAH SPINA. a graduate student in college student
personnel and an adviser for
UAO, said that the money
earned by the organizations at
Mardi Gras will be donated to a
charity, with full credit going to
the organization that earned it.
"We collect the money after
Mardi Gras that is to be donated," Spina said. "At that
time, the organization can specify which charity they want to
donate to or they leave it up to us
to decide which one will get it. In
either case, the money is given
in the name of the group that

earned it."
In addition to various food
sales, the Students Against Muscular Dystrophy
ophy (SAMS)
I
I organization is selling; sweatshirts to
raise money and both a pool and
a euchre tournament are being
held. Rodgers Quadrangle is
holding "Penny Wars" and Darrow Hall is sponsoring the firstever,"Clean Sweep for Charity."
"We tried to be innovative,
and this is what we got," said
Darrow's hall council vice president, Sandy Myers. "Not many
other people would do something
like this/
Myers, a freshman pre-journalism major, and the other
members of the hall council will
be sweeping the rooms of the
students in the wing that contributes the most money by the
end of the week.
Miller said that although a
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See the Falcon leers Beat Michigan!

at Polly eyes
Tonight
at 7:30 pm
Smorgasbord Special: $3.75

PogliQi's

Free Delivery
from 11 am Daily!
$ 3.50 Minimum*

Sub of the Week: 7" Roast Beef Sub:
2/16 thru 2/22

s

"Sub of the Week"

■ While Supplies Last

.: Police arrested an area
man Wednesday morning for
carrying a concealed weapon
after a Sohio employee reported a suspicious person
walking along East Wooster
Street. David Shipman, 21,
address unknown, was
stopped by police at 5:36 a.m.

C A University student was
charged with shoplifting for
the theft of a bar of soap and a
bottle of contact lens cleaner
from State Discount Store.
902 E. Wooster St.
Sheri Gibson, 20, of Mansfield and living in 372 Rodgers
Quadrangle, was arrested
Wednesday. The value of the
items was $6.18, police said.

HOLLIS A. MOORE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
Deadline: Monday, March 2, 1987

The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in
University Community activities. The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A.. demonstrate
active participation in University organizations and be available for a personal interview
with the selection committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office
of the Vice President for University Relations. Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m..
Monday. March 2. 1987.
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about March 30,
1987.
Applications are available in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations,
Mileti Alumni Center.
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: ] An obscene telephone
call was reported to police
Wednesday afternoon by a
female University student,
who told police that a male
had called three times. On the
first call, he asked if she was
selling coupon books. When
she answered no, the caller
then made a derogatory sexual reference to her, police
said.

Application For

All The Pizza & Salad you can eat.

945 S. Main
352-7571

coupon
and purchase of our

special week has been designated, fund-raising events andvolunteer programs happen
throughout the year on campus.
"Volunteers in Progress,
along with the Charities Board,
is involved with both fund-raising and volunteer programs
throughout the year," ne said.
"The benefits of student involvement is not just monetary.
The knowledge and the experience they can share is invaluable to the community."

while he was walking in front
of Wendy's Restaurant, 1504
£. Wooster St. While the police officer was talking to
Shipman, he noticed Shipman
was carrying a sheath knife
under his jacket.
The knife was confiscated
and Shipman was placed in
Wood County Jail on $7,000
bond, police said.
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Robin Barber
Kim Zellers
Kathy Kennedy
Laurie Rozzo
Lorri GomeDebbie Martens
Sheila Walker
Linda Oberlin
Chris Romano

lexpires 2/22/871
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Soviets to release Begun today
MOSCOW (AP) - Psychiatrist Anatoly
Koryagin came home yesterday after five
years in a labor camp, and officials said
Jewish activist Josef Begun would be out
of prison in 24 hours, nearly a week after
his release was first announced.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Gennady
Gerasimov reported the releases at a news
briefing. Koryagin, who had accused authorities of putting sane dissidents in psychiatric hospitals, and Begun were among
the most prominent dissidents still held,
but other well-known activists remain in
prisons or labor camps.
Begun, 55, was still at Chistopol Prison

yesterday.
An Interior Ministry official telephoned
Begun's wife Inna yesterday evening and
told her to go to the prison. 500 miles east
of Moscow, for her husband's release
today.
"Boris and I will be going to Chistopol as
soon as we can get tickets," Mrs. Begun
said. Boris is Begun's son from a previous
marriage.
"I was told my husband will be freed
tomorrow, in the second half of the day,"
she told The Associated Press by telephone.
Begun, a teacher of Hebrew, was par-

doned Tuesday by the Supreme Soviet, the
nominal national parliament. He was sentenced in 1963 to seven years in prison for
anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda.
A SOVIET official had announced his
release prematurely in a television interview on CBS last Sunday.
Mrs. Begun and Boris said other dissidents freed from Chistopol recently told
them Josef Begun is the last remaining
prisoner held there for alleged anti-Soviet
activity. At least 150 dissidents have been
released in the past three weeks, and
officials have said an equal number of
cases are under review.

Ohio leads in Japanese auto part firms
CLEVELAND (AP)-Ohio
leads the nation as an American
home base for Japanese companies that make automotive
parts, according to a new study.
There will be 30 Japanese
firms with plants in Ohio by next
year, employing 5,000 workers,
said Donald Iannone, author of
the report and director of the
Economic Deveopment Program at Cleveland State University's Urban Center.
those 30 firms represent one
quarter of all Japanese compa-

nies that manufacture auto
parts in the United States, Iannone said.
He said 119 Japanese companies make or plan to make auto
parts in the United States.
After Ohio, Michigan is second
with 18 plants. California has 17.
The Japanese firms were not
particularly willing to discuss
their business decisions, Iannone said, but a major reason
the companies were attracted to
Ohio seems to have been its
location.

Nearly all the companies in
Ohio are in the southwest, in an
area generally straddling Interstate 75, he noted.
"The 1-75 corridor, which
stretches from Michigan all the
way south, is viewed very favorably by the Japanese," he said.
Iannone said be feels the success of Honda's auto and motorcycle plant has indicated to
other companies that Ohio is a
good place to do business.
THE REPORT was prepared
by Iannone for the Ohio Depart-

ment of Development.
"The state was interested in
some explanation of what was
making them successful to this
point," Iannone said. "We were
interested in the dynamics, what
was driving the investment."
SEVEN JAPANESE companies will build cars in the United
States by 1989 and Iannone expects the number of Japanese
suppliers to increase, too. By
1989 or 1990, he said he would
expect another 20 firms to locate
in Ohio.
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The Sisters of ALPHA XI DELTA
are Proud to Announce Their
1987 Officers

GR€€NBRinR INC.
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apartments
Gose-to-Campus
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Executive Officers
President

Cecilia Lang

Vice-Presideal

Amy Welsh

Treasurer

Leslie Clarterbuck

Runh Chairman

Wendy Flower

Recording Secretary

Terry Salvino

Corresponding Secretary

Joy Gaylord

Social Chairman

Amy Thourot

Pledge Educator

Tina Hapner

Senior Panhd Rep

Teresa Blackman

Scholarship

Bubbly Hashmi

Huii*- Chairman

Kathy Bradshow

Quill

Missy Bolen

Board Treasurer

Tracey Bourne
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(514 - 530 leroY five.)
fivailable:
Houses, 1 Bedroom flpts.
and 2 Bedroom flpts.
224 6. LUooster St.

352-0717

Statements say
'Ivan' was killed

Prisoners' testimony supports claim
JERUSALEM (AP)-A lawyer trying to prove John Demjanjuk was not "Ivan the
Terrible" cited testimony yesterday that prisoners flung the
brutal Nazi guard into a blazing
furnace during an uprising at
the Treblinka death camp.
A prosecution witness who
wrote a history of the concentration camp in Poland said he
knew the story but took it "with
a pinch of Salt."
Demjanjuk, a 66-year-old retired autoworker from Cleveland, claims he was not at the
camp and says he is the victim
of mistaken identity.
His Israeli lawyer, Yoram
Sheftel, read from trie testimony
of four Treblinka inmates in an
attempt to prove Demjanjuk
was not the Ukrainian guard
who beat and stabbed prisoners,
cut slices of flesh from their
bodies, pushed them into death
chambers and turned on the gas.
From testimony of Shlomo
Hellman. he read: "Groups attacked the Germans and Ivan
the Terrible was overpowered
and thrown into the furnaces.
We set the gas chambers on
fire."
Sheftel cited three other survivors who claimed the guard

Cuomo says he won't seek
presidential nomination
NEW YORK (AP) - Gov. Mario
Cuomo said yesterday that he
would not be a candidate for the
Democratic presidential nomination in 1988.
"I will not be a candidate,"
said the New York governor at
the end of a call-in show on
WCBS radio in New York City.
The 54-year-old governor said
that he had "no desire to increase the speculation" about a
possible run for the White
House.
"This decision is the best thing
for my state," said Cuomo, adding that it was also "the best
thing for my family" and "the
best thing for my party."
Recent nationwide polls had
placed Cuomo as a strong second to former Sen. Gary Hart of
Colorado as the choice among

Treasurer
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Cheryl Gargasz

Public Relations
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in the BGSU area Feb 24 » 25, 1987
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Trayce Draia

Jr. Panhel Rep.
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Democrats for the nomination.
"In my opinion, the Democratic Party offers a number of
candidates who can prove themselves capable of leading this
nation toward a more sane, a
more progressive and a more
humane future," said Cuomo.
"I will continue to work as
hard as I can to deal with those
Soblems here in New York and
support the selection of our
party as vigorously as I can in
my role as governor of the state
of New York," he added.
"I'M VERY, very grateful to a
lot of people who suggested I
might adequately serve as the
candidate myself, but the decision I've made, I think, is best
for my state, best for my family,
and I think also best for my
party," Cuomo said.

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.

Cabinet Officers
ASM.

whose cruelty earned him the
name was killed in 1943. Inmates
attacked Ukrainian and German
SS guards in August of that year
and managed to set parts of the
camp afire before the revolt was
crushed.
DEMJANJUK, WHO was born
in the Ukraine, claims to have
been a prisoner himself. He says
he was captured in 1942 while
serving in the Soviet army and
was held at a POW camp near
Treblinka, where 850,000 Jews
perished in 1942-43.
Hellman was at Treblinka for
more than a year. He died after
giving his testimony to the Yad
Vashem Holocaust Museum in
Jerusalem in 1961.
Sheftel also cross-examined
prosecution witness Yitzhak
Arad about the testimony. Arad,
a historian who wrote a book
about Treblinka based on testimony of survivors, said he had
interviewed Hellman.
"This whole description I took
with a pinch of salt," he said.
"This passage is very heroic:
the overpowering of the Germans, the heavy fighting, the
burning of the gas chambers. I
was skeptical because not a single German was killed at Treblinka."
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Amy Sliman

Appointed Pledge Board

Sara Siefert
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News Digest

Senator believes Reagan OK'd sale

Human rights report cites
S. Africa, USSR, S. Korea
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
State Department yesterday
called the police crackdown
in South Africa the most
troubling human rights trend
of 1986 and dismissed some of
the Soviet Union's newly proclaimed human rights moves
as "only talk."
The department's annual
report to Congress on human
freedoms in 167 countries also
criticized South Korea, a
close American ally, and
claimed an inability to determine whether the Central
American contras were guilty
of war crimes in their fight to

overthrow the pro-Soviet Nicaraguan government.
On the positive side, the
report said conditions in the
Philippines, Haiti and Guatemala unproved last year.
Like its predecessors, the
1,356-page human rights survey is a detailed report card
on the human condition in
lands ranging from the democracies of Western Europe to
North Korea - which Assistant Secretary of State Richard Schifter likened to the
regime in George Orwell's
classic novel of repression,
1984.

Paris meeting to focus on
stabilizing exchange rates
WASHINGTON (AP)Federal Reserve Chairman
Paul Volcker yesterday said
a weekend meeting in Paris
of industrial nations should
help efforts to stabilize exchange rates, but that real
progress requires West Germany and Japan to do more
to stimulate their economies.
Volcker told the Senate
Banking Committee that continued slow growth in those
and other industrial nations
increases the risk of recession in the United States.
He also suggested that Japan should import more

goods from Korea and Latin
America in an effort to trim
its huge trade surplus, a
move he said would indirectly
help ease this nation's $170
billion trade deficit.
Volcker testified amid reports of a tentative
agreement among industrial
nations aimed at stabilizing
the value of the dollar against
other major currencies in exchange for promises from
Japan and West Germany to
do more to spur growth.
The dollar's value has
plunged more than 40 percent
in the past two years.

Study says acceptance
of government growing
DAYTON (AP) - Two political scientists say President
Reagan's popularity helped
Americans accept big government, and that acceptance
isn't likely to diminish despite
Reagan's loss of popularity
over the Iran arms affair.
"I think they are accepting
reality," Linda Bennett, an
assistant professor at Wittenberg University in Springfield, said this week.
She and her husband, Stephen, a professor at the University of Cincinnati, have

presented papers on their research at American and international conferences
recently. They are working
on expanding it to a book,
tentatively titled "Living
with Leviathan," a look at
public opinion of big government from 1964 through 1986.
The couple have used National Election Studies conducted by the University of
Michigan through 1984, but
Bennett said similar questions on Gallup surveys from
1981-85 show the same trend.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The former chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee
said yesterday he believes President Reagan gave advance approval to an Israeli
arms shipment to Iran in August 1985, and
"ought to stick with" that story he reportedly once told investigators but later retracted.
Sen. David Durenberger, R-Minn., also
said embattled White House Chief of Staff
Donald Regan was "just making problems"
with some of his actions in the unfolding
Iran-contra controversy.
Meanwhile, members of the presidential
review board on the affair conducted a
hospital-room interview with former National Security Adviser Robert McFarlane.
And inside the White House, spokesman
Martin Fitzwater announced that Reagan
stands ready to veto any legislation halting
aid to the contra rebels fighting the Nicaraguan government. The Democratic-con-

WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal employees ordered to take
drug tests will find it hard to
doctor urine samples under
rules issued yesterday, but also
are guaranteed review by a
medical officer before any positive result can be reported to a
supervisor.
The technical rules, prepared
by the Department of Health
and Human Services, do not deal
with the underlying controversy
of whether it is proper to require
tests.
But they still drew quick criticism from a union chief and
from two members of Congress,
one of whom accused the Reagan administration of attacking
fundamental privacy rights of
federal workers.
Last September, President
Reagan ordered drug testing of
employees who have sensitive
jobs and instructed the department to develop the scientific
procedures to be followed.
The Office of Personnel Management issued regulations last

November that could make as
many as 1.1 million workers
subject to testing, although only
a fraction of them are likely to
be required to submit.
Those government-wide rules
were held in abeyance pending
the Health and Human Services
guidelines, but some agencies including the FBI and Drug Enforcement Administration have been testing on their own.
They will have 180 days to bring
their clinical procedures in line
with those set yesterday.
THE DETAILED new rules,
designed to ensure that the person being tested is submitting
his own fresh urine sample, call
for water in the toilet used to
contain a blue dye and for the
sample's temperature to be
taken within four minutes.
Both are to guard against the
person submitting a sample diluted with toilet water or one
that was smuggled into the testing site. A monitor would be
nearby, but would not watch the
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person give the sample.
The guidelines include elaborate instructions on transportation of samples to make sure
they are not mixed up and on the
labratory testing procedures.
For example, any sample that
tests negative on initial screening is reported back to the
agency as negative. An initial
positive must be confirmed positive by a second, more expensive analysis that is generally
accepted as nearly 100 percent
accurate.

t-ven then, the report must go
initially only to the agency's
medical review officer.
At a news conference, Attorney General Edwin Meese HI
and Office of Personnel Management Director Constance
Horner said the testing program
was aimed at rehabilitating
drug users.
BUT HORNER acknowledged
that employees found to be using
drugs once can expect to be fired
if they are caught a second time.

CHARLESTOWN
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

4 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Exp. 2-28-87
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Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

hak Shamir said in an interview that Israel
would provide "necessary information" to
congressional committees conducting their
own review.
But he said his government would resist
any attempt to force Israeli officials to
testify about the country's participation in
arranging seven U.S. weapons shipments.
Reagan himself said nothing during the
day to reporters on the continuing investigation into the secret sale of arms to Iran and
apparent diversion of profits to the contra
rebels in Nicaragua. He has repeatedly
defended the arms sales, but said he knew
nothing of the alleged diversion of funds
until Attorney General Edwin Meese III
unearthed evidence in November of last
year.
REGAN, THE chief of staff, avoided comment as well, as reports continued to circulate that his days at the White House may be
coming to an end.

New federal rules regulate drug testing

W/ID

Woodsy Owl says
Injuries Hurt!

trolled Senate Foreign Relations Committee
approved such a bill on Wednesday, and
Reagan's spokesman said the intent of the
legislation "is simply to abandon all Nicaraguans struggling to bring democracy to
their country."
IN CONGRESS, meanwhile. Secretary of
State George Shultz offered no response
when Rep. Robert Torricelli, D-N.J., told
him during a hearing that U.S.-provided
weapons were having a "dramatic impact
in Iran's favor in its war with Iraq.
Torricelli, just back from a trip to Iraq,
said, "The security of our country and of the
entire western world is very much at issue
today. There is a very real threat the Arab
world could be united under this (Iranian)
fundamentalist revolution," the congressman said.
In another development in the widening
investigation into toe Iran-contra controversy, visiting Israeli Prime Minister Yitz-

$285 00
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SUSANS BOB
SHARON & CHRIS
PEGGY & MARK
BETH & BYRON
ALISA& STEVE
JOANNA & MIKE
DIANE & JOE
BECKY & DAN
LAURIE & MARK
KELLEY&KEN
DONNA & LARRY
PEGGY & ERIC
USA & ED
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SUES KEVIN
NANCYS KEVIN
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MARY ELLENS
DALLAS

SUZY & MATT
AMY BETH & SANDY
SUSAN & KEVIN
CHRIS & IRA
DARLENE & JERRY
JENNIFER & DOUG
KIM & MIKE
CONNIE & IOHN
KARENS THE MAD
"PLAID"ER
KRISTINE & T.B.A.
CHRISTI & MIFCA
/MAPKA BOWLERS
LAURIE & DAVE
KATHRYN & GEOFF
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MICHELLE & BRUCE
AMY&
BARMAN 1
ANNE&
BARMAN 2
DONNAS
BARMAN 3
T&TED
LAURIE & DAVE
CAROLE & HER JOB
KATHI&THELAD
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ABOUT PLAID
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BG icers wary of CIM
Falcons' Urban faces Wolverine brother one last time
by Matt Winkeljohn
asslstanl sports editor

They're tied for sixth place in
a nine-team conference. They
have a record of 14-21-1 overall.
They have been outscored 160147 on the season. They have
managed just a 6-6 split with
Miami, Ohio State and Ferris
this year. Miami even swept
them one weekend.
On paper, when compared to
BG, Michigan stinks. But the
game is not played on paper, it's
Slaved on ice. Nonetheless, the
folverines concern Bowling
Green.
And BG head coach Jerry
York said that concern is anything but minor as the Falcons
travel to UM tonight and return
home to face the Wolverines
Saturdayto complete the twogame series.
"Back in October, when I
made my picks, I picked Michigan as my dark horse. They
have a couple of dominant defensemen in (Myles) O'Connor
and (Jeff) Norton," York said.
"Their goaltending has improved all year. When you look
at how they have played the
tough teams, we think we have a
difficult team (to beat)."
Not only does UM possess the
highest scorer in CCHA in center
Brad Jones, but the Wolverines
have also given the Falcons fits
over the last couple of years.
Last year, Red Berenson's
squad split the season series
with BG. The Wolverines took
the first game in Ann Arbor
Mich., 7-5, with Dan Kwilas in
goal for the Falcons.

Then, last Jan. 10, Michigan
blew into the Ice Arena and
outscored the Falcons 7-2 in the
final two periods to top BG, 7-4.
York's troops were ranked number one in the nation at the time.
UM also split the seasonal
series each ot the previous two
years despite finsishing seventh
last year, and ninth the year
before.
Already this year, Berenson's
boys have taken a game from
BG. That was the first game of
this season, a 6-5 affair in Ann
Arbor. That was goalie Gary
Kruzich's only loss in his first 25
games. He is now 23-3-2.
Senior forward Rob Urban is
not slated to play tonight. But
should he dress tomorrow in BG,
he will be facing a pair of CCHA
foes for the final time. In addition to seeing Michigan for the
last time in a college hockey
uniform (barring a postseason
clash), Urban will play for the
final time.
Jeff Urban is a sophomore left
wing at Michigan. Despite
breaking his hand two weeks
ago, he will play this weekend.
With four goals and seven
assists in 21 games, Rob leads
the race for family scoring honors in Minnetonka, Minn, as Jeff
has tallied three goals and three
assists in 25 games.
Rob is obviously not so worried about slowing down his
brother as he is the Wolverines.
"They are one of the hottest
teams in the nation over the last
two months. They have beaten
Michigan State, and Western
Michigan. Teams have to have
talent to beat those teams,"

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

Urban said. "Plus, they have to
get past Ohio State (in the standings) so they don't have to play
Michigan State (in the CCHA
playoffs)."
Jones has scored 32 goals and
added 41 assists on the season.
Fourteen of those scores have
come on the power plays. Right
wing Brad McCaughey has
added 15 power-play goals and is
the team's second leading
scorer with total of 25-22-47.
Michigan has suffered poor
S;oaltending all year. The team's
eading goaltender, freshman
Wayne Sharpies, is ranked 14th
overall in the CCHA's save percentage category with a mark of
.849.
In the last month, UM has
Sounded second-place Michigan
tate in East Lansing, 8-2, narrowly lost another game, 2-1 to
the Spartans, beaten and tied
third-place Lake Superior and
drilled Alaska-Fairbanks, 8-2
and 9-3. The Wolverines have
also split their regular-season
series with fourth-place Western
Michigan.
York said the Falcons are "100
percent healthy" and goalie
Gary Kruzich will play.
Given Michigan s ability to
get up for the big games in
recent years, and the fact Friday's game in Ann Arbor will be
the last time UM's seniors play
before a home crowd of more
than 8,300, Michigan State coach
Ron Mason may like his team's
chances of overcoming BG's
one-point CCHA lead.
The game is not played on
paper. It's played on ice.
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Cagers disprove critics
with MAC tourney bid
Reed This

From Bowling Green, it's just
30 miles to Toledo's Centennial
Hall, the site of this year's MidAmerican Conference tournament.
But in essence, no team will
have come further to reach the
tourney than the Falcons.
Wednesday night, BG clinched
a berth in the MAC tournament
with a 77-75 victory over Ball
State. It's the first time the
Falcons have qualified for postseason play since 1983.
Yet back in November, most
never gave them a chance.
The media picked BG to finish
last in the MAC. In fact, one
misguided reporter figured the
Falcons would do even worse.
He picked BG to place 10th in the
conference.
Too bad, there are only nine
teams. He probably forgot
Northern Illinois left the conference. It was the thought that
counted, though.
"It bothered me and the whole
team that people were down on
us," BG guard Joe Gregory.
"We decided that we were going
to show that we were a better
team then people thought."
Despite the team's optimism,
the Falcons were still not taken
very serioulsy. Heck, the coach,
Jim Larranaga, was taller than
all but one of his players.
Fan support was sparse. The
campus was in love with the
guys who put the puck in the net.
But Larranaga argued his team
was also goal-oriented.
"We want to play an exciting
brand of basketball," Larra-

5<

naga said in November. "We
will be fun to watch. And most
importantly, we want to make
the MAC tournament."
Someone strike up the Rocky
theme.
The Falcons started slow, but
gradually got their act together.
They shocked Ohio University
and won back their fans with a
strong showing against Cleveland State.
Unity became their new
theme as the MAC season
opened. And as BG pulled together, the team began winning
consistently.
"Hey, we're all in this together," forward Steve Martenet said. "This team is much
more unified than last year's
team. I think that was important."
Larranaga said the Falcons
made the tournament because
they triumphed in all the "must
win" situations.
"Our kids did a remarkable
job at winning when we desperatly needed to," he said. ''The
Ohio University game here and
last night's Ball State game are
good examples. They came
through in the clutch."
Larranaga, however, also deserves much credit. Besides, he
was the one who put together the
Sieces of a team which posted a
-20 mark last year.
"Jim got the puzzle together
down there in Bowling Green,"
Western Michigan coach Vern
Payne. "He's done an excellent
job."
Larranaga was radiant after
Wednesday night's win. But the
first-year coach didn't take
much time to enjoy it. Yesterday, he was busy setting new
foals for the Falcons, which are
1-13, 7-6 in the MAC.
"The next step is to get some
wins on the road," he said. "This
will give us more confidence for
the tournament."
While most BG student will
soon be preparing for midterms, Larranaga said his team
is gearing up for finals.
The next two weeks are like a
review for us," he said. "We are
going to go back over everything

we learned this year. It's like a
review for that big exam."
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SCOUTING MIAMI UNIVERSITY: Last year's MAC champs
are still scrambling to make the
tournament. The Redskins, 6-7
in the MAC, can't afford a loss
Saturday in Oxford. MU has
dropped three straight.
Gregory said BG should be in
for a tough game.
"Miami is real hungry right
now, they are coming of a couple
losses so they are going to be up
for us," he said.
At the start of the year, MU
lost the services of All-MAC
standout guard Eric Newsome,
since then the Redskins have
struggled.
They are led by guard Todd
Staker and Karlton Clayton, who
are averaging 12 ppg. Staker
was tremendous the Redskins'
76-75 setback in BG on Jan. 24.
He tallied 30 points in a losing
effort.
BG must also be wary of forward Trimmill Hay wood, who is
fourth in the MAC in rebounding
(7.8 rpg.) In the last meeting,
Haywood scored 24 points, including 10 in the final five minutes.
Redskins' guard Eddie Schilling paces the MAC in assists,
averaging 7.5 per game.
QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
Frank Booker describing the
intensity with which teammate
Lamon Pippin dunks the ball:
' 'Let me tell you, when Lamon
slams he puts that little extra
'ugh' on it. You know what I
mean?
TOM REED'S FANTASTIC
FIVE:
1. Indiana - The Hoosiers
proved they could win even
when Steve Alford isn't hot. Indiana also showed its poise in
stifling Wisconsin's upset bid in
Tuesday night's triple overtime
thriller.
2. North Carolina-Dean
Smith knows life doesn't begin
at 55, but it doesn't end at 600.
Last week, the legendary coach
n See Hoop, page 9.
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Bob Wallack
John Woodcox
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Tumblers face WMU for MAC lead
by Andy Woodatd
sports reporter

In about every sport, two of
the better teams will square off
during the regular season before
the league championships.
Tonight's Bowling GreenWestern Michigan gymnastics
matchup is no different.
The MAC championships
aren't until March 29.
But the Falcons, 3-2 overall
and 3-0 in the Mid-American
Conference, will take on the
defending MAC champion Broncos, 5-3 overall and 2-0 in the
conference, tonight at 6 in
Eppler North gym for first place
WMU's ninth-year coach Kathy
Beauregard has high hopes for
the meet.

"We always have an excellent
meet with BG," she said. "We
want to be consistent, get a good
score and make it a good meet.
"As compared to the other
teams I've seen, it looks to be
between BG and ourselves for
the MAC championship. We
know what the meet means and
my team always competes better against the better teams."
FALCON COACH Charles
Simpson, however, is downplaying the meet's importance.
We're always going out to do
the best we can, whether it's
Western or anybody else," he
said. "I've been telling my
(gymnasts), if they beat us,
make them earn it, but we just
want to do our best."
BG senior captain Julia Wicks

agreed with Simpson.
"Overall, we're just following
coach's lead and preparing for
the MAC," she said. "In our
heart we know it's a big meet,
but we want to downplay that
and just have our best performance.
"No one wants to be overly
nervous to where they have a
lack of concentration. We'd
rather be nervous about our
routines than about the
meet..."
No matter what way you look
at the meet, both squads will be
hampered by injuries.
BG junior Maria DeChiara is
still has a sore shoulder and will
miss the meet. The rest of the
BG squad, which has had its
share of illnesses and injuries,

will compete.
THE BRONCOS will be without Bonnie Boggiano, who has
the MAC'S second-best allaround score of 35.95. Teammate Cindy Mazei, WMU's best

vaulter, will also miss the meet.
Simpson, however, is still curious.
"We've got our big guns and
so do they. It'll be interesting to
see what happens."

Sports Cap
HOCKEY: The BG icers face Michigan in a two-game series
this weekend. Tonight's game in Ann Arbor, Mich, starts at
7:35. Tomorrow, the Falcons will host the Wolverines with the
game scheduled for 7:30.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: The Falcons will travel to Oxford
tomorrow to face the Miami Redskins in Millet Hall. Tipoff is
set for 2:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: The women cagers will face Miami tomorrow. The game is scheduled for noon in Millet Hall.
GYMNASTICS: The Falcon tumblers will take on Western
Michigan at 6 tonight in Eppler North Gym. This showdown is
for the MAC lead.

Hoop
Q Continued from page 8.
won his 600th game. He should
keep winning right through the
ACC tourney.
3. San Diego State - Wonder if
Denny Stolz knows anything
about basketball? He could
probably do a better job than the
yahoo who's currently running
the show. The Aztecs are a woeful 3-22.
4. DePaul-After multi-talented Mark Aguirre graduated
and coach Ray Meyer retired,
the Blue Demons lost much of
their identity. But now Dallas
Comegys and Joey Meyer are
building a new tradition. DePaul
may be a darkhorse in the NCAA
tournament.
5. Toledo - DePaul is a
sleeper, the Rockets should be
put to sleep. Fortunately, the
season is mercifully coming to a
close. Toledo, 4-10, will miss the
MAC tournament for the first
time in six years.

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Wordproc«Mlng> •typing done
frea disk
storage, cal Sue In Maumea 893-4186

•GET YOUR ACT TOOETHER"
FOR THE S A MS ROCK-ALIKE CONTEST!"
UPTOWN. MARCH 4. 8-12 PM

"PhlUpettonOmtcron"
Founders Dey
Sunday. Feto 22. 2 PM
See you tnere'

PERSONALS

Registration for Acts wi be taken
Feb 23-27. Unlv Hal. 10--4

ABSTRACTS FOR THE SHANKMN
RESEARCH COMPETITION ARE DUE IN THE
OSS OFFICE BY 5 PM FRIDAY 27 OF
FEBRUARY
Cal 372-2428 lor deta*

•GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER*
FOR THE S A M.S. ROCK-ALIKE CONTEST!"
UPTOWN, MARCH 4. 8-12 PM
delta Zeta loves their Neopnyleil
Dene Zeta lovee their Neophytes!
Delta Zeta loves their Neophyte■'

Registration lor Acts we" be taken
Feb 23-27. Untv. Hal, 10-4

BO News meeting lor votunteers-wrttsrs end
photoorapriei*-every Sunday. 8 p.m.. 210
Wee! Hell For lurthe; inlormation cell
372-2803
ORADUATE STUDENT JOB SEARCH
CHALLENGE
Graduate Students Bring your resume, resume
questions, end lob search concerns—Saturday.
February 21 horn 1--3 pm In the Community
SuNe ol me Union. Co-sponsored by OSS and
Placement Services Cal OSS at 372-2428 (Or
more Into
NOTICE" MEP PRE REGISTRATION
MEETING" Al elementary ed majors and
elementary ed -special ed duel end tnple majors who spptsd tor Fa". 1987 MEP are expected to attend the meeting. Thursday.
February 19. 6 00-8 00 pm. 515 Lite Science
Bog BE THERE'!
PHI BETA LAMBDA
General Assembly Meeting
Mon Feb 23. 7.30 • Town Room Union
Slop in tor a hot cup ol coffee and a trash
doughnut at Phi Beta Lambda's Coffee and
Doughnut Shop II Lobby. Ed. Bios 7.30 ■ noon
M-F
The Bowing Green PuMc Relations Organlu
Bon m having Happy Hours Friday. Feb. 20 at
Yuppies Drinks are 25 cents off between 4 pm
and 9 pm Al Joumaasm and pre-JoomaAam
majors are welcome and encouraged to come.

•GET YOUR ACT TOOEMTERFOR THE SAM S. ROCK-AUKE CONTEST"!
UPTOWN. MARCH 4, 8-12 PM
Regietratton lor Acts wi be taken
Feb 23-27. Unlv Hal. 10-4
SEAN AND WCHELE
Congratulations on your
Alpha Slg - Alpha Dell Pinning1
I wish you the best ol luck
Thomas

*OET YOUR ACT TOGETHERFOR THE SAMS ROCK-ALIKE CONTEST'!!
UPTOWN. MARCH 4. 8-12 PM
Registration for Acts wB be taken
Feb. 23-27. Unlv Hal. 10-4
-GET YOUR ACT TOGETHERFOR THE SAM S. ROCK-AUKE CONTEST"
UPTOWN. MARCH 4. 8-12 PM
Registration tor acts wil be taken Fab 23-27.
Umv Hal. 10-4

WANT TO TRY
PUB-GRUB'
OR ENGLISH LAGER??
FIND OUT ABOUT mi
EVERY WED. EVENING at 7:J0 IN
411 SOUTH HALL

•GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER*
FOR THE S AM S ROCK-AUKE CONTEST"'
UPTOWN. MARCH 4. 8-12 PM
Registration for Acts wi be taken
Feb 23-27. Untv Hal. 10-4

••Mlchele l-Am-Woman Huraovaky"
21 « finely here.
Heeoequor. so-long beer
Today la the actual date
But tomorrow la the Red Bow Debate
You'I take the campus by storm.
BO wB never forget the day you were bom.
On tun and Incoherence, you can rely.
You can lust kiss underage goodbye!
Happy 21 st Birthday'
Love. Chuck. Cake, and Nil

ALL CAMPUS INDEPENDENT FRESHMAN
MALE POOL TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION
IS OPEN UNTIL FEB 20 WITH PLAY BEGINN
ING FEB 24 REGISTRATION FEE S2 WITH
ALL PROCEEDS GOING TO HELP FIGHT
MULTIPU SCLEROSIS REGISTER BY CALLING 372-2959 OR 372-1741 AWARDS WILL
GO TO 1ST AND 2ND PLACES HELP BREAK
MS

LOST & FOUND
$20 reward lor return ol anchor-cross
necklace Lost near Harshman Cal Vekna at
372-2475
Found-Watunan m MSB Lecture hal on 2-13
Cal 372 8250 to identity
LOST Between em and 8th. a black baMd with
IDs ltlound please cal 353 481 4 (OCMB No
43521

RIDES
Riders to D C or VA . Spnngbreek Must help
with gee » driving Cal 372-4101 eooni

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant? Concerns? Freo pregnancy teet. objective intorrnsbon By appointment or wa*m
Cal NOW 354 HOPE
WOMEN'S CUNIC
2 700 Monroe SI . Toledo. OilerIng
gynecological services a pregnancy termmatlon
by aceneed physician nciuding. prenatal,
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test (lor oar- i
veal cancer). VD screening, birth control Into
Tube! Ugaaon. terrrMneAon ol pregnancy up
through 10 weeks Ispecasl rates lor students I
By sppointment 1241-2471

••TOM RICHAROS"
THE SAINT V'S MASSACRE WAS A BLAST!
THANKS AGAIN-JOANN
PS. I WANT YOUR LEATHER JACKET
"ALPHA XI'SXI Big Chi la only a weak away •
Get psyched a find those deles!
1

•ATleaTnON EVERYONE
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE FOR HOCKEY
GROUPIES 'R US IS NOW TAKING PLACE
FOR MORE INFO . PLEASE CONTACT DIANE
AT 2-8438. OR YOU CAN JUST STOP BY AT
825 OFFHREAST FOR A FREE COLOR
BROCHURE YOU CAN WRITE TO USA
LESLIE' WALKER AT 10 HEATHER PL.
WASHINGTON. WVA. 28181
•TUB ORGANIZATION IS NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH THE JOE QUINN FAN CLUB*

ANCHOR SPLASH
SATURDAY HAPPY HOURS 4-« PM
PHI OELTS AND DOl
HELP SUPPORT "AID TO THE BLIND"
AND SKJHT CONSERVATION
OPEN TO ALL 11
Annual leadership Conference
Discover the Challenge
Annual Leadership Conference
Feb. 20-!!

'Congratulations'
BECKY BUCHENtC for your Student Court
position on USO and JACKIE JAMES for your
Orientation Leader position! Way to show that
PI PHI Leadership!!
Love.
The Soters ol Pi Bets Phi

Annual Leadership Conference
Discover me Challenge
Annual Leadership Conference
Feb. 20-21

•DAN CARTER'
Congrats on getting your plot slot!
-VTL from the Brothers ol the Alpha Tau Omega
Fraternity

Annual Leadership Conference
Discover the Challenge
Annual Leadership Conference f
Feb. 20-21

Student Recreation Center

Beth Stephen
Congratulations on being elected house chairman Al that worrying was for nothing, huh'
Don't dm* too much before I get there Sat so
you can recognize me!'
Luv. Byron
BIG ZONK and TWIG ZONK
We're so Sony you're gone. You two deserve
each other Where do you make your popcorn
now? Know anyone arrested tor Indecent exposure at "try country dubs? Please, cal us
some more, you're how old? Sri talk to your
'stoppers'? Scarf and Bart Yes. voices do
carry so do squeaking bads Could we have
3 more copies please axice you have extras?

CORRINE LONG cononrtutahons on your Gam
ma Pis-Phi Psi levseenng to MIKE LAPHAM
Love, your Gamma Phi Sisters

DELTA GAMMA-PHI DELTA THETA
WHAT A COMBINATION FOR
ANCHOR SPLASH

CorrtneLono
Congratulations on your Valentine s Lavaasnng
to ««te Lapham lYour dream ol Itva' Pta Psi
came true'! We'l have a great bme with our
'Mikes' at Perfectly Plaid Date Party Gamma
Phi Beta Love, m TTKE. Lit Joanna

Dinner In London??
An evening in Parts??
For more Inlo.
411 South Hall
Wad. nights at J 30

Dan McFsrtsnd— 'Date Party King'

Don't Be Skeptical'
Masons of people nave lost weight with these
products, you can loose weight, too!
Cal today 8748808

This date party will be the best
It win make you target all the null!
Your partner In plaid.
Becky
DAVID VIVIAN
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY!
I LOVE YOU FOREVER

Dear Pat,
Artie Adventure was our first date
but Perfectly Platd wi be fast ratal

Brathaus
Happy Hour Doxy 8-9
Fnday Saturday 3-9
Brands Blanc ha id
Congratulatxxis lor placing as 2nd runner up m
MaaBGSU
Love 1*01
Your KD Siaters
CINDY McKENNA.
Thanks tor letting us help you breek xi your
VISA Dinner waa great' Good Luck with Student Teachng-your students are lucky to have
such a super teacher Love.
Eland-

love
Andrea
P S you're such a Perfectly Perfect data'
DELTA GAasMAS LOVE THEIR VIP'SI
DELTA GAMMAS LOVE THEIR VIP'SI
DELTA GAMMAS LOVE THEIR VIP'SI
DELTA OAMMA-PHI DELTA THETA
'ANCHOR SPLASH' HAPPY HOURS
'UPTOWN' 4-9 SAT. FEB. 21
MR. ANCHOR SPLASH CONTEST 7:301

DOUG.
HAVE YOU SIGNED UP FOR UAO'S SUNBREAK 87 YET? ITS ONLY $225 S THEY'RE
STAYING AT THE PIAZAII
SPIKE
GAMMA PHI BETA
PERFECTLY PLAID
GAMMA PHI BETA
GATOR
I hope you're ready lor Gamma Phi's 'Perfectly
Past) because we are going to ROCK THE
HOUSE'
Love. Dragon Lady
GEOFF AND MARK
Get ready for another wed Gamma Phi party
Maybe that tJrne we'l stay out of the bathroom
and off the kitchen floor Hurry back for
PERFECTLY PLAID this Saturday'
Lota of Love.
IJnda and KraMa

Continued on p. 10

APPLICATIONS FOR
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP
Deadline:

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
AGO Sprit
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
AMA FORMAL MEETING
TUES FEB 24TH AT 7:30 PM
IIS EDUCATION
FOUR AMA ALUMNI GUESTS WILL
SPEAKING
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

Are you enthusiastic about BGSU and a good
ccrnmur»cator7 Do you enjoy meeting people? It
you answered yea to these Questions than you
should be a BGSU CAMPUS TOUR GUIDE l Appsceflons can be picked up in 110 McFal
Cetner Tryouts are February 28 and March 3,
4, 5, and 8 Don't heaitate-it's an experience
both tufnsng and worthwhile'
^^

Monday March 2, 1987

The Froiier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 in
recognition of Frazier Reams. Sr . and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry and
I as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling Green State University.
BE

Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue careers in public
affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental service,
public health, community service, lo*v or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a
student with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior
year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1988. Each fellow will receive $1500. Fellows will be
selected by o committee composed of BGSU faculty and the vice president for University
Relations. The selection of fellows will be based on on initial screening process and further
review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, must be
submitted to the Office of the Vice President for University Relations, Mileti Alumni Center by
4:30 p.m., Monday, March 2. 1987. Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement on
or about March 20, 1987.
Applications are available in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations, Mileti
Alumni Center; School of Mass Communication, 302 West Hall; and the Department of
Political Science, Founders Hall. 5th Floor, L519.

Prediction. The End is Near: Weds. Feb 25!

1987-88 Employee Selection
All students interested in employment at the SRC should take note of the following dates:

February 23

Applications avalible at
Student Recreation Center
at 7:00 a.m. (300 applications avalible).

February 26,27

Screening of applications
at SRC by staff and student
employee board.

March 3

All applicants must return
to the Student Recreation
Center (no calls please)
■those selected will sign
up for an toterview time
on the 9th, 10th, 11th, and
12th of March.

March 9,10,11,12

Interviews held at SRC

March 17

Nan»ssofl%7-M(rjegiruTing
Fall'87) Employees will be
posted at the SRC and Student
Employment.

For More Information Call 372-2711
*o+o*o*

t»*»*m*»*ot

No, not the end of the world but almost. It's the end of the Men's home basketball
season and your last chance to see seniors Frank Booker and Avon Davey play in
Anderson Arena. The Falcon hoopsters tangle with the Western Michigan Broncos in
their final home gaxne, as both teams fight for a MAC tournament bid. The end of the
TWA/AAA Falcon Flyaway is also here and winners must be present to receive their
trip. So, bring your sunglasses and spirit, and say goodbye to Booker, Davey, and the
team in the Falcon Finale!!!

Say Goodbye to the Men at 8:00, Women at 5:30!

Classifieds
Continued from p 9
GEOFF 0£E»
GET PSVCHED QET PERFECT
QET PSYCHED QET PUB
GET PSVCHED
FOB OAMMA. PHIS PERFECTLY PLAIO BASH
KATHRYN
PS WHAT ARE WE ORWWNO?
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KRBTA SPANNNGER
CoivjraMeBone on getting a Junior Exec Office I know youl do great*
Love, Your Big.
^
Sue

SENIORS
Senior Chaaenga Wants You to
Coma on Board
Cal Unde at 372-2701

Larry. Ed. Ire, ( Ertc
Wa cent wan to spend
a Fartecay oraiy
evening wNh you at
Gamma Phi Beta's 'Perfectly PUT!

OtAABY-BABY
HEY YOU. HEY YOU
HEY YOU, SISTER ANN.
DBWK BEER. DRINK SCHNAPPS
AS MUCH AS YOU CAN
WITH FALCONS t PUFFS
AND BUCKETS OF BEER.
TO BRING YOU OOOO LUCK
ON YOUR 20TH YEAR.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY I
WE LOVE YOUI
P.B, TAW. VAOO. RAMPAGING RAPISTS R2.
AMAZON. TINY. SUPERMAN. CHUMLY.
NEIGHBOR. AND VELCRO HEAD DOO DOO A

Sharon Diamond
Conpnauaaone on becoming Rituals Chairman
I'm so proud ol you.
Love and much TTKE. LI Gene
Your Dates
e*«M0 BREAK VACATION
Daylona. Ft lanrlardala or South Psora TX
Starting at $138. 7 Nights Quad occupancy
Tranaporlellon packagee avaaable For mtormetton cal 1 800-222-4138 STUDENT AGENTS
WELCOME

UKE TO PLAY EUCHRE? THEN JOIN THE
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT SPONSORED BY
COCO AND RSA! CALL 2-8165 BY FEB. 23
TO REQISTERI
Unda Elegante Congrahaaaona on your VakanaWl ■■aaenny 10 Lambda CM, Oeotl Co«, with
Gamma Phi Beta Love ei TTKE, your roomie,
Joanna

Spring Break Hurry' UJBJM apace avaMtoet
■ana number one cola a— beech and au
deeananona South Padre Wend. Daylona
Beach. Stoamboat Springs. Mam Beach Fort
LauoardaM. Muatang ratarw Port Aranaaa,
Galveeton Island and Fort Wanon Beech. Cat
Sunchasa Tours Central Spring Break To! Free
Hot Une Today tor information and reservstlone
1 800-321-58111

Lrve at Potyeyke
Sunday - The Uncased Four
Monday John Bradford
9 1 440 E Court

GAM,

from SI IU repair) Deencuent tmx property Repossessions CM
805-ear eoOO E«l GH 9849 lo> current repo

TAMMY HILL
Ties one's tor you.

LOW FMEMAN
CongmiMorie on being chosen an R A lor
next year Youl be great'
Love.
Krte» Pern

■at

International Television Association Meeting
'""•< me J«" et •:00 pm In WBOO-TV
Shidto
Oiw ind Mcam 10 ill

Love, Gene

Friday MagaHil wanta your story loses Send
your Moos jo Friday Mapajne 210 Weal Hal.

JamaaT Ease
For all you do. this paraonala lor
you Congrats on FMA treasurer (top notch
Jim, top notch). It's been a great 13 months
with you (imagine that)1 Beach Club Parents
Day, Crash end Bum, Homecoming, Dance of
the Deed, Christmas Crush, and CUPKJ s
Revenge neve al been fun. but it must be a led
met el you've atlended « Gamma Phi's Perfectly Ptettl Yours loraver m AETTKE. Elaine

MM,

KM

KELLY JO TAYLOR
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ALPHA PHISAE LAVAUEPJNG TO BRAD BARR
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS
KIM ELLIOTT
Good luck with LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE'
We're behind you al the way"
Love, your Gamma Phi's

The aaners of AJpha XI Delta would eke to
wetoome al those Involved In the Annual
Leadership Conteronoe

Thank* tor an unlorgetable Valentines Get
payched lor yet another untorgetabls data par.
lyl (Dig out your-Plaid 1
Love. Corrtne
PS I'm glad mat you're my Somebody'
O.U. Alan
I'm so glad you're here
kx Partectty Plaid'
O.U may be party but
you akit seen nothaY hi
you've raged with the Gamma Phial
Love. Christy
Order from Polyeyes
For after the game treats'
352-8638

Just Arrived
Guys Lee Storm Riders
Jeans N Ttsngs 531 Ridge

KATHY BADGER
Congrstuletions on Initiation
I'm very excited tor youl
Love Always
Amber

The eaters of Gamma Phi Beta would Ike to
congraliiale LINDA ELEGANTE on her Lambda
Cr. Isvaaenng to GEOFF COX

LOVE,

JOHN MASCIO
Good kick si DG Anchor Splash on Ssl
Youl be the next Anchor Splash
Man of the Year.
The Brothers ol Theta Chi

Kappa's
Oat Psyched lor Saturday with Bralhaua happy
hours al 7 00 and a My--Tie Tea at the Theta
Ch> House afterwards.
The brothers ol Triers Chi

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA PHI CONGRATULATE JOOi ERIKSON AND TOM BUETTNER ON THE ALPHA PHI-SAE LAVAUERING

MICHELLE HMMOVSKY
HAPPY 21ITIII
HOPE V0UH RID MBBON
COMES THROUGH SATII

ftegnarrt? Worried? Perhaps we can harp Local
chUees coupes hopes to adopt baby through
ornate attorney. (No agency red tape ) Wo wa
pay rnerftcal baa and legal lees Respond to
Box 582 S c-o Sentinel Tribune. 300 E Poe
Rd . BG. OH 43402 or eel 1-472-8585 after
S.
SAE'DAVE SPIEHLER'SAE
Gemma Pta la perfect.
Gamma Phi ■ part.
Al the more reason
To go Perfectly PkHI
Get payched lor a tabutoua time'
Love. Laune
SANDY HAHN-Saturday la almost here.
the time ol Plaid is drawing near
Al a act, the timmg's rtght.
Gal reedy for fun tomorrow night
Love, Amy Beth
P S. I'm leaving the red leather at home this
weekend

The SWers ol Kappa Delta would Ike to oongretuaM Jamaen Buler on her engagement to
Bob Sowan

Love,
KIC

Ughl

TOM SOLOMON
Oat ready lor Goo Phoo Boo perfectly Ptakt I
can't wait to aae you In your plaid shorts!
Love,
Sue

NANMES
New Jersey and New York lanxaes are seeking
eva-si care tor their children Room, board, and
ertare provided Settles $160-week end up.
No fee. Opervngs avassbkl lor persons with
creative chad care skies Contact Chad Care
Reeouroes. 809-863-9696

Typing and Word Processing Servtcee and
Resumes Theeie end dissertations A to I Data■ from Uhenen'a 352-5042

Need person with a car, 2-3 days a week to
pick up chad in Bowing Green, and take to
Grand Raplde. OH. Some babysmng 1
houseclesrwig needed. References required.
CM 832 1211

UAO SUNBREAR 'IT
SPRING BREAK IN
DAYTON* BEACH'"
$226
STAY WITH THE BEST AT
THE PLAZAMI
SIGN UP TOOAY -UAO OFFICE

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round Europe,
S. Amer . Auetraaa. Asa Al fields S900-2000
mo Sightseeing Free «ifo YVnte UC, PO Bx
52-OH3 Carona Del Mar. CA 92826
Somewhere and something different for Summar Employment? Work on the downtown
ahorsane ol Keeeya island M the CASINO' live
entertainment 7 days a week Needed are
bartenders, waiters, waitresses and cooks Apply to PO 26, Keteys Mend. OH 43438 c-o
Tom UUch 419-748-2323. Good pay

WENDY NEAL
Congratulations lor being selected as a Res.
dent Advisor Youl be an aweeome one"
Love, Your DG Slaters
WILL TRADE ONE DORM HTTP FIUO (OAEAT
WORKINO CONDITION) FOR ONE COUPON
BOOK. CALL KBIT AT SM41I4.

tuwmiat Job Oprpotlunftlee
We are planning our summer NOWI Meybe you
ehouH be tool Students unreeled m gaming
business experience and earning bove average
income that summer can gat more Information
by submitting a resume to Permacrstts Box
236, Sytvania. OH 43580

'ANCHOR SPLASHHAPPY HOURS
'ANCHOR SPLASH'
HAPPY HOURS

TO HOT LADY HORVATH,
The sparks wt fry
Aa wa rock and rol.
Wei start a are
Thai's uncontroSeo
So here's to Saturday
ira sure to be ho).
The Perfectly Plaid
Wl be the spot
Love, Bruno Raookn.

To our dates Ok*' and 'CheV.
Exdtemerrl Is mounting
Juat one day and counting
The BEST Hme la to be had
With us al Perfectly Pa*)

HELP WANTED
1-2 afternoons
houeekeeomg, bebysrmng 354-7479.

Make hundreds weekly rrwang ctrcuraral No
quotas! Limits' Ruth set eddreeaed stamped
envelope AM-MAR 268 Robertson, Dept. P8,
Beverly H*s, CA 90211

The Sisters ol Kappa Data would ska to conorstulete KIM JASKA on her engagemenl to
Ron""

TO KEVM--THE KAPPA SIGMA WEEKEND
WARRIOR:
NO WAR THIS WEEK-END.
NO TANK, NO GUN
INSTEAD ITS TIME FOR
SOME GAMMA PHI FUN1
ITS PERFECTLY PLAC
THE BEST PARTY OF THE YEAR,
I'M SO EXCITED MY DATE
WILL ACTUALLY BE HEREI
YOUR PARTNER IN PLAID,
SUE

Greouste Nurses
Southwest General HoapMI at a 328 bad
general acute care teoBty located In MMatURJ
Ma., a suburb of Cleveland. Oreo. Founded In
1 g20, > has become s mejor medlcel Institution
serving s West Cuyahoga County.
We DewtaaV Inveje you to attend en open house
lor graduate ruses on Sunday, Feb 22. 1S87
from 11 00 am -3 00 p.m.
RSVP la required. Cat ooaect (216) 828-8028.
Laveme Hummel. Personnel Oept Southwest
General Hospital. 18897 E. BeoHy Rd., MUrJaOurg Hie , OH 44130.

TO OUR PHI P8I DATES MATT ANO BRUCE
GET PSYCHED FOR PERFECTLY PLABII
LOOKING FORWARD TO A GREAT TIMEI
LOVE YOUR GAMMI PHI DATES
SUZY and MICHELLE

THE SISTERS OF KAPPA DELTA WOULD UKE
TO CONGRATULATE KRIS MAR and Steve
Adofch on the* Kappa Delta - Sigma PN Epaaon
LAVHJEPJNG

MAKE THW YOUR ISSUE
JAMES P BROWN
For afl the timee you've strained your im. It'e
finely peM on with mo surprise
HAPPY 21 BIRTHOAYMI
Bsel ba careful travaing 10 manhood becauee
inoaa emoarrassno, flufflaa are all in ma
neyghoorhood
Thai btrthcey wlah from
here on CBS Sports

TO OUR FAVORITE LAMBDA CWS
•YMN AND STEVE
PERFECTLY PLAID IS HOW WE'LL BE CLAD
OUR OUTFITS WILL BE SUCH A SIGHT.
YOUR DATES ARE THE BEST AND FUN IS
OUR QUEST
AT DATE PARTY SATURDAY NIGHT
LAST WEEK WAS OUTRAGEOUS. SURE
HOPE ITS CONTAGEOUS
AS WE PARTY Til MORNING'S FIRST LIGHT
ITS ALWAYS FIRST RATE WHEN WE DOUBLE
DATE
YOUR GAMMA PM* DO IT UP RWHTI
LOVE, BETH AND AUSA
PS Too Bad teh photon)aher la leaving at 0

,

ANCHOR SPLASHHAPPY HOURS
•E' Erin acheter
Congrsluletions on your J R K Gamma Cta
Sigma engagement. Eternal Happineas
Forever (Gag. Gag) Now Scott doaen'l have to
steep at Kevin's anymore (ha ha). We bet you
can't wail unn you get Into that 'rhythm'. Labor
union forever. Long Ive Lamaze Congrats Mr
1 Mrs Winner
J.--R.K tove and mine No 10
PS God says It's O K now

HflVt

■ ■

RD?

■
.

riflS

JUST

Wedding Gown, alia 8. exceaent condmO
Odgnaty $600 wB eel 11 SO New veil new
worn. Evenings or weekends 874-4168

2 gala need a place 10 Ive tor lae-1 semester
only Cal Sandy 352-8710 or Saly 354-5201

^'

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days in advance by 4 o m

Classified Information
Mail-In Form
i The BG News is not responsible lot postal service delays)

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Assortment of many apts. and duplexes
tor Maeaner i laN rentale
CALL NOW tor choice apis

354-22*0
Office located al Hi E. Wooeaar.

EARN A FREE TRa? to Ft Lauderoala and oomrmeeion on every trip sale! Be our campus
representative. Cat Judy at Lauderoale Beech
Hotel 1 (800I-327-7800

RATES: per ad are 65' per line. $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad lor bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to IllegiblnV c< irKC^nplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediately rl there is an error in your ad The BG News wal not be responsible tor typogr«Ptiical
errors m classified ads lor more man two consecutive insertions

COUPON — ~

rr

6.75

II

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

11 f!••• Delivery

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

.Phone #.

\

AdoWonol Herns 11.21 ta.

si

352-5166

Ckkaae Ityto llM

is

ONLY 2 UNITS LEFT
520 E. REED

Classification In which you wlah your ad to appear:

Rides

_

Services Ottered

_

•
•
•
•
•

Wanted

Help Wanted
For Sal*
For Rant

Paraonala
•CempuafClty Event ads are published tree ot charge lor one day (or a non-profit event or meeting only

Data* of insertion .

Total number of day* to appear.

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BO News)
Phone: 372-2601

WHAT IS

•'T VJ CONGENITAL
W HEART DISEASE?
Congenital Mean disease is the abnormal developmenl ot Ihe heart before a child is born A congenital
heart delect may be diagnosed at
birth or it may be discovered at some
time during childhood in a routine
physical examination Some delects
may be caused by drugs taken
during pregnancy or exposure to
German measles (rubella) during
pregnancy. They may be inherited.
or the cause may be unknown. Congenital heart detects may require
only minimal medical supervision or
they may require corrective surgery
to avoid complications later in lite.
Some congenital heart delects can
be prevented by vaccination ol the
mother against rubella prior to pregnancy and by following a doctor s advice while faking medications during
pregnancy Contact your local American Heart Association lor more
information

353-1336

Ixplnse l-M-*7

ONE COUPON PER PIZIA

NEWLOVE
RENTALS
_
_

Upstairs apt. m house for summer only. 2
bedroom vrlth Irving room, kitchen and
bathroom Sat up for lour people. Lower summer rate ol 190-month per person Cat
352 2932

Apartments
Houses &
sleeping rooms

20J N mam

Please print your ad Clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Campus & City Events"
Lott * Found

Two bedroom, fumlahed apartments for the
87 88 school year 352 2663

B.O.S. RENTALS

HOpenat4p.m.p|^!P
I

^

16 in. On*
Item Pizza

C,,0,S

(For biUing purposes only)

Steve Smith Apartment Rentals-Houses and
Dupkuaa tor 198788 school year. 352-8817

SUPCA SPCCIAl

II

The BG News reserves the right to release Ihe names ot individuals who place advertising m The News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by me management ol The BG News The
purpose ol this pokey is to discourage the placement ot advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
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Fumlahed Efficiency
Compkrte vnth color TV. Cable and HBO. Al
ueMee paid Ideal for uppsrclaaamen or
graduatee Semester laaaaa. BQ.'a flnesf
spartmenl value 1320 per month Phone
354-3182 or 352-1520.

?JP^

CARTY RENTALS
Apertmenta
For 3-4 students
Office hours 10 a.m—3 p m
Located 318 E Merry. No. 3
For more Info, or appointment
Phone 362-7365 anytime
Also summer rentals

COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY?
Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys
spending time wan children? Live In lovely,
suburban neighborhoods, enjoy exoeeant
saames. benefits, your own Irving quarters and
limited working hours Your round-trip transportation la provided. One year commitment
necessary Cal or write: Mrs Flech. CMdoare
Placement Service, inc
(CCPS), 149
Bucknwialer Rd Brockane, MA 02148 (617)
560-6294

Four bedroom house avesable Fat 1987 Hen
block from campus by Offenhauor Towers
1820 par. month 12 month lease Cat
1*74-7874 after 8 pm

Heart
Answers

Georgetown Manor
800 Third SI
Two-bedroom futy furnished apts .
now renting tor 1987-8* and Summer
1907 Free heal, water, and sewer
naaennahle terms A few openings
M 824 Sixth St also CM
352-4986 (between 4 p m and 10 p.m.)

CONNIE BARRON'S IS COMING TO TOWN
Wanted. Bartenders, waitresses, kitchen help.
New Mexican restaurant No phone cBs Apply
n person only. 10-1 t 2-8. Monday-Friday at
893 S Man

For rant-very race efficiency lor summer term
Qrest tocaaon Ctoae to campus PLEASE CALL
353-5*16.

Rooma-Male, senior or grad., kllchen. private
entrance, parking. Summer or 87-88 school
year 3 Nocks from university 352-7238

1 or 2 non-amoklng, responsible femeJee to
snare large 2 bedroom apt. tor fs* 1987Soring 19*8 354-7*03

.■" D ?:'

FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
Nest to Aspen Wine Restaurant
2 bdrm ■ turn 1 unfurn
Cal Tom 362-4873 days
362-1800 eves

ONE-BEDROOM APT. ON FOURTH * HIOH
FOR 1UBLEAM THU WMMaat FURN»aTONO UTIUTeU. CAU »OON-le>4124

VW Bug For SeM
$500 or best otter
Contact Lea. 352-0179

Some ONE

BEEN SETTLED.-

Clean 2 bedroom apt does to campus 1280
per month - utl Open 6-1-87.
Clean 1 bedroom apt 1200 per month - utJ
Open 5-1-87.
Cal after 8 cm 354-107B

llouaaa 1 Apta ctoae to campus tor Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year 1267 3341

PLEASE BUY MY TOP OF THE UNE
TECHNICS CASSETTE DECK I NEED CASH
IMMEDIATELY PRICE SLASHED TO ONLY
f 126. CALL TBOT AT 364-7*33.

AJRUNES CRUISEUNES HIRING'
Summer. Career! Good Pay. Travel.
Cat tor Guide. Ceeealte. Newaaarvtoel
(9161 944-4444 Ext 2

avtt Apts. now renting tor 17-et school year
and summer 17. Complelelr furMehed 2
bedroom apts. rent Is 1S60 per month during
school year 17-e*. For summer '«7, renl Is
»M0 per epsrtmem tor Ihe summer. Call Tim
at 152-7112 or atop by al 1470 Ctough St.,

Electric Typewriter
Excosenl Condition
$150 Negotiable
Cal Bob at 372-8225

WANTED

OH, LUCLL.

APARTMENT FOR SUBLEASE-Avaaabla tor
summer 198' Greet location, reasonable rant
plus electric New carpeting, AC CALL SOON,
363-7211

Mouse dose to University. 3 bedrooms
Commencing May 1st
363B4B1

ONKYO TURNTABLE
BRAND NEW CARTRIDGE
364-1215 RANDY. AFTER 5:00

120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer
Camp In Pocono Mis . PA. Contact: Cayuga.
P.O. Box 234BG. Kenlworth. NJ 07033
(201(-27e-0108

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED TO LIVE IN
HAVEN HAUSE FOR 19*7-88 SCHOOL
YEAH REASONABLE RENT CALL SOON.
363-7211

1977 Chevy Monte Carlo
Beat oner
Cat 352-8317

FOR RENT

by ART PRICE

2 bedroom auaitnienl Newty redecorated
r etalill I
I" ' ' 362-7464.

HELP! "ublaaia lor next year. 2 bdrm apt ti a
house, SIM) a month for 3 bedroom li I? tor
tour EVERVTHrNQ EVERYTHINQ INCLUDED.
2ND AND ELM Cat 2-1340. 2-1754.2-1765

HELP WANTED

OBNOXIOUS AL

l bedroom house end 1 bedroom apt. tor eummer 1887 and 1887-88 school year
1-287-3341

FOR SALE

•ANCHOR SPLASH'
HAPPY HOURS
'ANCHOR SPLASH'
HAPPY HOURS

1 1 2 bedroom lurrxehod apts lor summer 6
198788 school year 3 a V Rentale.
362-7464.

close to campus
large 2 bedrooms, furn.
new living room drapes
FREE water and sewer
washer & dryer on premises

Yes! We do
allow pets!

S HAIR V.
UNLIMITED
143 W. Wooster
353-3281

PRECISION CUT

*8 »
(incl. shampoo S finish)

With This Ad
Thro 1 -31

GUYS
I
I
I

STOP BY OUR OFFICE TODAY
328 S. Main

352-5620

A,

r6ay8

Mon. * Tue»l. 9-6
W«d., Th.. Frl. 9-t
Sat. 9-4
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What treasures are hidden
behind these walls?

Architectural
beauty p.5

Artistic views
of the world p.8

University legends
located p.4
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Campus Comments
Frtooy Interviews by D«n*H« Jones

Fridoy photos by Chip Thomson

What places hove you found that offer
o good environment to study in?

Tim Jensen junior blology/french
major from Delaware: "(mpty dossrooms."

Kathy Szobo sophomore accounting major from Bowing Green:
"Prout - It's more quiet and It has o
study otomosphere."

Paul Rooinski junior seing/soles
management major from Boy VlHooe:
'The union - I can't studu In complete
silence."

Kim Jackson Junior communlcabons/HTVF major from Oauel: "Upstairs In Prout and Offenhauer €ost."

Havens of solitude Dining in, party time
by Barbara Symbollk
I riaay reporter

by Deanna Griffith
Friday stall reporter

There never seem to be enough hours In the day to get all ol the work done
that accumulates on my desk. To keep myselt from going Insane from the
never-ending work load, I try to find a quiet place to collect my thoughts and
catch up on the growing pile ol assignments.
When the weather Is nice, you can usually find me at one of the parks: Carter
Park or the City Park. At either one of these places, you can grab a picnic table
and hide your face In the book you have neglected to read since the
beginning ol the semester and there Is a test over It tomorrow.
When you get tired of reading, there Is always playground equipment to
entertain yourself with.
Frlsch's Big Boy Is the Ideal place (or studying — not to mention curbing a big
appetite. A good time to go Is late at night when there Isn't a great deal of
commotion, but enough atmosphere to make people-watching Interesting.
For some, the Jerome Library Is a great place to get away. En|oy It while It
lasts — the library closes at midnight weekdays.
The Student Services Building offers a lounge overlooking the patio. Not
many people go there so there Is plenty of space and quiet.
Those living In Kohl Hall or Founders Quadrangle are aware of the huge
walk-In closets, which make a wonderful haven of solitude. Those closets have
helped me through a whole semester ol English literature.
The laundry rooms In the dorms can serve a dual purpose — there Isn't much
to do while you're In the rinse cycle, so until you have to fluff and fold, study or
relax and enjoy the time.
The Moore Musical Arts Center offers a lounge In the basement and an
outdoor courtyard. The massive brick walls allow the rays of the sun to peek In
at you while the shadows from the other walls block out the world.
Other Interesting areas which seem to provide great hideaways Include the
11th lloor of Offenhauer West (when you can get up there), Prout Hall study
lounge, the Student Recreation Center on weekends when everyone Is out on
the town or home lor the weekend, the band practice field, a rented room at
the Holiday Inn or the sale comfort of your bed — It you turn off the ringer to the
phone and refuse to answer knocks at the door.

There are two new trends In offcampus student dining: the taste-testing party and the exchange dinner.
The taste-testing party — or In layman's terms, the potluck dinner — Is
simply what Its name Implies. The
hosting apartment/house Invites as
many people as they have plates to
fill. These guests are required to bring
three things: themselves, their appetites and something to eat.
According to Linda Lloyd, junior
elementary education/learning and
behavioral disabilities major and a
hosting resident, "At our first one
(taste-testing party) we had a lot of
hungry people, but we also had a lot
of food." Lloyd added that "when we
have these parties, we have a lot ol
people who are afraid to start eating,
so I always have to go first."
These taste-testing parties generally have a theme so that the guests
know what kind ol food to bring.
Lloyd's first party was around Thanksgiving, so her guests brought their
favorite Thanksgiving Day foods. "My
roommates and I supplied the turkey
and fish, our friends brought potatoes,
wine, stuffing, vegetables and desserts," Lloyd said.
She added. "We have also had
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exchange dinners; we cook tor our
friends, and then our friends cook for
us." These exchange dinners usually
consist of fish from Lake Erie that was
caught over the summer on Lloyd's
boat.
Delsa Mason, Junior elementary
education/learning and behavioral
disabilities ma|or and also a hostess,
commented that "at these dinners
other people cook for me, which Is
great because I hate to cook; the only
thing I do Is furnish the canned corn."
Not only are these dinners a chance
to get together with friends, but they
are also a way to try out new recipe
concoctions.
Mike Thomas, senior blology'premed major, said, "We have stir-fry
parties. My friends Beth Bunguard
and Jackl Relslg have a wok, and
they Invite us over and we throw
everything In." Thomas added, "It got
to be too expensive because we
threw In everything, even steak."
The Idea behind this new trend In
eating Is not only to add variety to
dining, but also to get together with
friends.
"You get together with a bunch of
friends, eat a lot ol food and Just
waste an entire evening," Thomas
said.
This new twist to gourmet dining Is
designed so students can experience
a variety of food without going out.

cover by...Rob Upton and Pete Fellman
production sup'r
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Artwork reveals images of self
by Kathle Reigle
Friday reporter
Because each work ol art carries a
message, therapists use this medium
to help people learn about themselves.
"Art therapists are trained to help
people communicate their feelings
and other personal Issues through the
use ol art materials," said Michael
Franklin, director of the University's art
therapy program.
In general, the art therapist will
work with a team of menial health
professionals In a diagnostic capacity. They do not directly Interpret the
artwork, but rather help the client to
Interpret his or her own creations.
"I think everything means something, but I don't know what everything means. Meaning behind
objects people create become apparent only through the development

of a therapeutic relationship," Franklin said.
"What one makes with art materials
communicates a great deal. Words
are often Inappropriate to describe
and process certain feelings and
experiences," Franklin said.
This type of therapy does not only
service the mentally III but can help
many groups of people, such as children, adolescents and the elderly, as
well as affective disorders and schizophrenic disorders.
Art therapists can be found In any
place where the need for people to
learn about themselves. Not employed solely by hospitals, these therapists work In schools, prisons, nursing
homes and corporate Industries, to
name a few.
Becoming an art therapist Involves
extensive training and education. The
University has one of few programs
across the nation which provides a
comprehensive major at the undergraduate level. Students are required

Rocky XkRococo.
All You Can EAT
Pizza Slices and Salad • $3.95
Sunday 2pm - 8pm

to lake classes In many of the "studio"
arts, which Include painting, drawing, sculpture and ceramics, as well
as art history.
"A large part of studying art therapy Is In learning about the art-making process from a personal
perspective. The Intimacy Involved In
making one's own art will help to
direct others," Franklin said.
Along with the studio arts, a specific
supportive core requirement must be
fulfilled In the areas of either psychology, social work or educational psychology. A choice of a cognate in a
behavioral science, In which 20 hours
must be fulfilled, range anywhere
from criminal justice to gerontology to
special education.
However, one cannot become an
art therapist with simply an undergraduate degree. A graduate degree In which extensive theory and
practice is involved and 1000 paid
hours ol actual client contact therapy

are required to become a registered
art therapist.
"When working as a therapist, one
works with fragile people and It becomes mandatory that the therapist
have specific training beyond the
undergraduate level," according to
Franklin.
Elinor Ulman and Linda Gant are
two prominent art therapists who will
be speaking at the University this
semester. Ulman Is an assistant professor and coordinator of training In the
master's degree program In art therapy of the George Washington University In Washington, O.C. She is well
known In the field for her scholarly
articles and has been published in
several books pertaining to the profession.
Ganf Is chair of the research committee for the American Art Therapy
Association. Gant has also published
many articles on both her clinical
work and Interests, and is noted especially for her research within the field.

PUT A LITTLE
FLORIDA SUNSHINE
IN YOUR LIFE —
win a FREE UAO Sunbreak'87
Trip for two
to
Daytona
Beach
Contest begins
Feb. 20 and
runs through
Feb. 27
Get complete
details in your
favorite dining
hall.

Free Delivery
Rocky,,f.- Rococo 352-4600

176 E. Wooster
•.«.. • -.».*•.• «-WIH>I^^

Sponsored By:
University Food Operations,
the Florida Citrus Commission
and Lykes Pasco, Inc.
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Folklore and facts at archives
by Kelly Vaughn
Friday stall reporter
Little known tacts and folklore can
be found on the fifth floor of Jerome
Library In the Center for Archival
Collections (CAC).
The CAC contains not only the
history of the University and Bowling
Green, but also northwestern Ohio.
Land and property records, social
welfare records and administrative
records can be obtained lor study of
area counties' government proceedings.
Manuscripts documenting church,
union and women's organizations
along with historical newspapers are
also available.
A Bowling Green Sentinel-Tribune
article by Ivan Lake stored In the CAC
explained the reasoning behind the
University using the talcon as the
mascot. "They (the athletes) are
trained by a coach through early
stages of fundamentals In every sport
until they are ready tor the campaign." The falcon Is a courageous

dark brown bird: "Therefore, let them
be known as 'the Falcons' and let
them live up to the admirable reputation that that small bird has earned."
Freddie the Falcon was Introduced
In 1950 by the service fraternity Alpha
Phi Omega. Frieda arrived In 1966 for
a publicity stunt, but did not become
permanent until 1980.

doors open Is a little sparse, but the
Information It contains Is overwhelming. The closed stacks contain boxes
and racks of papers and documents.
After an application and request
form are filled out, researchers can
take notes In the research room, the
Carnation Room, with pencil and
paper.

The lamps in front of University Hall were put
there to ensure the safety of University coeds as
they walked on campus late at night. The poles
were named Purity Poles and made it difficult for
young love to spark and flame in the old days —
University legend
Steve Charter, reference archivist,
said many students use the archives
lor class assignments and protects. A
lournallsm history class uses Civil War
newspapers, a theater class uses diaries for oral presentations and graduate students use the manuscript
collections tor thesis research.
The view of the CAC as the elevator

The tables In the research room
provide space for looking up past BG
News articles to examine the hot
topics of years gone by. For Instance,
how Reagan's visit was covered or
students' feelings and fears after the
Kent State Incident can be found by
requesting past Issues.
The open area of the CAC contains

SHOP

The
money you spend
helps Bowling Green grow and prosper

11ini

A part of i-very thin* vouhpendinlm-.il More*
Koeatomakc your town a better place i" live
f<>r you und your fnnuls Merchant*pa) laxe*
donate to rommuniU project*, and xupport
local institutions The merchant* are your
neighbors and the) want to work with you to
improve and support the K<»"*t life in our
community You'll be helping your neighbor.
und your*elf

When vou ahop locally, everyone benefit! lt'n
mare convenient NO vou nave gas .mil time
VoU gel friendly service because local
merchanta know vou and appreciate your
huHineaa They depend on you in keep their
-torch KoinK strong And some uf what vou
-in i,(l |fi».s bach into the i (immunity in lh<
form of lane* to help pay for the aervicea vou
enjox having here police, fire and lr,t-h
rollectMHi In name iu-i .t few

Remember...Your monev buy* more whe
you shop at a local atore It'a K""d for you
Kuod for u*. K<v*d 'v>' the coinmuniiy '
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many volumes of manuscript registers, cemetery Inscriptions and University facts, fads of BGSU contains lists
of past BG News editors, past Homecoming queens, statistics and traditions.
The Bushes Still Kick Back, a threering binder of University legends, contains folklore about past presidents,
buildings and social activities.
The book itself has a legendary
name. The lamps In front of University
Hall were put there to ensure the
safety of University coeds as they
walked on campus late at night. The
poles were named Purity Poles and
made It difficult for young love to
spark and flame In the old days.
In desperate attempts for some
privacy, some Ingenious couples took
to the bushes that were once plentiful
In front ol University Hall. It Is said that
many a passionate evening took
place there.
Bob Hope was made aware of this
form of courting when visiting the
campus and commented on It while
on national television. "BGSU," Hope
Is rumored to have Joked, "Is the only
place I know of where, If you kick the
bushes ... the bushes kicked back."
The book, compiled by a 1978 campus folklore class, also notes the
Sigma Phi Epsllon fraternity tradition
of growing beards, Beta Beards, before the Beta 500 each spring. It
started when a brother began growing one for luck three weeks before
the event. In order to psych up the
brothers before the race, the pledges
start spinning the wheels at midnight
the day of the race and keep them
turning right up until race time.
The Key. which summarizes the
academic year In one volume, can
be found on the shelves for a quick
and easy reference book for research
on specific years of a particular annual event over a period ol years.
The books highlight the 50 streakers
who bared It all In 1974, and show
how campus life has evolved over the
years.
The most Interesting feature to
Charter is "the diversity of collections." The CAC has University department records, student organization
records, annual catalogs and University yearbooks dating back to 1918.
The biggest drawback, according
to Charter, Is that forms have to be
filled out to request material and the
materials cannot leave the fifth floor.
Along with the University history, the
CAC also has rare books and special
collections, Including works by Ray
Bradbury.
The CAC serves to promote the
conservation of northwestern Ohio's
cultural and historical resources by operating a paper conservation laboratory to repair or encapsulate paper
documents.
The Archives are available to all
students to use for closs or personal
research. Whether researching
Clyde. Ohio, family roots or class
assignments, the CAC offers a unique
approach to routine library research.
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Hotel a reminder of past era
by Jenny Hudson and
Keith Cornelius
1896: Grover Cleveland was president, a seven-course meal was a
whopping 25 cents and a double
room at the Mllllken Hotel cost S3.50
($5 It there was a bathroom).
The Mllllken Hotel, a Bowling Green
landmark since It opened Its doors 91
years ago, Is located at the corner of
Main and Wooster streets. It ceased
operations In the 1950s. Uhlman's
Home Store and the Hotel Halrstyllng
Salon now occupy the llrst tloor.
But In Its heyday, according to the
1983 Sesqulcentennlal Issue of the
Sentinel-Tribune, the Mllllken was the
most expensive structure In Wood
County, boasting a sky light, a rotunda with a fountain and a $60,000
price tag.
The Mllllken Hotel was the product
ol William Milllken's wish to bring a
luxury hotel to Bowling Green. He
wanted to ensure that It was unique
but, according to Virginia Nader,
local resident and granddaughter ot
Mllllken, "It was never meant as a
money-maker. He (yst wanted to otter
Bowling Green a nice hotel."
Mllllken, a Pennsylvania oil producer, moved to Bowling Green In
1887. His family joined him In 1889.
Part of his fortune was obtained from
the Wood County oil Industry In the
late 1800s. During this time he pur-

wmwHto
Friday photo by Michelle Thorneweii
chased the land on which the Mllllken
currently stands. In 1894 began construction of the hotel, Noder said.
Concurrent with the elaborate
mansions and beautiful buildings that
were nourishing In the Bowling Green
area at that time, Mllllken built the
hotel with the help of Toledo architects and made It a landmark ol a
lifestyle now extinct, according to the
Sentinel.
Since Bowling Green had lust Installed a public wafer system two
years before the hotel was built, Mllllken capitalized on the modern convenience, Nader explained. Six ol the
50 rooms had private bathrooms, an
uncommon luxury during that era.
The other guests shared common
bathrooms located In the hallway.
Electrical service was another story.
Nader said that prior to the construction ot the Mllllken Hotel, there was no

such utility available on Main Street.
Mllllken Installed a generating plant
that provided electricity for the hotel
as well as other businesses and residences In the area.
The hotel also boasted Its own
sewer system and carriage house but
still maintained Its reasonable prices
of $2.50 for a single room and $3.50 for
a double.
An elegant dining room was located on the third tloor was very
elegant, even lor Its day, with tiled
floor and beautiful wainscoting thai
provided an aura of elegance previously unseen In Bowling Green,
Nader said. An oval dome of stained
glass filtered light In from the ceiling.
Despite being the main attraction
during the hotel's first 20 years, the
dining room closed In 1917 when the
oil boom died out and fewer guests
frequented the hotel, according to

the Sentinel.
The first floor of the hotel housed the
lobby, with its grand stairway and
tiled floor. The stairway and the hotel's
front desk are still Intact in the bath
section of Uhlman's Home Store.
After business began to wane in the
1920s and '30s. the parlor on the
second floor of the hotel still functioned as a meeting place. Nader
sold. The lobby served as a Western
Union Office and a Greyhound Bus
Station In the 1930s and '40s.
The hotel, which actually comprised the top two floors of the building, ceased operations In the 1950s
when new fire regulations no longer
permitted open stairways In public
buildings, Nader explained. Restructuring would have been costly and
unrealistic since the hotel wasn't designed to make money tor the owners.
Also leading to the hotel's closing
was the changing traffic patterns.
"Traffic had gotten so heavy on that
corner that It was difficult to sleep in
the hotel," Nader recalled. Interstate
75 and the Route 6 bypass had not
been completed, so all truck traffic
went right through town.
Since that time, the upper floors
have remained virtually the same,
with the white curtains hanging In the
windows and the spreads still on the
beds. The exterior has been maintained, but Nader lamented the fact
that "the upper floors are In a terrible
state of disrepair. It's heartbreaking."

Courthouse features architectural beauty
by Amy Klzer and
Donna Scenna
Marble staircases, ornate pillars, moldings
and a stained glass vaulted ceiling are some of
the many architectural features of the Bowling
Green Courthouse on the corner ol Court and
Prospect streets.
On the third floor there are two murals depicting Wood County's oil boom in in 1904 and Fort
Melgs In 1813. The tile floors compliment the
walls and ceilings, which are done in grays,
peaches, creams and violets.

dent Grover Cleveland, Ohio Gov. William
McKlnley, all Bowling Green businessmen and
Grand Lodge Independent Order ot Odd Fellows
officials.
After construction began, the courthouse
planners decided to purchase a clock tower.
The dial of mis clock Is now the second largest In
the world. It is second only to the Chronicle
newspaper building clock In San Francisco. The
lower Itself Is 185 feet tall with four dials facing
each compass point. Its bell, which strikes each
hour, weighs 2,000 pounds.
During construction, the architect and con-

The dial of this clock Is the second largest In the world. The
tower Is 185 feet tall with four dials facing each compass point.
Its bell, which strikes each hour, weighs 2.QOO pounds.
The Interior of the courthouse, which was
designed by N.B. Bacon of the Bacon and Huber
architectural firm In Toledo, rellects the Romanesque revival style.
Construction of the courthouse began on July
4, 1894 with a special ground-breaking ceremony. More than 15,000 people attended the
event, which began at 10:07 a.m. with a parade.
As port of the ceremony, a special copper box
was sealed within the cornerstone ot the courthouse. It contains: a portrait of Gibson, a copy of
the act providing for the building and copies ol
the Sentinel Tribune. The Blade and other area
newspapers. Also Included is a copper, plate
engraved wtth the following names: 0 S. PT6JI-'

tractor made several unauthorized changes In
the building specifications. As a result, the building committee deducted $4,500 from their payment. Nevertheless, the courthouse was
completed In 1896 at a total cost of $255,746 84,
according to a souvenir edition of the Sentinel.
Following 82 years ol use, the courthouse wos
In need ol renovation. The project began In 1978
and wos finished three years and $3.2 million
later. White marble was Imported from Italy to
match the original and the $200,000 worth of
stained glass was renovated. Offices were remodeled, a new heating and cooling system
was Installed and repair was completed.
The building wot placed on the National
Register ot Historic Places by the Department ol
" WOWeflor.
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Shoes repaired with western flair
by Dlanna L. Borsi
Friday reporter
Like a pocket of down-home charm
and as difficult to find as country
music on the FM dial Is Glenn's Shoe
Repair. Proclaimed by a simple sign,
"SHOE REPAIR," this country cobbler Is
technically at 147 N. Main St. But since
the shop is hidden behind the store
fronts, most of his weekly 145 customers come 'round back through Wilson's Shoes.
Once In the shop, customers hear
the friendly voice of Glenn Haught
coming from under an enormous
cowboy hat, and country music fills
the small space. Proprietor, worker
and craftsman, Haught — complete
with cowboy boots - explains the unlikely country llavor. Originally In

&

Downtown
Bowling Green
Shop Downtown Bowling Green for service, selection, quality and savings. Shop locally!
Shop the following members of the Bowling Green Downtown Buisness Association . . .
1. Mrtton hnufwK*
121 E Caul SI
2. Bon FransHn
154 S Mam SI
128% W WooatorSI
4 Coo. Shop
117 E Court St
S. Hi JWMlTt
129 S Main SI
«. DiSaka RMI Ealala
248 S Mam SI
7. Moon Hoaaa
140E WooatafSI
(. Muber, Hugo. Watt 4 Smith
129 E Court SI
t. 1. C. Ponnay Co
136 S Mam SI
10. Italfd'l Club H
?io N Man St

f* COOH ST

VV WASHING. ON SI

I WASHINGTON ST

130 S Mam SI
12. Jan'. CMMran'a Shoos*
148 N Mam SI
IS. Kkmra jMaky
125 N Mam St
14. lahey Bactrontca
17« S Mam St
IS. Marah l Hatah Attomoya
249 S Mam St
16. MM American Bant
222 S Mam SI
1/. Naoriom Raalty
336S Mam Si
11. PflalererOleoteu.
101 N Mam SI

11. Plaanaato'a Pttza
203 N Mam Si
20. Popoameyer Oaaign Group
121 E Wooalaf SI
it. PUrceH'. Ilka Shop
131 w wooeter St
22. Hoaalai Claanara
182 S Mam SI
29. Stala Home Saying.
300 S Mam St
24. Stauttanbaigar College
309 S Mam SI
2S. Toledo Truit
100 S Mam St
20. Uhknan'a Oapl. and Homa Stoia
139 S Mam SI
27. Laa'a Shea*
145 N Mam SI
20. Wood Co. Cable
lie N Mam SI
29. Wrtght'a Sunoco
103 N Prospects!
SO. Yum Yum Tree
181 S Mam St.
11. Maiaatlc P.I nil
229 S Mam St
32. Surnworke Tanning
185 N Mam St
SI. Eyane Offlca Suplla.
I18S Mam St
24. A-Z Dal. CaMat
148 S Mam SI
35. BONeira
BOSU. 214 Wast Hat
M. WFOB Radio
118 N Mam SI

Western wear. Haught purchased the
machinery In 1978 and started boot
repairs.
"Then It kind ol took over. I've never
advertised. People started coming in
and I got out of the Western wear
business," Haught said. But Haught
said he left the clothing business lust a
bit too soon. "A year later the urban
cowboy look came along," he said.
Since then he has seen Western wear
stores come and go In the area but
his repair business has remained.
The shoe repair business also offers
him the artisan opportunity he enjoys.
"I especially like working on a good
pair of Western boots. They're unique,
every pair Is special and when you're
done you can make them look new,"
Haught said.
In addition, Haught believes good
footwear is Important. "The better the
shoes the better It is for your feet; good
shoes mean no feet problems."
Haught said. Good shoes and boots
can be repaired five or six times
before the tops go, according to
Haught.
However, other footwear and problems find their way to Haught's shop.
Golf and bowling bags In need of
zippers compete for space with the
high heels, shoes ahd boots waiting
for new soles that lean on shelves
surrounding the shop.
Another area that demands
Haught's skills Is orthopedic work.
Using prescriptions from doctors,
Haught alters children's shoes. "A lot
of children will have a toe-In or a toeout problem and an outsole wedge Is
needed to correct the problem,"
Haught said.
Patching, sewing. Installing lifts and
other repairs fill the rest ol Haught's 50hour work week. Using a variety of
machines that look like renegades
from another era, Haught even repairs sneakers. "I've patched a lot of
running shoes," Haught said. With
costs of running shoes ranging from
$60 to $70, many people bring their
shoes In for repairs. Haught said.
Haught notes that shoe repairs
could be making a comeback. A
recent catalog advertised boots with
the phrase, "wetting construction for
easy resoling," Haught said. This Is
good news for Haught, who enjoys his
work on doing about 100 jobs a week.
Smiling under the brim of his hat,
Haught said, "If I didn't like It, I
wouldn't be here." And with the country music nearly drowned out by the
hum ol the machinery, Haught picks
up the next boot and moves on.

Friday photos by Manna L loral
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Theater becoming tourist site
by Kelly Rose
Friday stall reporter
The Glsh Film Theater Is on Its way to
becoming a tourist attraction In Wood
County, according to Ralph Wolte,
curator ot the theater. The theater Is
dedicated to Lillian and Dorothy Glsh.
who have been called the first
women ot the American cinema.
The film theater, located In Hanna
Hall, was dedicated on June 11,1976,
and coincided with the establishment
of a film studies program In the College of Arts and Sciences. The renovation of the film theater Included a
marquee, a lobby to display the
photographs of the sisters In many of
their movies and an Improved movie
projection area.

Wolfe Initiated the naming of the
film theater for several reasons. He
said Lillian has had a llle-long Interest
In films, Is an Ohio native and began
her acting career In Rising Sun, which
Is 20 miles from Bowling Green.
Dorothy Glsh died In 1968. but her
sister has visited the University four
times. Lillian visited the campus twice
In 1976 to receive an honorary Doctor
of Performing Arts degree and to
attend the opening ot the renovated
theater. Three years later she accepted the Popular Culture Association Achievement Award from the
University.
In 1982 she came to the University to
attend the dedication of the collection of photographs depleting the
Glsh's careers. The photos were origi-

nally a part of the 1980 Lillian Glsh
Retrospective at the Museum ot Modern Art In New York City.
The actress' mother traveled as part
of a touring company that often visited Ohio. The company sometimes
needed children for Its plays and
Lillian often performed In them. She
later worked with director D.W. Griffith
In several films. In 1912, the sisters
starred In their first movie together,
"The Unseen Enemy."
Glsh has received about every acting award, according to Wolfe.
Among them are an American Film
Institute Life Achievement Award, an
Academy Award and a Kennedy
Center Honorary Award.
Besides acting In 106 films, she also
has extensive stage credits. Glsh also
carries the distinction ot being the

longest performing film star In American history.
In 1979, Lillian Glsh endowed the
Dorothy and Lillian Glsh Scholarship
to be awarded annually to an outstanding student In film studies. She
also made a $10,000 endowment to
create the Dorothy and Lillian Glsh
Collection of Film History In the University's Jerome Library.
Wolfe hopes the film theater will be
a place for people to come and learn
about the history of American film
and perhaps become a tourist attraction when the renovations are completed.
He expects to eventually moke additional Improvements on the projection facilities and get new seating for
the film theater.

KAMI
EXPERIENCE THE
ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
■

FEATURING:

♦

- Htgn quaMy we.mlioni accomnxtfabons lo' 6 gkmous days and 7 run-Hied nojm.
pfov<d»nq cow TV <w condrtoftoq private telephone pool and sun deck
▲ All ot our holrlt art located directly on the beacn
- A lompteKt schedule u' tret? pool doth p-nttcs and optional activities

a

- food rnercharxfcse and ser*>cp d-vounts provided by local merchants K inietCamous Programs i<*> participants
- Optional e«cu*sons available
deep sea h&hmg Hawawan luau. party CUM scuba
Oving Disney World EPCOT Center and more
- Computerized central reservation system lo insure accuracy and or^ani/awn
- AH ta»es lips and sC*v«e charges included

♦ •

COMPLETE
PACKAGE,
■All TAXES TIPS AND,
'All
AND
SERVICE CHARGES INCLUDED

#

.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIGN-UP.

CONTACT: TOM at 352-5201*
501 Pike St. Apt. 2
or sign up In Union Foyer
9-3 Sat. Feb. 28
WATCH FPR FREE TRIP GIVEAWAY ON YOUR CAMPUS

-RIDE THE NEW WAVE"

JQ

IMTCH-CAMPUS MtOOKAMt
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Different perspectives...
Slegenthaler admits his art was
influenced by "too many movies,
comic books and more movies."
His interest In art began when he
was a child. He took up sculpting In
the second grade and started creating clay dinosaurs. Eventually he
graduated to making superheroes
and monsters.
"I started getting A's, so I kept
making them," he explains.

by Beth Gilbert
I nctay reporter
Two paintings of odd-looking creatures hang on his living room wall. In
his bedroom, about halt a dozen clay
sculptures ol dragons stand guard on
a shell. His portfolio contains no landscapes or portraits, but rather drawings ot "otherworld" creatures that
bear little resemblance to anything
seen on earth.
He calls himselt a fantasy artist, and
says, "Reality Is only for those who
cannot handle fantasy."
Cllne Slegenthaler, senior radiotelevlslon-fllm ma|or, draws and
points subjects like a seemingly Innocent tube of toothpaste that becomes
a dragon and a strange animal roasting an ant over a fire.
When people first see Slegenthaler's artwork, they think he Is a little
strange. "People in high school, and
some In college, ask me what drugs I
take." he says. "I lust laugh at 'em."

successful, It may become a series.
Slegenthaler's entry was titled "No
Mercy Hospital." It Is the story ot a nonhuman nurse and doctor who perform
brain surgery on other non-human
creatures.In the end, they accidentally create a human politician and
then kill him so they do not have to
listen to budget hearings or State ol
the Union addresses.
Over the summer, Slegenthaler was
asked to participate In a counseling

session tor the psychology department. Alter speaking with him once,
the counselor asked him to return with
some of his art, and later concluded
that he could draw weird pictures
and still be normal. "I took that as a
compliment," Slegenthaler said.
Slegenthaler has shown his work at
the 5th Annual Wood County Art Show,
the Wood County Fair and Currents
art gallery.

Originally an art major, Slegenthaler switched to RTVF after his adviser told him his style of artwork did
not fit In with the University's line arts
program.
He decided to check with the film
department to see what opportunities
existed with animation. Since he has
always liked movies, it seemed like a
natural step, although he says, "I like
drawing better than making movies."
His art background Is reflected In
his favorite tllm technique, claymation, which Is a process that utilizes
clay figures. The figures are posed,
(limed, moved a fraction ot an Inch or
so, filmed, moved again, and so on.
It Is a long and tedious process, but
Slegenthaler likes the three-dimensional nature ol claymation and working In a miniature form. He explained
that claymation, which was used for
"Gumby," is easier lor him to do than
drawing Individual shots, which Is the
technique used In the Disney movies.
Recently he submitted a 3-mlnute
claymation tllm to an animation company In Boston. The company Is Interested In putting together a special lor
Showtime consisting ol short animated and live-action films by amateur filmmakers. II the show Is
Cllne Slegenthaler

Friday photo by Stephanie Stelm

Yuogoslavian sees ordinary objects in artistic light
by Christopher Smith
I riday start reporter
Books and movies can be deceptive At best they are one-dimensional
representations of real life that don't
necessarily click with what they depict. Fortunately, this Isn't always tor
the worst.
Take the case ol Yugoslavian artist
Relja Penezlc. "It's tunny. When I
came here I knew all about America.
I read a lot ol books, (saw) a lot ol
movies and met a lot ol Americans.
But, this landscape and (the) people
look so different than anything I'd
seen before," Penezlc said.
His Impressions of America thus lar
are lavorable. He doesn't worry about
what Impressions others have ot his
art. "I know positively that there are
some people that don't like It but
that's normal. I know also positively
that there are some people who
really like It very much. It you think you
can please everybody then you'll
never do anything. You'll be too
scared to paint," he said.
Penezlc Is Influenced by the French

Romantic period ol the 19th century.
He noted that artists ol that time believed each object had emotion and
a sense of sadness about It.
"I don't really believe In the same
thing that they believed In, but I like
their stories, their Images, their atmospheres and everything so I try to
recreate those things," he said.
Physical leatures characteristic of
the Midwest (such as flatness ol the
land, colorful sunsets and wooden
houses) caught Penezic's eye and
much of his artwork reveals this. And
while his paintings are devoted to
area landscape scenes, they are not
depicted with the realism ot a photograph.
That's what most struck Currents art
gallery co-owner Ro Baslle. "He wants
you to have some kind of an emotional attachment or emotional feeling. He can make you look at
something as mundane as a water
lower and give it a real ethereal kind
of feeling," Baslle said. His art Is being
displayed at the stole
"The thing I en|oy most about his art
is that people who have lived here all
their lives have come In and looked

at these things and will say the same
things as, 'I've seen these things all my
lite and I've never seen them quite
like this. I've never noticed them before,' " she said.
When It comes to picking subjects
around which to weave this magic,
Penezlc said he has no favorites. "I
hope that behind everything Is a
concept, something I believe In. I'm
trying to make romantic landscapes
and you can make romantic landscapes out ol anything," Penezlc
said.
Unlike the stereotypical Image of
painters, Penezlc will not be found
setting up at a scene and painting It
glance by glance. He prefers to paint
from Images In his memory. His system
doesn't seem to hinder the ease with
which he finishes a painting, however.
"It's something (that) as I'm growing
older I become quicker. It's experience. Now I know better what I want,
but sometimes I get stuck on one
painting for almost a month. Normally
It will take me several days or a week.
You never know how It's going to
work," he said.

According to Penezlc, painting expenses shouldn't keep anyone out ol
an art career — as long as you can
sell at least some paintings. "When
you sell your paintings and make
money then It's not very expensive,
but when you're In trouble then everything is expensive. Even the cheapest
brush, you think twice before buying
It," he said.
Artists who rely exclusively on selling their art to make a living are at the
mercy of an uncertain market. "You
don't paint them really for sales but
lor Ideas. You have something to
express, you do II. and then when It
comes to sales it's hard to llnd your
Ideas connecting with someone who
will buy It. That's why art sales are so
complicated," Penezlc said.
For Penezlc. the monetary rewards
are overshadowed by the personal
satisfaction he derives from the actual
painting Itself. "Whatever happens,
this time while you are alone with your
painting ... that's something that no
one can ever take away from you.
Anything that you can do alone lor
yourself, that's great," he said.

WELCOMES

E7BEQ E. BROADWAY

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
THE RIZE GUYS
February 24, 1987
AND
Tickets Only $6.00 Advance
X-CITERZ
$8.00 At The Door
Tuesday

DOORS OPEN AT 4:00 PM
FOR HAPPY HOURS
SHOW STARTS AT
9:30 PM

MUST BE 19
AND
HAVE PROPER I.D.

ZI-TUNE PRODUCTIONS

(419) 866-1933

GLASS CITY BOARDWALK
(419)838-7825
TICKETS ON SALE AT GLASS CITY BOARDWALK, FINDERS RECORDS,
BOOGIE RECORDS, THE SHEDS, AND ABBEY ROADS.
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by David Buehler
Friday reportef
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University
office
relates to
public
i

Seven full-time staffers and several part-time employees
spend their days trying to make the University look good to
the public.
These employees can be found In the University public
relations department and produce about 600 news releases per year, boasting of faculty and student accomplishments, according to Clifton Boutelle, director of
public relations.
Thus, hometown newspapers carry stories of student
achievements such as winning scholarships, making the
dean's list and acting In plays.
About 200 publications ranging from the University
Catalogue to pamphlets, brochures and posters also
come out of the office. Boutelle said. Titles Include the
alumni magazine At Bowling Green with a circulation of

64,000 and "Green Sheet" which comes with the BG News
every other week. The Monitor reaches faculty and
administration.
About 1,000 rolls of 36«xposure film a year are shot for
PR department publications, other University publications
such as "The Bowling Green Falcon Hockey Media
Guide." formal faculty and staff portraits, and team
portraits, University photographer Bill Brown said.
"it's sometimes mind boggling when you think of how
much film Is shot through this office," Brown said.
Brown works 40 hours a week In his office and covers
sports and cultural events evenings and weekends. A 10year file of all photographs is maintained, and pictures
taken ol events around campus, like the apartheid rally,
are kept In the archives.
Brown has two student part-time assistants helping him
as well. He said he enjoys his work, even though It Is
demanding since he is on call 24 hours a day "I have to
check my calandar to make a date," he said of his social
life.

BGSU THEATRE presents:

Howard's club H
Playing this weekend...

«C
rtHoiia*^-i

Wfat Sta*hip77

**&*&

A WILD COMEDY by LARRY SHUE

Ho, H't

Loved By Millions
(MIX!

starts at 9:JO

Howard's is a designated driver participant

210 N. Main

No Cover

5CT

Sandwiches & Salads

TUESDAY TWOFERS
Buy a Footlong and Medium Drink
and Receive a Footlong

Free
Tuesday Only
No Coupon Needed
Not Good With Any Other Offer

Every Tuesday In

February
OFFER GOOD AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATION

109 N. Main

352-8391

I
&

FEB. 19-21 & 26-28
TICKET INFO 372-2719
EVA MARIE SAINT THEATRE 8 p.m.
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Friday photo by Mike McCune

Sweet Dreams
Are Made of
This.
Here, at the candy store Hotel you
can let yourself go.
And we mean go...pool parties, swimming
and tube races, belly flop competitions.
wet T-shirt contests, teenie weenie bikini
and wet nightie contests and much,
much more. Now you can stay at the
world famous Candy Store Hotel, where
al the action Is, right on the beach. Our
pool bar lounge overlooks the ocean and
our hotel rooms have dynamic views of the
ocean as well For more Information call
today our toll free number

1-800-327-1398

m^
Featuring Our world
Famous Disco, Rock
lounge, Pool and Patio Bars
overlooking the ocean, Sidewalk
cafes and Live Music.
#1N. Atlantic Boulevard, Fort lauderdale. Florida 33304

by Mickey Molnar
Friday reporter
The lives ol a wimpy Englishman, a
two-laced minister, his pregnant fiance, her cretln-IIke brother and a
paranoid Klansman Intertwine In the
madcap comic adventure. "The Foreigner," by Larry Shue.
The production Is presented
by the University Theater department
In cooperation with Dramatists Play
Service, Inc.
The setting is a tlshlng lodge In
southern Georgia owned by the
amiable Betty Meeks (Nancy Erlkson,
sophomore journalism major). The
comic escapades begin when one of
her regulars, "Froggy" (Jeff Smith,
popular culture Instructor), a shrewd
and wily demolition expert in the
British army, brings his friend Charlie
(Michael Taylor, communications-education major) for a three-day visit.
Charlie, a shy science fiction
magazine proofreader, Is distraught
over his wife's infidelity (she has 23
"friends") and lives In constant fear of
having to participate in a conversation with strangers.
In Charlie's absence,
"Froggy" alleviates the problem by
Informing the lodge's residents that
Charlie Is from an exotic land and
speaks no English. Charlie opposes
the Idea at first but plays along.
The humor mounts when several characters reveal intimate details
of their lives, assuming that Charlie
doesn't understand a word.
The lodgers include a suspicious minister (John Schultz, senior
comprehensive science education
ma|or), his pregnant fiance Catherine
(Melissa Mllllngton, junior Interpersonal and public communication major) and her dim-witted brother Ellard
(Kerry Riffle, senior theater major).
Ellard will receive a large Inheritance If Catherine deems him to
be Intelligent.
In one scene Ellard attempts to
teach English to Charlie at the breakfast table and Is amazed by his word
recognition. He continues the lesson
by teaching him the names of ordinary objects like a wheelbarrow.
Later in the play Charlie returns the favor. He administers lessons
In his alleged foreign tongue to the
unwilling minister and his associate
Owen Musser (Ryan Adkins, sophomore education major). Owen, who's
the head ol an inept chapter of the Ku
Klux Klan, takes offense to Charlie's
words and threatens retribution.
The performances of Taylor
and Adkins highlight a frenzied pace
toward an amusing climax.
Photo: "foreigner" Charlie Baker.
played by Michael Taylor, chants to
Owen Musser. played by Ryan Adkins.
In order to frighten him.
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Coma to Falcon HOUIB
for all your BGSU T■hlrtt, Swoot«hlrt» and
all othor accaiBorlaB

140 E. Wooster Bowling Green

Ph. 352-3610

Downtown Bowling Green

MRS.

EVENING

B
©
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW Q
JGUNSMOKE
MOVIE •* Sludani aod•»
M9B1I Knaian Attar.
Matthaw G«aaby
A haavy
braathavg paycnoiK k*m ■taa.a
«*• fun-lovina atuoanta of a tvprcai AmarBtan Ngh achooi

8:00
OOS1 NEWS
© PM MAGAZINE The •«euNa of • po" on beauty

•:SO
B V WALL STREET WEEK
Tha TacrvMcM Bant Guaat. Nad
Davi pfMMtant. Nad Oav* Ra
aaarcn

FRIDAY

OHIO

BUSINESS

FEBRUARY JO. 1SS7
41IV Om MI

B REAL ADVENTURES OF
SHERLOCK
JONES
AND

PBOCTOR

WATSON When

Bryan 4 accueed of ateehng from
the echool Sherlock ii>i • trip

lor the (u> onttuikv Q
B MACNEH
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUFI
©ffi) DIFF'RENT STROKES
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK
6:30
O CBS NEWS
i NBC NEWS
ASC NEWS Q
NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
S GET SMART
B FACTS Of LIFE
(ESPNI SPEEOWEEK
7:00
O CBS NEWS
S VIDEO HITS
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT Interview with KUMI
Barbara EdDn David Figet fxoraea
the work) of -nvMlioaiiva TV ra~
poring In atereo

NEWSMOOR
GD CONGRESS
WE
PEOPLE
ffi GIMME A BREAK!
©M'A-S^H

THE

(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
(TMC) MOVIE ** 1 "Macaroni t»984) Jec* Larnmon. Mar
cat*. Maafo«rwM During a mp to
Napiaa. an emot-oraliy and phye»cee» eaheuated An*»io t>uv
neeeman learna the fine an of eevor>ng Ma from an eauberanttv
cai*IIM arch>v*at PG Q
7:30
O PM MAGAZINE Feetured
poUonlooha
S JEOPARDY
TAXI
B DATING GAME
8 MCLAUGHLIN GROUP
B TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT Henry and MuraMe table
doaan'l include a eetting lor a hon
thai wendera into the* dnnar par
lb
© THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN) WRESTLING

■ THREE S COMPANY
BM*A*S*H

MO

DOORS (THU)
(TMCI MOVIE IMON. TUE)

SNEWLYWEO GAME
MACNEIL
/ LEHRER

4:36
(TMC) MOVIE (FRII

STHIS OLD HOUSE (FRI)

COM-

MaA wrMa nvaaiBpaung i TV rapolar ■ daattv ki aiarao

9 SQUARE ONE TELEVISION Q
9 3-2-1 CONTACT Q
SSCOOBYDOO
SMURFS ADVENTURES
IESPN) LPGA GOLF (MON)

GHOSTBUSTERS
(ESPNI KICK BOXING (FRII

■ EDUCATIONAL
PUTING (WED)

BSPNI INSIDE
THE
PGA
TOURIWIO)
IE3PNI TOM MANN OUT-

OUT-

FO-

TIME OUT (THUI
SQUARE ONE TELEVISION cp
B BRADY BUNCH
© GOOD TIMES
(ESPNI
SCHOLASTIC
SPORTS AMERICA (TUEI

•:00
• S SCARECROW AND
MRS. KINO The Steteone Cahrorma hcneymoori turne BTIIO a
nightmare when Amende'• ehot
Q TOMMY HUNTER Gueeta
Keith Whrtlav. Branda lee Con*a> T witty and Kr*!* Lynna Mu*<cal aaaacttona include 'Tan Fact
Away
'Rookai Robin." "The
Roee" and 1 Fa* Al Ova Agaav"
■ STINGRAY Shngtay learna
about a covert go««nm«nl opara-

B DUKES OF HAZZARD

■tOO
B S DALLAS Chmtophar
and John Rota piay a poiannaay
daadhr gama. Sua Etana Loa An0"hM -ngaria oparat«n ctoaaa nt
doors Q
8 PROFESSIONALS
MIAMI VICS A *acafon on
a CariDbaan nland taaaa a turn lor
tha daatty *tvan Tubba wama
■hit ha • baan aal up by lha
vangatv*1 Orlando Catdarona In
•larao
S AMERHCA Pat* a naugulaiad at ttia Govarnor Ganaral of
Naartland. Haanui a noopa aaveh
for B*ty tha Sovwll attach char
nhad ayrnbota of Amancan n+
innabam Siva Robari Unch
Ha-na. Schoona and Kaav Proctor
(Part 6 of 71 g

BDOCTORWHO
© PLANET EARTH Tapping
tha Earih a hmta raaouicaa uaing
advancod iachrvo*c->cal toofa <nclodsng computara and aBrborn*
«"ag«nfl apMUOrnatrv. (R| Q
© MOVIE * * H«c«t-Batan
(1B7B) Paier Fonda Jarry Raad
A cycfcit aipariancaa ha» 'a-a-ng
•acapadM aa ha Dttampta IO halp
a trucfear ramaan injapandant
aga-r.li rmnaaaa opponanta
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Doug DaWrtt va Joa OiMnonaa m
a m.ddlaaiarghi bout achadulad
for 10 rounda from Atlantic Crfy.
N J Urva)
(TMC) MOVIE **v,
F^vJan.
go" ('9861 Kavan Coainar. Judd
Naiaon Facad wr>tb aduhhood and
■ha pad of Vattnam hva cotaga
crorMaa taha off acroaa Taaaa for a
laai dflch fang. In atarao. PG
10:O0
B B FALCON CREST Magg«a haa har babv pramaturary.
Angala and Roland Saundara
(Robari Slaokl appaar at tha Intarnational Wkna Show. Q
8 NATIONAL Q
MIAMI VTCE Crockatt tacomaa obaaaaad wth traokatg
down a bu-arra cat burgMr In
starao. (ft)
B IN THE FACE OF TERRORISM Tha MM of vMtfanca by
a mrhtant group of Roman Catho■ca in ihar hypothat>cal atnrg(P>
for hoadom ra a«an>ir-»d by a pan•i tf-at nchrdaa San John F. Karry
iDMaaal and Naw Scotland
Yard Poaca Convntaarorar SRannaTh Nawman
©NEWS

SElfCIlONOf OR£DK£N HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
AND HAIR ACCESSORIES

MINI MALL SALON
190 S. Main thru the Brick Walkway
352-7658

11:30
B MOVIE **
Burnt Offar.nga (1976) Ohvar Raad, Karan
Biac* A coupka. tha« aon and atdwfy auni rant an old Victorian
rrujnaron aa a aurnrr-ar homa una-ara tha houaa it hauntad and
poaaaaaaa ■ w* of rta own
B TONIGHT SHOW Hoat
Johnny Car aon Schadulad Klor
Gaorga Sagal In aiarao
B NIGHTLINE CJ
B MYSTERY! Tha Raturn of
Sharioc. Hcamaa Tha Muagrava
Ritual Ho-maa and VVataon proba
tha ikaapoaaranca of tha buttar
and ma-d of an oM hwnd with
■ mgty connactaona CJ)
B NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
B LATE SHOW Hoat Joan
Rn-ara Schadulad Andraw Ridgaaay. lOfmar rrwjrnbar of Whaml In
atarao
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
11:36
Q GOOD ROCKIN* TONITE
Brrtith Racord Induatry Awada
Hoat Slu Jofftiaa praaama tha
awarda caramony which indudaa
a apacitf tr-buta to Erse Clapton
and parfarmancaa by Whrtnay
Homion. Chria Oa Burgh. Laval
42. Sanpry Rad Spandau fiaaai
and Fiva St* Nomanaaa -xhida
aha. Anna B*ar tha Bangkaa.
Kata Buah. Phd CoBna. Whrtnay
Houaton. Pat a. Gabnal. Madonna.
and Robari Palmar iNoia Canada
Gamaa 87 Raport wal pracaca
GoodRc-*^ Tomb). "I
B MOVIE •**Vt Thai.onaat (1973) EHan Buratyn. Lmda Star Baaad on tha noval by
VWham Pa*a> Blatty The young
daughter of a papular aetreee become* poaaaaaad by a darnorac
ap-it lytach cpmmite avi acia
through tha occupation of her
rmnd and body.
13:00
8 DUKES OF HAZZARD
MOVIE *•*
Th.Ai.,1,
UBM Horror" (1979) Jamaa Brofen.
Mergot Kidoar.
(ESPN) TRACK AND FIELD
Loa Artgaaaa GTE indoor Gamaa.
Ufa]

10: SO
B E UROPEAN TELEVISION
SERVICE

13:30
B FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS
Videoa by Arafha Frankkn 8
George Matfuaal ("I Knew You
Ware Wertmg ). Kool 8 the Gang
('Stone Lova"). Huey Lew* 6
tha Newa 1 Jacob a leddt. I
Bon Jovt <'LrwV on • Prayer").
Bruce flprwgoteen 8 tha E Saeat
Bend I F«e ) In aiarao

B HONEYMOONERS

B THE JUDGE

10:26
BJOURNAL

TM

MINI MALL SALON
PERMS
$20. to $75.
HAIRCUTS
$6.

11:00
BOBBBNEWS
B SNEAK PREVIEWS Hoata
Jaffray Lyona and
Mtehaal
Madvad lor* at what'a naw at tha
■novaaa In atarao
SOARK SHADOWS
LATE SHOW Host: Joan
Riva-i Schadukad Andraw Ridgatay. formar manvbar of Whaml In
• tr-ao
BWKRP IN CINCINNATI
(TMC) MOVIE * '■,
MahbuEaP-a.i M984I Darby Hanton. Sy
W Danrang Aaaigr-td to .nvaai.
gala a computar convpanya
ahady buaanaaa caaanga. a Taaan
hnda hanaarT M tha m-Jda of a
apycapar H'

6||i aiU liii*

QiMdrr PMM1 HIBIIKKUI
B»e( Vtiniblt Soup

Miki niiy sanitich
I fllliir!!

•*
(U

All Fiwiti (muni C* SW.

' '

VAI.KITWit
BHJIVUrKVIIli'iM

*
352-7333

U50E WooMoi
ATTHlfAlCONPlAZA
OPIN DAILY
bom

10pm

GRAND PRIZE DRAWING
III Prdr-wi 19 SHARP CWOR TV
l*-M han-tmnm AMfM Unm Pay*
r m, J« llmi in PJ*I« Mem*f

RRJUIH

Vi

:

r——w—

f

Mday/februorv tO, 1987 13
1:00
(JIMMY SWAOOWT

(1969) Robert Mrtchum George

of tha kjadar of hw cad gang

COMCDV CLAMICS
(TMC) MOV* * V.
Hc^wood
rfot Tubs'M964)0ortne McOan■M Mcheel Andre*.

MO
ffj COUNTRY EXPRESS Featured (Canny Rogars. Laa Green
•vood Gary Momo Randy T.avt
Maria Oamond. and E Ma
• VAN CAN COOK

8:00
a a TWH.10HT JONC TWO
aunaa a wifa and mothar (Suaan
Blafcalyl tnaa owl har unusual nsaa
oradn card: a nwiar (WIBam ABan
Young), bappad m a ova «. arv
■xuntara a man who aaya ha'a
baan avandad thara *nca 1912.
in atarao

1416
• MOVIt *
Beyond The
Door (1974) Juliet Mota. fbcherd

Mm

130
• MOV* ***
DNdf.il
(IBM) Michael CM. Grovanne
Ml
1:36
• MOVIE **
Terror By
N.flht
(1B46) Beetf flathbone
Nigel Bruce
2:00
• MOVW *f*4
SMI 01
far (1973) D-ena Ceanto Edward Da Souia

■ NEWS

3:00
• 0 8PORTS SATURDAY
ScharJulad Bobby Ciyi va VWAe
Edwerda for tha BJP Ught Heavy
werght Ma. scheduled for 16
rounda from AOanbc Cm/. N J.
(Lry»|
O
8P0RTSWCEKEND
CONTINUES
0 COLLEGE SASKETBALL
Iowa at Indiana (Uwol
a PSA BOWLING $140,000
Bowtere Journal Florida BFA
Opon. from Gakuy Lanaa i Venice Ma (Livol
a AUSTIN CITV LIMITS
Now Ortaent R6S boog^woogte
m«niti and amger Amom "Fata"
DorrHno Jr partorma many of ha
Top Tan hrta mdudrng Blueberry

SATURDAY
FCMUARV21. 1M7
ca**-' wivo«*
AFTMNOON
1:O0
• COLLEGE 6A8KCTBALL
KaneaaetSl Johnan.rve)
0600VTALK
m COLUEOC BASKETBALL
Northweaiern at M-cr*ger< (Liva)
• COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Kentucky at Loureaene State (Lrvel
0
AMERICAN
BAND
STAND Guaat Ch<o Daberga
1 !•* loM. i
9 FRUGAL GOURMET Preparaoon o* souad •» muatard Muca.
salmon m green MUC*. and
prawns aautaad m garkc and
wtne In stereo
0 WE'RE COOKING NOW
1:60
8 DATELINE ONTARIO
AMERICA-STOP TEN
• 6) THIS OLD HOUSE A
tow of Phoeno. (Ami. than •
meeting with the homeowners
pertxapetrng m tha ne. t remodelS project g
MOV* **M
Something
Eva* 11971) Sandy Darin* Rat*
Baflamy
S6fN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Georguj Tech at Duke
(live! ISubaKt to blackout)
2:00
O
8PORT8WEEKEN0
Scheduled
Woman s World
Spnnt Spoodefcahng Championship* hom Sla Foy. Quo . fourth
week of CharnptonalMp 5-f*w
Bowfcng. from Toronto. Men'a
World SpMdM atmg Champion
shtps hom Heranveen Nether
■anda and Canada Gamaa 87
hom Sydney. NS (Tapad)
6E> LITTLE HOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE
69 S LAP QUILTING A look
at tha IB atataa pen>cipatrng m
QU-I census programs featured
quart iha AtJum Block or Ch-nnay
Sweap pattern
CD MOVIE #* v»
Tha Groat
American Traffic Jam" 119001
John Back. Shelley Faboraa
fTMCt MOVW
** ■:
The
Good Guya And Tha Bad Guya

Hal.'
Bfwa Monday/' I'm Watkm' ' and the country cfoiaic
YourCheatw Heart
In stereo
a FRUGAL OOURMET Preparation of homemade Hakan aeuaag*. Graah lamb, pork sausage
and a Franch white puddang •
BouoVi Blanc In atarao
a MOV* *** D-ty Mary
Crazy Larry' (1974) Pater Fonda.
SuaanGaoiga
3:30
a GREAT CHEFS OF CHICAGO Jaan Banchot proparaa
Grand Merr** aouffla and lobster
with noodaa. baari and caviar
(TMCI MOV* **
Carson
Crty" 119*21 Randolph Scott.
Raymond Maaaay
4 CO

a a PGA GOLF N«.en Loa
Angatao Opan. third round, hom
Rnnara Country Club m Pacihc Pal
•aadaa Cakf (Lrval
a OCE AN US
CD MAGIC OF OIL PAINTING
CD STAR TREK
(ESPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL Clamaon at North Carohna
(Lrval ISubaKt to blockout)
4:30
O
WIDE
WORLD
OF
SPORTS Scheduled Profess***
ai Figure Stating World Challenge
of Champ ons featuring Scott
Hamrfion
Hob** Cous-ns and
othar top akaiara
hom Pant
<Tepedl
a OCE ANUS

BOO
QttflDNEWS
a SATUROAY REPOP.T
0 TO BE ANNOUNCED
a ALL CREATURES GREAT
AND SMALL II
8 NOVA Tru proNo of S-Q
mund Fraud namanaa tha controvaray vAch contmuaa to aurrownd
tha thaonaa poatulatad by tha craator of modam paychoanafyara
a THROB Zach'a attampi to
rawa a taan-aga ronwjnco tahaa
an unaipactad turn
0 STAR TREK
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK
6:30
S CBS NEWS
THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMENT
a HE E HAW Conoai Jtf-1
SchnaMlar Guaata. Lorafta Lynn.
Gary Mom. Fudara in tha Sky
I NSC NEWS
RUNAWAY WITH THE
RICH AND FAMOUS A . ■ j.
lalanda owaa vnth ' lova Boot
co-atar Gavm Mad.aod. actraaa
HaM» Bohay I Hotof ") on a four of
kaland Hoat RocMilaach
OlTS A LIVING
IESPNI
SCHOLASTIC
SPORTS AMERICA
7^)0
a MUPPET6 Guaat Brooka
MA
8 NHL HOCKEY Montreal
Canadwnt at Now York lalandara
(lrval

a NATURE T.,ggarad by tor

a
SLEDGE
HAMMERI
Sledge hetpa a Soviei cituwi keep
one atap ahead of the KGB In
atarao Q

foala l*a a la^ura
maafthy couam vmta

whan

har

0 TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL

8 WHAT 8
NOWII

BOO
0 BASE WINKELMAN'S
GOOD FISHING
a BIK LIVES

IESPNI
SPORTSCENTER
SATURDAY
fTMCI SHORT FILM SHOWCASE

GDGED
0 DANCIN

TO THE HITS

Ckpa hom paat ahovia featuring
mua« nommatad for trua yoar a
Grammy Awarda in atarao
0 STAR SEARCH
(TlUC) MOVIE **v,
Tha
Charga Ai Faathar Rrvar' 119531
Guy Maditon Vara Mdaa
6:30
SMUSfC CITY USA
SNEAK PREVIEWS

aoEo

a DREAM GIRL USA

HAPPENING

7:30
8 a SMALL WONDER
Vicki warm hypnoa>a
a OHIO LOTTERY
O ONE BIG FAMILY
a WHAT A COUNTRYl
(ESPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL: 1870 FINAL FOUR
HIGHLIGHTS
(TMC) MOV* * * '1 Tha Law
And Jaka Wada H958) Robari
Taylor R<chard Widm«k * bank
'obbar lurnad lavrman 'acaa a «••
t «a of onaaa ralating 10 Iha raturn

Jamaa
Muarcaf aalacbona av
ctuda
There a No Truth 10 fl"
and Mighty Man
a HUNTER Hunter and McCal
uncover a Sovwt plot to relocate
eaorat aganta at the Untied
Statea In atarao Q
a SPENSER: FOR HIRE
Speneat dafanda a panp on tnel
lor murder Q
a
COMEOY
TONIGHT
Stand-up comedy by Bwy Java
Jake Johennaen and the Amarmg
Jonathan
a ENTREPRENEURS: AN
AMERICAN
ADVENTURE
Tha development of American
buamaaaaa re traced through pro
hkaa of Morae coda mvantor Samuel F 8 Morae. induetnaeat E I
Ou Pont, reeteurataur Ray Kroc
and computer entrepreneur Steven Job*
a PUTTIN' ON THE HITS
Le>-ayncod aonga include Janet
Jack ton'* Whenl Th-nt o> You
end tha Everty Brofhara
Wake
Up Lrttla Sueaj
In atarao
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Notre Oeme at Utah (Lrva)
10:30
8 DON CHERRY'S GRAPEVINE Gueat JcAnD'Arnco
a FACES OF JAPAN Two
Fnanda / Two 1 ■*•» '
a WHAT S HAPPENING
NOWII Rai and Dae rummage
through cartona hied with rnemorata oa they gather nema lor a garage tale

over 20 yaara on the moat com
prahenarve pnmata atudy m acaMv
ti'ic ruttory

8:30
a 327 On thee way to a tea
audit Mary and Leater atop m a
Aner and meat the owner (Red
Buttonal In atarao

of 7)Q
a MAMAS FAMILY Mama

10*00
a COUNTRY WEST Guaata
Co"een
Paieraon
and Colm

a COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Mkineaota at 0h*o State ILtva)
a NATIONAL GEOGRAPH
■C Looka at tha pioneering ch-m
panne raaaarch of Or Jane Goo
daN. who haa baan wommg for

Rtchard. Anna Murray Bdly Vara
and tha Baatara ("Ai Ta^
Momant I John Sabaatian ( Do
You Bakava m MagK' ). David Laa
Roth Imtarviaw) In atarao

#
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
Loai Empaaa
Aftar
Tommy Baamiah dnKOvari Richard and Juka logathar N-ca m'angat for iha (how t alar corruc
to bo booad off tha itaga rn*
mafcaa a ptay lor Richard (Part 4

montanon nrnafh/ provoa drmeuh

8 SIOEKICKS Ertta daodaa
whaihar to ramaui with Roto or
mova ai with doaa rotabvaa. Q
8 PLANET EARTH Tapoatg
tha Eanh'i hnrta raaouroaa uamg
advanoad lachnotogrcal too* mOutkng computara and arboino
•magtng ipacuorriatrv IRIQ
a MOV* ** '->
Hot Load
And Cold Faat (19781 Jan Data
Don Knotta in iha Old Waai twin
brother! - one rough n tough
the othar a city brad rnenuatoaat compete m a Bruakng eontaai to
aaa who <•<■ inherit thaw laiher'a
hstuno A Wonderful World of
Damey" praaantation

a SOLID GOLD Schadulad
Chrcago KOM and tha Gang Imta

rantial raaia tha dramot* ragan
aratron of plan! and animal kfa on
Kanya 1 dioughi atnekan TaavO
pla«a IB obaarvad In atarao (R)

group of haa lance buah Mare to
lean the Royal Canecfcan Aa Force.
afthough adajanng to the reftv

a FACTS OF LIFE Bavarfy
Ann ramimacM about kfa ai tha
BOa whan pop atara Fabian and
Bobby RydaN pay a vtart In alar

BSPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Sun Bah Conference Wed
Card Game Waatarn Kentucky at
Alabama-BvrrMngham a OH Do
meeon at Jackaonvala
(Lrval
(Subject to Wackout]

a BLACK HISTORY CHALLENGE

Tha Clouda' (19421 Jamaa Cagnev Oama Morgan A apaach by
wwiaton churcnai ancwagaa a

11:00
Otf NEWS
8 NATIONAL p
a MTV TOP 20 VIDEO
COUNTDOWN
a COUNTRY EXPRESS Fee
lured Elvi* Preeley Willie Nalaon
end Merle Haggard. Carl Parkna.
Kathy Mettea and the Nitty Grilty
DtBend
O DYNAMAN
aSTOB
fTMCI MOV*
» * ■
The
Good Guya And The Bad Guya"
M9691 Robert Muchum George
Kennedy Once onomioa en aging
marahel and an aging outlaw roei
•orcaa PG

6t00
O a MOVIE
KOM*
Iha
Prce Of Juoice IPramejral Tedy
Sevalaa Kata Nefcgen New York
City pokce >napactor Theo Koiak
bacomaa mvcHvad m Iha ifweati
gaiion auriounduig a foubkng
caae of chad murdar Q
a GOLDEN GIRLS Sophuj
and her MI. are at each other'e
throete once agam m atarao Q
8 OHARA Ohara poaea aa a
high-achool teacher to mveangaie
the drug-ralatad death of a teanagar Q

1 1:16
O PROVINCIAL AFFAIRS /
NEWS

a BRAZIL. BRAZIL-GOO
FOOTBALL AND CARNIVAL
O NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
Sophiai«eted photography
leveale how tha human body
tunctiona

11:30
O MOVIE •*•'I... On,
at (1976) Robert DeNro. Cyb*
Shepherd A New York cab driver
plota a umoue brand of ravenga
against Iha daafara of corruption
who conatantry take tha* ton on
iha reeidonia of the oty
8 MOV* **
Eiotcw li
TheHaretC (19771 Richaid Bur
ton Lmda Blae A prraai and a
•amale paychofogut try to help
young Regan MacNe* who •$ atai
neunted by tnunm yiaipna and
dream* ct hyvig

tTMC. MOV* * * •*
Tha Bel
lad Of Cab*. Hoguo
119701
Joaon Robarda SlaHa Stavana
Abandoned by r> . partnara. a
witanad old proepactor aata up a
proaperoua way atatron and pioti
revenge fl
9 30
a AMEN The Rev Gregory a
aunt haa a data with Deacon Frya.
m atareo
10 MOVIE * * * Captema 01

O SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
m atarao
a AUSTIN CITY LIMITS

treat yourself to a
OPEN:
Mon. Thurj. 6*Mi-9jim
Fri.6»«ii-10pm
Sal 8am 10pm
Sun. 8am-9pm
Mil S. Mala
bwlal Gcen, UUa

HOT LUNCH
Dining room open
to the public
daily from
11am-1:30pm

352-0123
loeit to Varaiy Uneal

Steak & Shrimp

352-2149
230 Campbell Hill Ro

12KX>
8 FAMOUS KNOCKOUTS
8 SOUL TRAIN
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

12:60
O (E9PNI WRESTLING
12:46
fTMCI MOV* **
Strange
lady In Town (1966) Graar Garton. Dana Andrews
1:00
a HART TO HART
1:30
8 CHRISTIAN CHH.DREN-S
FUNO
8 MOV* * * * * North By
Northwest
119691 Cery Grant.
Eva Mar* Se.nl
(ESPN) AUTO RACING World
Sports Car Chempronafvp. FUr>
1000 hom Japan (R)
SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 22. 1967

1:30
8 HYMN SING Muarcal eelechone inchida
Maya Eyaa Have
Seen the Gtory.'' 0 Lord Support Ua
and
'Blase Thaj
House
IP,
a HERE'S LUCY
a a WALL 6TRCET WEEK
The Techmcal Bent Guaat Nad
Davis praaidant Nad Oavra Raaaarch
2:00
8 WORL06 APART Sumeee
fwate IM\ and Wa> Htut are followed from thee home 1 Mandatav (Burma) to the rtoaprial lor
Srck Cfvldren m Toronto where an
operation wee performed to aaperete them
8
IN-FISHERMAN
67
SPECIAL Hoat AI Lmdner and
hm ataff offer heeh water hehmg
not eojurpment updatee and maide evrormation on the beet apota
"i North America

a TAX FACTS '67
0 TAX FACTS
a MOV* •** .

Plua

Suite
11971) Wetter Mettheu
Maureen Stapfeton
(ESPN) TRUCK AND TRACTOR PULL
2:30
a a COLLEGE BASKETBALL Georgetown et Syacuea
(live)

Cwo- • "Ml IVCw«
AFTERNOON

12:00
O O NBA BASKETBALL
Los Angalet Lakara at Pheedefphie
76era fLrve)
O MEETING PLACE Rev
Cie* Woodbury ofhciatat at aer•>" hom Southmmater United
Church m Fdmonlon
a HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ
a NOVA This proNe of S.g
mund Freud eiemmea tha conuoveray wtwch contmuee 10 turround
the tnaor«e posiuleied by the creator of modern peychoenatyara
lb THIRTY GOOD
MINUTES
a MOVIE * * * 1
Tha Bad
News Bears
(1976) Watte.
Matthew TatumONeel
a FAME Lycfea attends her
hrgh-schooi reunion and falls for
her oM flame
(ESPN)
SPORTSCENTER
SUNDAY
12 30
a MEET THE PRESS
8 PORTRAITS
a ADAM SMITHS MONEY
WORLD
(ESPN) 1BSO NCAA FINAL
FOUR HIGHLIGHTS
1:00
O
COUNTRY
CANADA
Srta»dufad a c-ofaa of Eaai Coaat
fisherman who have moved to the

^V*

fTMCt MOV* ***vt
Tha
Elephant Men (I960) John Hurt.
Anthony Hopkins

3: OO
8 O PICASSO Commentary
on the artiat'a private kfe by hre
bmgrapher.
hiende and eolleagues, and Spanieh playwright
A/rebel fvofikght this portrait of
Pablo Pceeao
8
SPORTSWORLD Superteams
Competition,
from
Honolulu. Ha>.e>i I Tapad)
a NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
8 a GREAT PERFORMANCES
Oecember Flower
This drama
chrorwekng lova a
power 10 revttakn eupkaea the
developing reiatKnafup boiwean a
lonely widow and her elderly aunt
aftar the younger womana wart
compela her 10 begin a campaign
to rescue her relative hom abandonment and neglect Stera Jaan
Simmons Mono Waahbourne Q

a MOV* * * * •
The Apea

Planet Of

C96BI Cherfton Hea-

lon Roddy McOowafl
(ESPNI LPGA GOLF rhghbahta
of the
1986 Kempor Open
(Taped)
3:30
rESPNI M1SL SOCCER Bait.
more Bleu at Oatias Sidakickt
ILivel
fTMC) MOV* **
Impulae
11964) Tim Matheaon Meg Ta%

4 tOO
O CANAOA GAMES

• Printing
• Typesemng
Word Processing
• Screen Priming
• Trophies • Plaques
Wedding Stationery ■ Flyers
• Raffle Tickets • Booklets
Programs

• Ad Specialties • Business Cards Posters

S5.95

Includes all you can eat
soup, salad, and dessert Buftet
plus choice of potato
Call us about our
Daily Specials 352-0123

S WRESTLING
MOV* * * Bachelor Party
(1984) Tom Henki Tawny
Kitaan A carafrea achool bua drrvar'a pala daoda to throw a preweddig party for hrm. oompkeatmg mattera <a the lact That the
carle lather ckeepprovee of her
chcece

(ESPN) SKIING Sieve Oervay
Oaaac. from Deer vaBay. Utah
(Taped)

Brochures * Envelopes
• Labels Postcards

S6.95

B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo

THE ELK'S CLUB

pier-tt and amger Antona Fata"
Dommo > partorma many of hi a
Top Tan hrta rnclucfcng Blueberry
M*. ' Btua Monday " Tm Waikai'
and tha country daearc
Your Cheetm' Meert
In atarao

Weal Coaat
8 COLLEGE BASKETBALL
GJeorgta Tech at OePewl (Lrva)
{COMMUNITY CLOSE-UP
a
WASHINOTON
WEEK IN REVIEWC3
0 MOV* **Vi
The Uh>
mata Warrior
(1976)
Yul
Brynner Ma* von Sydow

- Photocopies "><

Saturday Special
Banquet Catering &
Meeting Rooms Available

Chat Atkeva * jomed by gurtarrata
Larry Carhon and Thorn Sraah.
mu pwnajl Butch Thompaon. fi*
dkw Johnny Gvnble and compoeer ewBumentafnil Petw Oatrouah
ko for thre performenca In atarao
8 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
New Orteene RIB boogM>woocaa

117 EAST COURT STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO WtH
Hours 9i VO-S:M» Monday-Friday
Phone (41V) W2-4068

67
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From Svdnav. N S IM
«J STAR SEARCH
OB GREAT DECISIONS De
tami and the Federal Denot U S
NN* Sonet Chertenget
0 LAST WALTZ ON A
TIGHTROPE In this one-act
0«*V. «n eccentric KIKII (lout**
Fletcher) confronts an eggressrve
author
i Ton,
Muiioiil
who
wants to mem* the ccum
Stances Surrounckng her husband s deem (Big
IS
MOVIE ***
Rough
Night In Jericho
09671 Dean
M»l«i George Peppard
4:30
O O pGA GOLF $600 000
Loa Angeles Open from Rivera
Country Club m Pecrhc Peksedee
Catrf (Liva)
69 MCLAUGHLIN GROUP
6:00
O
OEGRASSI
JUNIOR
HIGH CsVJft'f disturbing dresma
cause her 10 question ha> seiuek
ty Arthur investigate* after monav dreappssrs from a kicker
«BLUE FRONTIER
© LIFESTYLES OF THE
RICH AND FAMOUS Schedulad iha Bavsrly H.iia Hotel I Pan
3 of 41 a fur auction .n tha Sov-t
Union, pro'iles o' Ait Link letter
acttaaa dons leachmen and magician Doug Hennmg
■ FIRING LINE
ID EYES ON THE PRIZE:
AMERICA'S CIVIL RIGHTS
YEARS.
1064-1966
Tha
murder of three young civil righta
workers and tha Mississippi Fresdom Damocatic Partv • attempt
to patikcajiata •" tha Democratic
National Con van don ara Iha tocua
of th.s look at iha right to vota
baitta witiwn iha Magnoha Siata

9

m NBC NEWS
Q FLOYD ON FISH
O CHECK IT OfJTI HaaRh
food 'anauca who ara extended by
Howard'a commercial promoting
a new anack food and iha produci
itself tarroriM tha aiore a staff (ft)
7iOO
8(Deo MINUTES
FRAGGLE ROCK Cotterpm
■a suspected of revesting aacrati
(R)Q
C OUR HOUSE Gua cert we
out the leat with of a recently deceased hiend In aiareo Q
S) MOVIE **
The Parent
Trap il 11980) Haykty M#s Tom
Skenitt Playing Cup.d lor bar <%■
voiced mom.
an
it year old
scheme/ cats on her mother s
twin toiler for assistance A "Otanay Sunday Move presentation
9 WONDERWORKS A L,tlie Princess
Baaed on Francis
Hodgson Burnett s Story recount
tng a rich little grri s struggle to
cope with sudden poverty m V*.
tor.an England This episode Sara
Crewe is sent to London to attend
a school lor young leches IPari I
Of 3IQ
IE) BOOYWATCH A moderate
approach to working out. resulting
horn recent studies mckcahng chat
'uneea benafits can be achieved
with less eserose Q
O NEW GIDGCT Oanni must
fm.sh a lew household chores before gomg on a if* with friends
® FAME Chris gala a shot at a
recording career
IESPN)
SPORTSCENTER
SUNDAY
(TMC) MOV* ***
Mass
Appeal
11984) Jack Lemmon
Zerko ivanak Confrontations be
twaan a complacent priest and an

(TMCI MOVIE * * * Tha Idolmaker (I960) Rev Sharkev. To
.ah FMdehuh

idealist*: seminary Sludant lead
both to a greater understann.no. Of
■he human spirit PG Q

6:30
Q EDISON TWINS Whan
identical twm cousins vmt iha
Edraone. everfone ends up arguing until Paul needs halp with a
praHMi

7:30
O BEACHCOMBERS Graham
is attracted to a rakgrous cult
whtch abaady has Pat 0 Gorman
under us influence CJ
9 WILD. WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
O CHARLES IN CHARGE
(ESPN) SKI WORLD

ID BABE WINKELMAN'S
GOOO FISHING
(ESPN) WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL Tesms to be announce.
ITapadl
EVENING

MM
O (D (D NEWS
O RIVALS OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES
SFAME
A JACQUES COUSTEAU'S
NORTH

AMERICAN

AD-

VENTURES Jacques and JssnMichel Couataau investigate eco
ksgrcal probtama off Canada's
aaatam seaboard a sunken Span
ish gaWaon tha unders.de of a glees* and tha okght of a baby
humpback whale (Pan 2 of 21
■
FRENCH
CHEF
Sola
Bonne Femms" IRl
0 TED KNIGHT SHOW Han
n/ ihmfca Irs,' times la only interacted m her money (R)
ffi STAR TREK

6:30
«C.S NEWS
HOTLINE
HOT

8:00
O
0
MURDER,
SHE
WROTE
Jessica
investigates
when datectrve Harry McGrevr is
charged with the murder of a bosing promoter laVar Burton and
Lynne Moody guest star [J
Q
MOVIE
Going Home'
(Premieret Nicholas Cempbea Milan Cheyloff Caneckan aohfears
rebel after discovering the >eel
reason behind England a refusal 10
allow them to return home during
World War I Based on a true story
«D EASY STREET E Manor and
Quentm buy the house nest door
10 enaure that me ' right kasd of
people move m In stereo
9 K) NATURE The feat of a
three part exploration of the con
aarvatron probksm lacing Japan
profiles the tight to save the macaque, a monkey mdtgenous to
thra Asian country In stereo Q
IS LIMELIGHT
9 RUNAWAY WITH THE
RICH AND FAMOUS A Vecsn
Islands cru.se with "Love Boat'

co-aiar Gavm MacLeod, settees
HeMkBohayl Hotel I on a tour of
kelend Most Rot-n Leach
KSPNI MAGIC
SPORTS

YEARS

IN

MONDAY
FEBRUARY 23. 1667
cot*-*** • iaa» tviwm

6:30
9 VALERIE Marks aeohc pel
cfcee whee m David's care in star•og
9 (ESPN! NHL HOCKEY Detroit Red W«nga ai Chrcago Black
Havrke(Liva)
9:00
9
MOVIE
•* .
Flaahdenc*
(1983) Jarmfar Beats
Muheei Nouri A young woman
•vho works as a welder by day
and an eioiic dancer by r»ghi espees to |om the Pittsburgh BarkH
in stereo (Rl t J
9 AMERHCA Members of the
reeistanca smuggle Oevm out of
the osycfvairic hospital. Amanda
rescues Justin and returns with
him to Mirlord. after a confrontation with Helmut. AJethee torn*
the Mirlord clan .r. a hght lo brmg
Devm s message to the world
Stars Kin. Krisiofferson Christine
Lahn and Cmdy Pickstt (Part 7 of
7ig
9 © MASTERPIECE THEATRE
Lost Empees"
Juke
Blane leaves both the tour and
Richard singer i .r» Fame (Pamela
Siephenson) and her sinister ac
companrat s>n (he company
(Part 5 of 7) g
9 MOVIE *
New Veers
Eval 119801 Rw Kerry. K« Niwjn
The disc lockey al a punk rock
club receives a series of phone
carls promising thai people will be
murdered m her honor on New
Veer SEWJ
(TMC) MOVIE # * M
Macaroni H985I Jack Lemmon. Mar
ceao MaatroMjnm Durmg a fnp to
Napiee an emotronefry and phynraHy eihauated American buatneasman Mams the fine art of savoring kfa Horn an exuberentry
carefree archivist PG g
6:30
O 9 DESIGNING WOMEN
Juka becomes eonwnced that
Reese is soamg another woman
10:00
O 9 HARD COPY An emolionalry ckstraught prisoner tskes
reporter Wrktam Boot hostage.
QCBC Nfwsg
9 WAR AND PEACE Men
Of Oeetmy it is 1812 and Ruas»a s and Napokson's armraa ara at
israragarn
tB PALACE OF DREAMS
10:26
O VENTURE

lltOO

0999NEWS
9 SISKEL ti EBERT ft THE
MOVIES Scheduled reviews
Over tha Top" (Sylvester Stallone. Robert Loggsa): Tha Good
w,fe
(Rachel Ward.
Bryan
Brosvn): "84 Charing Cross
Road" (Anne Bancroft Anthony
Hopkrne)
9 EYES ON THE PRIZE:
AMERICA'S CIVIL RIGHTS
YEARS.
1064-1066
9 MAPP ft LUCIA
9
TALES
DARKSIOE

FROM

THE

9 KENNETH COPE LAND
(TMC) MOVH ***H
A.an

M" 119721

EVENING

6:00
0 0(0 8) NEWS
9 PM MAGAZINE A too. of
Hews. Ism ski surfers
9 ADAM SMITHS MONEY
WORLD
9 MACNEH
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
9 9 DIFF'RENT STROKES
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK
6:SO
9 CBS NEWS
SNBC NEWS
ABC NEWSp
9 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
9 GET SMART
9 FACTS OF LIFE
KSPNI ACTION OUTDOORS
WITH JULIUS BOROS
7:00
8 CBS NEWS
MONITOR
9 WHEEL OF FORTUNE
9 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT interview with Beite
Mrdkw kt stereo
9 NEWLYWED GAME
9
MAC NEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
9 WONDERFUL WORLD
OF DISNEY Cherokee Tree A
Loura L Amour story about a widow and has daughter who run a
Stagecoach depot in 19th century
Colorado
(D GIMME A BREAK I
©M-A-S*H
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
(TMC) MOVIE **
Strange
lady In Town 11865) Graar Garson. Dana Andrews Fruetiaied by
her mab-ily to start a meckcel
practice m Boston, a 19rh-century
female doctor heads to Santa Fa
only to hnd more pubhc resist
ance
7:30
9 PM MAGAZINE Featured
Vail Colorado
akeng. cooking
and area Barbers Welters Disney
after hours. Disneyland gtvaavray
O RACCOONS Or
Cadre
trunks Ralph and Mekeea ara the
key to a terrroty ID Ben Raccoon a
recovery. (Rig
9 JEOPARDY
9 TAXI
9 DATING GAME
9 TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT Murk's former boyfriend
slope by for cknner and deeds his
attention to Jackie
9 THREE S COMPANY
KSPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Vrlanova at Pittsburgh
(I ivel (Subfact to blackout I
•690
9 9 KATE ft ALLIE Kate
can't teasel the temptation to piay
Cup*! for Loura and a 'voman who
hee a crush on hrm. [ J
9 FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE
9 608
HOPE
SPECIAL
"From Tahiti Bob Mope s Tropic*
Comedy Special
Morgan Brittany. John Denver Howard Keel.
JoruMhan Wtntere. Mies Tanrtt

Churchill's
Video

6oM Loana and Mraa Amenca
1966 Susan Akei sisn the comeoV
an m a number of sketches In
Stereo
9 MACGYVCR A apy seem
•ngfy returna from the dead to involve MacGyvar » a deedty CIA
operetMm g
9 PLANET EARTH Soanhsts
work to unlock tha sun's myatar•es inclocfcng aunQuakM. sun
spots, tha solar wsnd and aurora
boreaks (Rig
9 WONDERWORKS A LHUe Princes*
6aaed on Francs
•Hodgson Burnett a Story recounting a rich little gel's struggle to
cope with sudden poverty m Victorian England This episode Sara
Crew* rs sent to London to attend
a school for young ladsee (Part l
of 3) g
gGUNSMOKE
MOVIE ***>
The Blues
Brothers' (1980) John Betuaiu
Dan Aykroyd Two blue* singers
must contend with iha Chicago
pokes, the CIA neo Nam and the
U S Army lo put together a ben*
fn concert lo res* money for thee
orphenega
8:30
9 9 MY SISTER SAM Sam
invites her agent to move m with
her and Petti g
9 HANGIN IN Francis Quils
hra rob at iha Halfway House
when the kids condemn h*m and
Maggie fees to grve hrm a rates

Pop's brother i AM Camay), owner
of the Cavanaugh Constr uc turn
Company, pays a visit
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Purdue at Iftno* (L>««)
10:00
9 9 CAONEY ft LACE Y
The detectives investigate a business that purports lo sand massages to dead people g
9 NATIONAL CJ
10:26
9 JOURNAL
10:30
9 NEWS
11:00

QD DARK SHADOWS
9 LATE SHOW Host Joan
Rivers Scheduled the Juckts. music critrc Lisa Rob-nson In starso
9 WKRP IN CINCINNATI
11:06
(TMC) MOVIE **#
Parteig
Glances'
(1986) Richard
Ganoung. John eotgar As he prepare* to leave for Afrca on business, a gay Menhattenrte cornea
to terms with separating from his
hiends and lover
niESDAY
FC6RUARY24. 1967
Caev*- • <se> I v DSW -v
EVENING

0:00
9 9 NEWHART Joanna teas
Ox* that he's m a rut because ha
never does anything spontaneous

bv

I VICTORIAN SCANDALS
9 MOVIE Parry Mason Tha
Case Of Tha Loat Love' (Premsre) Raymond Burr. Jean Senmons A former gwrtnend now
harboring political Smbitions reenters Mason's kfa after her hueband is accused of murder In
itereo tJ
9
MOVIE
Love Among
Thieve* (Pramrarel Audrey Hepburn. Robert Wagner. A renowned concert pwjnrat faces a
eerss of danger* aa wefl as some
unwanted company in her Quest
to deliver litres priceless - and
etokm - f jpsrge eggs to the man
holding her Sancs captrve g
9 9 AMERICAN PLAYHOUSE Go Tat) It on the Mountain" An adaptation of Jamas
Baldwin's ssmiautobrographical
atory that centers on the confkcts
aaparsncsd by a 1 * year-old boy
growing upm 1930a Harfsm. Paul
Wrnnasd. Alfrs Wooderd. Ohvuj
Coke and Ruby Dee star (R)Q
9 MOVIE *** Two Mules
For Suter Sara
(19691 Ckm
Eastwood. Shetay Mede-ie A
tough gunakngsr m 19th-csntury
Me—:o hasps a wh^ey-evnfang
"nun" croaa tha and deaert sale(TMC) MOVIE ***■=
ThElephant Man" (1960) John Hun.
Anthony Hopkins Baeed on the
kfa of John Msrrtoh. • hrvrfbty deformed Vicica nn-era (nofcshman
whose kfa was spent In cheap
hesfc a«h*ntione until ha mat a
dedicated phys^an PG'
0:3O
9 9 THE CAVANAUGHS

6:00
OQ9 9NEWS
9 PM MAGAZINE The father
of a baby born to a breevdsed
woman. Barbare Waiters
9 OCEAN US
9 MACNEH.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
ID ffi DIFF'RENT STROKES
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK
630
9 CBS NEWS
9 NSC NEWS
S ABC NEWS ig
NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
9 GET SMART
9 FACTS OF LIFE
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:00
O CBS NEWS
O COUNTRY REPORT
S WHEEL OP FORTUNE
ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT Interview with 'aye
Dunaway on the eat of her upcoming TV move Casanova
In
stereo
J NEWLYWED GAME
MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
9 MOVIE ** The Ghost Of
Cypress Swamp (1977) (Part 1
Of 2) V* Morrow Noah Beery A
tssn soar pursues a wounded
Hack panther mo a remote
swamp and n captured by a rvjrfcrared harmrt
A
Wonderful
World of Dsney presentation

9 GIM ME A BREAK I
9M-A-S»H
(ESPN) NHL HOCKEY Erjmorv
ton Osara at Pittsburgh Panguna
(Lrvel
(mo MOV* *#* The idol
meter (I860) Ray Sharksy. Toveh Fasdanuh. A rrujnejMkMtva

1141 S. Main St.

354-2526

9 9 GRAMMY AWARDS
L ive from Loe Angeksa Shrine Auditorium the 29th edition of the
National Academy of Recording
Am 6 Science* ceremony covering the snt»e spectrum of record
sd music and lecflracaf ech*tvsmsnt
Most
Bsfy Crystal
In
stereo
9 FIFTH ESTATE
9 MATLOCK Matlock must
■■pose the scandal that can clear
tha name of Pwt Hughes, accused
Of murdering a superior officer
iPmt 2 of 21 In stereo
9 WHO'S
THE
60SS7
Tonya
lailbird
fathei-m-law
(James Coco) plena to write e
book entitled
Bkmpoe Behind
Barag
9 9 NOVA Sc*nt«ls naval
to Antarctica to study the recently
discovered hols ei the earth's
orane layer m an attempt to -den
tify the phenomenon s cause g
IDGUNSMOKE
ffi) NSA BASKETBALL Detroit Pisions at New Jersey Nats
(Live)
8:30
9 GROWING PAINS Ban devsfops a crush on hra 1 2-year-old
baby litter g
BOO
O SEEING THINGS (Season
Premiere) Lours Dal Grande por
treys a reporter who eiMnanoes
psych* visions
Thra SpMOde:
LOUS*, agreeing to switch placss
with a viBrtmg monarch whom he
reesmbsse. becomes ambroirad in
a murdar Also stars Martha G*
eon and Janet-Lame Green g
9 MOVIE ***» Placss In
The Heart" (1984) Sefy Fiatd.
L.ndsay Crowes. In 1930s Teass.
a teneooua woman concsrvss a
plan to save her farm from a bank
foreclosure and t helped by a
transient Mack fwid worksr and a
bend World War I veteran Q
9 MOONLIGHTING David
and Maddas protect the kfa of a
fluaaien boaer. (R) g
9 9 FRONTLINE A look at
serious Questions beang rased today about the rufca bsnckng and
records sltering which permitted
German acaantrata and angmasrs
to enter the Unrtad Slates and dsvssop NASA s space program de
spits thee tar* to Nan war enrnss.
9 MOVIE *** Bsrbarc-a
(19621 WJke Naraon. Gary Bussy.
A Tessa outlaw grows to become
a legend whsta constantly on the
run from the authontsa and hre
angry m-iawa
ITMCI MOVIE **
rmpusss"
(1964) Ten Metheeon Hag Trty.

The Arrangement
For
Cut Flower
And

352-4101
352-4143

906 Napoleon
353-8361

Hours: Fri. 6-8pm
Sot. 8-4pm
Sun. noon 4pm

181 (B)S. Main
Bowling Green

20% OFF
one of the following
with this ad
haircuts, perms,

*S^0 Foliage .
Monday - Thursday
$1.89 Overnight Rental
VCR Rentals $4.95

7:30
9 PM MAGAZINE Featured:
Special del-very Vail. Colorado;
Paradise Beech Ms: krcT* is*
9 SHELLEY
9 JEOPARDY
9 TAXI
9 DATING GAME
9 TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT Sara behaves that Monroe
needs a ass surrogate to over
corns fee problems
9 THREES COMPANY
6:00

9 Q 9 9 9 NEWS
9 OHIO BUSINESS OUTLOOK

g

manager uses venous p*oys to
catapult two tsan-agsra Into pop
mue< stardom, in starso. 'PG'

manicures,
cellophanes,
highlighting
Darcy

expires 3-6-87

Mdau/Fabruorv to, IM7 IS
An mooant coup** m caught up ai
tha chaot ot ■ town vrhoaa rtatOam hava bagun actmg without
logic or rational though! R

MO
K9H) TOP HANK BOXING
John Maafcm va. Harold Branar
lor Ota NAIF Junior WaRarwaiqht
trta, aohaeUad for 12 rounda.
from AHanbc Oty. NJ Irvo.
10:00
t NATIONAL p
JACK AND MKE A raa.
tauraaaur m wctmuad by a ruth
tea* raokataar [J
• BOMBING OF OSAGE
AVENUE Novahat Ton Cada
Bambara narrataa thai turM«tton of avanu laadmg. 10 fho davaaiatxm of rha Oaaga-F1ma na*ghborhood tn PMaoatolMa try nra
raautting from Mayor W Waaon
Good*• May 13 (19651 anamoi
io fluah out mambara of (ha reoV
cal group MOVE g
CD AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Naur Oriaan* RUB boogra-woog*
piarult and wtgar Anlotn* "Fata"
Oom.no Jr parforma many of hra
Top Tan hrta including Bluabarrv
M«." Blu. Monday." "Im W*
kaV " and tha couniry claaa*
VourChaaim Maart " in atarao

7:00
9 CBS NEWS

10:30
©NEWS

FO-

fB DARK SHADOWS
ID LATE SHOW Hoar Joan
Rrvara Schadulad racortfcng art.it
Oava Edmunda. Larry Hagman.
COORMI antrapranaur Oabt* f+M%
Joan flivari look auka vnrmar* In
tiarao
ffi WKRP IN CINCINNATI
ITMCI MOVIE * * 'I
Smith
araans
I1M2) Suaan Barman
Ftachard Hal A young woman h.t»
lha Naw Yof* nightclub orcorl
amh a dream of managing rock
banda R
WE ONESOAY
FEBRUARY 26. 1M7

6:00
80*BBNEWS
PM MAGAZINE NBC can
dvactor Joat Thirm. aavan
brothara who «a auooortad thanv
aatvaa attar tha. mothar a daath
and 'athai • abandonmant.
*>Q

9 PERKINS FAMILY Tracy
hatpa Man ••*■*( paar praaaura to
uaa drug*. Matt daodaa to auch
"■on for tha achool ptav * mala
laad. Malta mothar braafca up
with nar bOyfrMjnd
9 MACNEtL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
9 9 DWF'RENT STROKES
tESFNI SPORTSLOOK
ITMCI MOVIE **
Caraon
Crty
M9B2I Randolph Scott
Raymond Maaaay
A banhar •
ptarw to buaVj a raaroad that h«
hopaa would and atagacoach robbanaa run mto probtama until ■
myatanoua ivanoar comaa to
town

Charha ha« tha kida ptay out what
thav ■ bo doing -. 20 ya«ra (ft)
9 9 BILLION DOLLAR
DAY: AN ENTERPRISE SPECIAL Camoraa foftow BMa cut
rancy traoara. kxatsd at Hong
Kong. London and Naw York, u
muManaouafy through a aatgla
day ■ wtwahng and daafcng (R)

Q

O DATELINE ONTARIO
9 WHEEL OP FORTUNE
9 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT
Grammy
Awards
hjghaghw In atarao
9 NEWLVWED GAME
9
MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
9 MOVIE * * Tha Ghoat Of
Cypraaa Swamp (1977) (Part 2
of 2) VK Morrow. Noah Bsary A
taan-agar purauaa a woundad
black panthar *to a ramota
awamp and •* capturad by a naffaaiad harmt. A "Wondartm
World of Oojnay'' praaantanon
8 GIMME A BREAK)
M*A»S*H
(ESPN) COLLEGE SASKETBALL Prov-danca at Saton Hall
(Lnral
7:30
O PM MAGAZINE Faaturad
Th« Coaby Show. Coopar Mounlan. Colorado; v**t Clavaland Mu
■aum Of National matory. agomobao
O
DANGER
BAY Jonah

10:26
Q JOURNAL

11 oo
OQfDSlNEWS
9 BOWLING QFtEEN
RUM

0:30
9 CIS NEWS
■ NIC NEWS
9 ABC NEWS g
9 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
«OET SMART
FACTS OP LIFE
■SPN) SfH3FITSOiNTlFl

comaa acroaa a myatanouah/ *
btghorn whila planting traaa Q
9 JEOPARDY
9 TAXI
S DATING GAME
TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT Mm*! • divoroad coaaga
frtand amvoa lor a viait and propotrUonaHanry
9 THREE S COMPANY
fTMC) MOVIE #* Vi Fandango (19851 Kava* Coatnar. Judd
Natton Faoad with adutthood and
rha pan of V«trtam. fiva coaaga
cronea taha oft acroa* Ta*a* tor a
laat-drtchfang In atarao PG
BOO
9 9 NEW MIKE HAMMER
Two novica prrvata ayaa can upon
Hammar to haip iham aolva an
•■to/tion caaa
9 NATURE OF THINGS
Hoat David SunAi praaanta fam
fooiaga of tha •aproductiva pto
oaai of mtioaM tha hrat divtuon
of tho human agg that Miataa
tha procaaa of 'aproducmg kta
(Rig
9 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
A taan-agar turni n.» drug-ua^g
fathar (Robart Culpl <n to tha poaca In atarao Q
9 PERFECT STRANGERS
St* coopad up m tha anowbound
cabav larry fmde tha oouraga to
taa Janrafar that ha kkaa har IPart
2of 2IQ
9 MARK RUSSELL
S TOLEDO SCRAPBOOK
GUN SMOKE
9 MOVIE **H
Buifn
LOOM'
M9B1I fbchard Pryor
Cicary Tyaon A bumokng burglar
a concarnad achoottaachar and
•ght chadran maka a croaa-countty trip .n a brokan-down achoot
bua

9:00
9 0 MAGNUM. P.I. Rat-ad
Naw York datactrva Michaai
Dohany (Frank Smatral eaHa upon
Magnum to halp him aolva a
rmaamg poraona caaa
9 RAPISTS: CAN THEY SE
STOPPED7 Documantary fooua•ng on frvo c eaa atudwa at tha OrSn Stato Pamtanuar.
GIMME A BRtAKI Sam
announcaa pkma to kava coiaga
gat marrwd and movo to South
Dakota IPart I of 2) In iiarao g
9 DYNASTY *Ja»a and tha
Carrmglona ara datarminad to hnd
a haari donor tor Kryatava. Ban'a
ralat>onartip with h.» daughtar
amootha out g
9 CD EYES ON THE PRIZE:
AMERICA'S CIVIL RIGHTS
YEARS. 1964-1866 Tha CrvH
Righta movamant bag-m io
apkntar daapita tha auccaaa of tha
1966 march * Alabama horn Sal
ma to Montgomarv g
CD
MOVIE
***
T«BM
Acroaa Tha Rtvar" (1966) Oaan
Marun Alain Oa4on A Span<ih
nobfornan aacapaa with h.i grlhtand aftar bang accuaad of mur>
dartfig h«r hanoa
fTMC) MOVIE *** Parting
Glancaa '
119861 Richard
Ganoung. John 6ofgar Aa ha ptaparaa to kaava for Afnca on buai
naai. a gay Manhattaruta comaa
to tarma with aaparating horn hit
tronda andlovar
9:30
9 THE TORTELLIS in itwao
(iSPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Syracuaa at St
John a
(Lrvo) (SubaKt to blackout)
10:00
O 9 EQUALIZER A I 3 ...
old gal. running away from har
banting paranti gala caught up ■•»
tha world of chad pornography
8 NATIONAL Q
ST. ELSEWHERE PaNaft
mtarfaraa with tna traatmani ot
an artrhciaay •naammatad pragnant woman who doaan t raakM
that aha waa Tipragnatad with
haapatnvQ
9
BARBARA
WALTERS
SPECIAL Barbara Wattara con
ducta mtarvaawa with Patrick Out^. M-chaat Oouglaa and Batta
MfJar g
9 9 FLYERS IN SEARCH
OF A DREAM Rara Mm tootaga
and dramatic r»-«nactmanta racraata tha aiparaancaa of black
avatar* m tha goldan yaara of •-■
aiion durmgiha 20a and 30a
9 NEWS
10:26
Q JOURNAL

MO

ni'' (19BSI Jac* Laanmon, Marcaao Maatroann. Dumg a mp to
NapkM. an amotionafry and phya*caty ashauatad Amancan boa.
naaaman laama tha hna art of •»
vormg Ma from an aaubarantty
carofraa) archmat. PG g
11:30
9 TAXI
9 AOOERLY Addarly viarta a
formar agant who a auffaring from
a datMitatrng tkaaaaa (RI
9 TONIGHT SHOW Hoat
Joh-n, Caraon Sohadukjd: vocal
rata tha Kmg'a Sngara In atarao
INIGHTLINE Q
BLACK WAX Songwritar
and pohtcal uta-iat Gri Scott
Haron praaanta a concart with hn
group IwKtraght Band and aho
htadaa waaung and BjfeMg tour'
of tha Nation'* capital
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
9 LATE SHOW Hoat Joan
Rrvara Schadulad Halan Gurtay
Brown. LA Law" co-atara JM
EAanbarry and Mchaal Tuckar In
llarao
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
11:40
O MOVIE **'4
Para<*aa
ABay II97BI Sytvaatar StaRona.
Armand Atlanta Thraa achammg
brothara from Naw Vork City •
Hall a Kuchan comoma brama and
brawn m thaa affon* to craata
battar Irvo* for thamaatvaa
12:00

QKOJAK
S DUKES OF HAZZARD
MOVIE *
Cobra
BrucoLa
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK

(19S1)

12:30
0 LATE NIGHT WITH OAVID LETTERMAN Schadulad
a (tea cacua In atarao
©THE JUDGE
(ESPN)
MARK
SOSIN S
SALT
WATER
FISHING
JOURNAL

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 26. 1967
Cwyiar- •twtth>w
EVENING

6:0O
OO90NEW8
9 PM MAGAZINE NBC caat»g dvactor Joal Thurm aavan
brothara who va aupportad th«maalvaa aftar thaa mothar a dwth
and fathar* abandonmant
SOCEANUS
MACNEtL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
9 9 DIFFRENT STROKES
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK

'9 99 9 NEWS

6:30
9 CBS NEWS
9 NBC NEWS
I ABC NEWS tg
NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE
PORT

i DARK SHADOWS
l LATE SHOW Hoat

9 GET SMART
9 FACTS OF LIFE
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

10:30
9 HONEYMOONERS

9 HEAD OF THE CLASS

ftrvara Schadulad: Hakm Gurtay
Brown. "LA Law" co-atara M
CAanbarry and Mtctwjal Tuokor. In
atarao.
9 WKRP IN CINCINNATI
(TMC) MOVIE ** Vt Macaro-

11 OO

I ART BEAT

Joan

fTMC) MOVIE ***Vi Tha
Elapharrt Man" (1BB0) John Hurt,
Anthony Hopkaw. Baaad on tha
afa> of John Marridk. a fwrnbty datarmad Victorwn-ara Engbahman
whoaa kfa waa apant m chaap
fraah aatvbrtiona unN ha m«t a
daoV^tad phyajoan PG'
7:00
9JJJI (CBS NEWS
) THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE
ENTERTAINMENT TO
NIGHT intarvwv* with Wdka Nat

BOO
O 9 SJMON B SIMON Tha
Simon* atumbta onto an FBI mvaangation whan thoy'ra aakad to
*iaai back lop-aacrat Amancan
hlaa from rha Vugoaiavian conaulata

8 GIMME A BREAK!
M*A*8*H
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Miami at Florida Stata
ILrval

0 CHEERS Sam and Diana ara
>n vitad to oVia with FrM**r and hm
Wvo--i grtfrajod In atarao g
0 THE COLBVS Jaaon and
Francaaca * waddmg ia mtarruptad by ahock«tg nawa that will at-

7:30
9 PM MAGAZINE Faaturad
pctura* horn Varf. Colorado Rogar Marti - Clavaland country muBK man ottar uttar
O GZOWSKI B CO. An kaaja,
waw with country-punk amgat
K 0 (Kathy Dawn) Lang (R)
S JEOPARDY
TAXI
S DATING GAME
TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT WtMa on ajry duty Hanry
craata* havoc whan ha unknowmgry dait'oys a piaca of avidanca
© THREE S COMPANY
8:00
9 9 WIZARD Tha impovar
iahod taan-aga parant* of an mlant ara haaalad by a would ba
baby br ok or
Q SMALL MIRACLES (Pram
•ara) Warnar Troyar narrataa thia
four-part aar«a on haofth car* «t
lha Thad World lon.ght Shot on
location m Ch«na Egypt Induj and
Sri Lanka a look at how oral rahydration tharapy aavad 1 6 rmlbon
kvaa laat yaar (Part 1 of 4)
9 COSBY SHOW In atarao
9 OUR WORLD Storia* from
lha aumm«r of 1972 wtchida tha
Watargata braak «n. tha Munch
Summar Otympca tha Oamocrat■c National Convantion ■> Miami
and th« founoVig ot Ma magann*
akw. taaka with Gaorga
McGovarn. Mark Sorti and Gloria
Slaawim Q
9 WILD AMERICA Tha natural bafanca batwaan tha pradator
and Hi pray ia akiatratad m thm
porirait of tha goahawk and tha
grouaa g
© THIS OLD HOUSE A tour
of Phoann (Am ). than a maatmg
with tha homaownara pamcajut•ng m tha nan ramodakng proajct
9 GUNSMOKE
© MOVIE ***
Tha En
forcar
11976) Cknt Eaatwood
TynaDafy
Drty Harry CaAahan
•* axnad by a famala partnar ai Iwa
purawt of a group of Cakforma
ravolutionario*
larroritmg San

O RED SERGE Aba facaa B.
nanoal nan whan a thundaratorm
naarly damokahaa thai m.i and da
atroya a wagon load of whrakay
dailinad fen hi* bar

fact thaa- kvaa. Monica tnaa to
tafe Sabta out of marrymg Zach
Q
0 MYSTERYI Tha Raturn of
Shartock Hohnaa
Tha Sacond
Stain Whan Motmaa .* aakad to
hnd a itohtn govarnmani documant bafora it* pubbcahon con
kaad to war. a pa* of norwdantcal
bloodatam* ptovida Sharlock
Hoimaa with a vttal dua g
O AMERICAN CAESAR Nar
ration by John Cokcoa and John
Muaton ra-oaataa Gan Oouglaa
MacArthur a victory at Layta.
whara ha fuMw* haa promiaa to raturn to tha Prwdpptna* and tna
command ol tha occupation
forca* m poatwar Japan (Part 3
of sig
0 MOVIE # * Rooai* Cogburn ' (197SI John Wayna Ka
tharava Hapbwn Whan a Fadaral
marahal aala out to track down a
gang of daaparadoa a apmaiar
with a grudga againat tha gang a>
Mta on rovwng him m tha hunt
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Dwha at North Carokna
II-va) (SubaKt to blackout)
ITMC) MOVIE ***
H««t
land' H98H Ra> Torn. Conchata
Forrafl A ranchar and hi* houaakaapar faca tha rigora of hontav
"tarn 1910 Wyoming Baaad on
tha lournala of a p-onaar woman
PG

va- with formar hrat lady Batty
Ford: a look at tha Broach***
opanrng ot Laa Mraarabfaa." g
9 MAPP B LUCIA Ekeajbatha
and Luoa'a -at ara -aad: Major
Banry mouaa mto Maw Mapp'a
houaa. Gaorga) bafravaa Luckk wal
roturn (Part 4 of 4) (R)
9 MYSTERYI Tha ftatum of
Shartock Hcamaa
Tha Sacond
Stain Whan Hoimaa at aakad to
And a atokjn govarnmani doeumant bafora ta pubkeatjon can
laad to war. a pa- of non*dam>cal
bioodatama prov>da Sharlock
Holmoa with a vital dua Q
9 NEWS
10:26
OJOURNAL
10:30
0 HONE YMOONERS
11:00

OO099NEWS
8 TIME OUT
DARKSHAOOWS
O LATE SHOW Hoat Joan
Rrvara Schadulad Ralph Nadar.
Nail Car tar in itarao
G3 WKRP IN CINCINNATI
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Southarn Cal at UCLA
diva)
TMC) MOVIE ***
Ma.*
Appatal
11984) Jack Lammon.
/*ko Ivanak Conhontatxina batwaon a complacant pnaat and an
idaaliatic tammary atudant laad
both to a graatar undarttarMfeng of
tha human apait PG g
11:30
0TAXI
9 NIGHT HEAT A woman
horn O Br«n * paal tnaa to kal
rum
0 TONIGHT SHOW Hoat
Johnny Caraon In itarao
9 NIGHTLINE i J
0 FRONTLINE A look at aarioua ojuaitioni twing raiaad today
about
tha ruia banding
and
racorda aitarmg which parmmad
Garman scMuitriia and angmaara
to antar tha Urviad Stata* and davalop NASA a apaca prog/am daapita thaa knk to Nui war crimaa
© NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
0 LATE SHOW Hoat Joan
Rrvara Schadulad Ralph Nadar.
NalCartar In atarao
11:40
O MOViE •>*
Saturn 3"
H980I Kak Oouglaa. Farrah
Fawcatt
A paa of aciantrata
working m a apaca atahon ara
marujcadby a mad gamua and h*t
knaviah'obot
12:00

9:30
O COUNTRY CANADA
0 NIGHT COURT Chnatma a
boa* (M«:haaJ Groaa) * accuaad
01 M>uai haraaamant

OKOJAK
0 DUKES OF HAZZARD

10.OO
0 O NEIL DIAMOND
HELLO AGAIN Comic actraaa
Carol
BumaM
and
amgaraongwntar Slavw Wondar pen tha
popular antartaaw Song* mctuda
I'm Akva ' and ' Charry. Charry In atarao (R)
O NATIONAL Q
0 L.A. LAW Whao Van Owan
■a racovarmg from a ahouidar aijury tha youth who aaaaultad har »
put on tnal in itarao

12:30
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN In atarao
(B THE JUDGE

0
MOVIE
* * 'i
Gold
(1947) Anthony
Katharno OaMala

Black
Ounn

Mov» ftanrvja
Outatandhg
. **#*
Eaoaaarit
***H
Vary Good
* * *

Good

**H

Not Bad
F*
Poor

**
**
*

0 20 / 20 Schadulad mm-

•2a&

VIDEO SPECTRUM

«

' JRlifiifrt

LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION
INBG!
OVER 5000 MOVIES!
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED
UNK
WIST k SHOUT
MANHUNTER
HEARTBURN
ARMED & DANGEROUS
TRANSFORMERS, THE MOVIE

Mixed Bouquets
Cash & Carry

■ RENT 2 MOVIES 4 ~!
GET ONE FREE!
I (expires 2/27/67) |
112 E. WASHINGTON

Q

aon. a raport on Hotywood'a aaauaat man In atarao
SNEWLYWEO GAME
MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
9 WONDERFUL WORLD
OF DISNEY Ban And Ma An
ammatad faatura about a church
mouaa that baeomaa tha companion of Bantfjrtan Frankkn H*o tha
ammatad tala
Patar And Tha
Wolf

MM IMMIII H

NOW SHOWING: •
•
•
•
•
•

S:30
0 FAMILY TIES Mai MM to
ohanga tha anaga of Jirirafajr'a
rock V io* band In atarao g
9 ARTHUR C. CLARKE'S
WORLD
OF
STRANGE
POWERS Tope
dowaaig for
matafci. ON and watar
9 WILD AMERICA A look at
tha annual gathering of brown
baara along Alaaka a MchM Rmar
to faaat on lha Pacrhc *a*mon aa
thay awim upatraam io epawn

428 East Wooster Street

352-4171

■ ■ H •«'i ■••**! *
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■

•

353104J5

